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SYNOPSIS
This thesis describes the development of a computer program
to study the steady two-dimensional laminar incompressible flow in a
T-junction, at which one fully-developed channel flow impinges at right
angles upon another. The calculation is made by finite differences on a
non-uniform mesh. Solutions are presented for varying inlet velocity
2 4
ratios, and for Reynolds numbers m  the range 10 to 10 . Two further 
flow problems are also considered briefly using the same program. In the 
first the side channel is transformed to a square cavity. This allows a 
direct comparison with the work of previous authors, and good agreement 
is found. In the second the side channel is transformed to an outlet.
The computational problem proves unusually awkward because it 
is surprisingly difficult to find a method of iteration which converges 
with a viable expenditure of computer time, and, more importantly, 
because the flow pattern proves very sensitive to the numerical treatment 
of the immediate neighbourhood of the 270-degree corners. The convergence 
difficulty is substantially overcome after a great deal of experimentation. 
The corner-flow difficulty is treated by a novelmesh configuration. 
Nevertheless the separated flow proves sensitive to the mesh size at the 
corner. This sensitivity is investigated, with the aid of analytical 
solutions, and it is concluded that the mesh size at the corner needs to 
be of the order of the Stokes radius, which in turn is inversely 
proportional to the Reynolds number.
Considerable attention is given to the accuracy of the 
finite difference solutions, both theoretically, and practically by 
duplicating solutions using alternative finite difference equations.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Statement of the Problem
The subject of this thesis is the numerical solution of the 
full Navier-Stokes equations for the steady laminar incompressible 
flow in a T-junction in two dimensions, in which one fully-developed 
channel flow is joined by a second, impinging on it at right angles.
The interest lies mainly in flows at moderate to high Reynolds numbers.
The solutions show a complicated velocity field whose main features 
are (Fig. 1):-
(i) a separation point at the downstream corner, C, with a free 
shear layer which later reattaches on the upper wall of the 
main channel,
(ii) a recirculating flow bounded by the free shear layer and the
wall of the outlet, and
(iii) a possibility of small-scale eddies on either or both arms of
the upstream corner, B, depending on the parameters of the problem.
The data for the problem are the inlet velocities, V 1 in them
main channel and V f in the side channel, the widths w f and w 1 respectivelys m s
of the channels and the kinematic viscosity, vf = y'/p’, of the fluid,
where y’ and p1 are the (constant) viscosity and density respectively.
Fully-developed flow is assumed at finite distances I' and £f upstream of
m s
the junction in the main and side channels respectively, and at a distance 
8,^ downstream in the main channel. These distances are taken sufficiently 
large that the disturbance due to the confluence at the junction is 
negligible where the boundary conditions of fully-developed flow are 
applied.
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The flow pattern depends on three non-dimensional parameters,
namely the ratios V !/Vf and w f/wf and the Reynolds number, Re, where . s m s m J ’
Re = V'w'/v1 (1.1-1)e m
and is the velocity far downstream in the main channel. (The inlet 
and outlet velocities will be defined more precisely later.)
Thus, formally
v^x'.y') , , V 1 w f
—  _ r /X1 y' S S p > /• i i \
Y  —  (l* 1 * V 1 * w 1 * *
o o o m m
where v_' is the velocity vector and Vq and 1q are a reference speed and
distance respectively. Because the governing parameters are non-dimensional
the choice of units may be made arbitrarily. It will therefore be convenient
to non-dimensionalize the problem by choosing V = £V! and 1 = w* as the
o m o s
units of speed and length respectively. The problem can in theory be 
non-dimensionalized by using these quantities alone, since v’ has dimensions 
(speed)x(length). However, although the flow field does not depend on yf
and p* separately it will be helpful to have a reference density, equal to
pl.
In this thesis the above symbols, without primes, will be used to 
denote the corresponding non-dimensional variables. Thus in particular
V = 2 ^m
w = 1
s
and p = i
J
(1.1-3)
The Reynolds number is of course unaffected by the non-dimensionalization.
Two similar problems will be considered briefly. In the first 
of these the side channel is blocked off to form a square cavity in which 
a recirculating flow is driven by a shear exerted by the fluid in the 
main channel. In the second problem the flow is divergent, the side 
channel being treated as an outlet.
The emphasis of the present contribution is only partly on the 
finite difference solutions themselves. Considerable attention will be 
devoted to the limitations of the numerical method as regards the 
degree of accuracy which can be obtained and the computing effort required. 
Although the work is entirely theoretical in nature it was originally 
motivated by a specific engineering problem, and this is described in the 
following sections.
1.2 Background
The calculation represents the first step in a project whose 
ultimate aim is to devise a method of computing transient thermal stresses 
in superheater and rehe'ater headers in power station boilers.
The superheater is the last bank, or series of banks of tubes 
through which the steam passes before leaving the boiler,. It is situated 
in the hottest part of the furnace. After leaving the boiler and.passing 
through the high-pressure stage of the turbine, steam is generally returned 
to the boiler, where its temperature is restored to about the same level 
as that at which it was originally supplied. This is achieved in the 
reheater, a component of similar design to the superheater, but with pipes 
of larger bore to accommodate the increased volumetric flow rate. Headers 
are cylindrical collecting vessels to which the superheater and reheater 
tubes are connected, and they have a few, usually four, larger bore outlet 
pipes leading to the turbine. Header design varies greatly from one 
boiler to another.
The thermal stress arises only during start-up, when the steam 
admitted to the header is at a higher temperature than the header itself. 
Due to the extremely complex nature of the flow, the heat transfer rate 
varies widely over the inner surface of the vessel and quite steep 
temperature gradients can arise. It is feared that, should the consequent 
thermal stresses be sufficiently severe, and should they be repeated
sufficiently often during the life of the boiler, die header could become 
dangerously weakened. The cost of replacement would be very great because 
while the boiler is out of operation the electricity demand has to be met 
by less efficient generating equipment. The ’outage cost’ of a modern 
500 MW boiler is of the order of £20,000 per day. The possibility of a 
failure must therefore be avoided by limiting the speed at which the boiler 
is brought on load. Unfortunately this runs contrary to the operational 
need to have extra power available at short notice to meet any fluctuation 
in the demand. Hence it is desirable to have as much knowledge as possible 
about the thermal stress in order to minimise the safe run-up time. There 
is however a further more specific reason for a current program of research 
into thermal stress in headers. To understand this it is necessary to 
digress a little into the method by which the electricity supply is managed 
on a national scale in this country.
The existence of a national bulk transmission network means that 
the demand can be met, within certain constraints, by generating stations 
anywhere in the country. The selection of plant to meet a. given load is 
therefore made primarily on a basis of cost, and for this purpose all 
stations are ranked according to their incremental cost per unit of 
electricity supplied to the system. The cheapest stations are run 
continuously, and are referred to as base load stations. All nuclear plant 
falls into this category. In the next rank are the two-shift stations, 
which are shut down each night and restarted the following day. Other
i
stations are only used at all during the colder part of the year, when 
demands are highest. The thermal stress problem does not arise for base 
load stations, but is at its most severe for two-shift stations. There are 
a number of large new stations now under design or construction which were 
intended to be run on base load for most of their working lives, but are now 
thought, due to the advent of more nuclear plant and a lower rise than
expected in the total demand, to be destined to be run on the two-shift 
system for most of their working lives. They will therefore experience 
many more start-up cycles than they were designed for, and it is this 
conjecture which provided the impetus for the program of research within 
the electricity supply industry of which the present work forms a part.
1.3 Outline of the Research Program
The investigation of this problem has, as far as the author is 
aware, been confined to the scientific services of the British electricity 
supply industry. The main effort has been devoted to the evaluation of 
thermal stress patterns in geometries similar to those of actual headers 
thought to be at risk, but this has recently been supplemented by field 
trials in which temperature transients were monitored in situ on recently 
completed boilers.
The evaluation of the thermal stress pattern has been divided 
into the determination of three distributions which follow on from each 
other. These are:-
(i) the distribution of the heat transfer coefficient on the inner 
surface of the header,
(ii) the resulting temperature distribution as a function of time, 
and,
(iii) the thermal stress patterns.
Numerical techniques for the calculation of temperature transients 
and thermal stress distributions present no great theoretical difficulty.
The practical task of setting up a program for a given three-dimensional 
geometry is quite considerable,' but standard programs are now available 
which can handle at least a single pipe-to-cylinder junction. FLHE 
(Fullard, 1970) and BERSAFE (Hellen, 1970) are three-dimensional finite- 
element programs which can perform the temperature and stress calculations 
respectively. It is with the first step, the determination of the heat
transfer coefficient distribution, that the present work is concerned.
This is more difficult since it involves turbulent flow, and heat 
transfer across a turbulent boundary layer, both areas of fluid dynamics 
which are imperfectly understood. The three-dimensionality of the problem 
is an additional computational difficulty. Because of these considerations 
all previous efforts at evaluating the heat transfer coefficient distri­
butions have been experimentally based. These are described in the 
following sections.
To supplement the laboratory work, through-wall temperatures 
have recently been measured with thermocouples installed on headers in 
operational boilers. The work is still incomplete, but the results so 
far indicate that the thermal stress may not after all be significant. 
However these tests were mostly carried out on 'cold* starts, i.e. when 
the boiler had been shut down for some time. It was found that the 
highest through-wall differentials arise in fast ’hot’ starts (from an 
overnight shut-down), but few measurements have been made for these 
conditions.
1.4 Preliminary Work
In an early investigation (Northover, Hitchcock and Law, 1966) 
the distribution of the heat transfer coefficient was measured on a model 
of part of a particular header, consisting of a cylinder with a domed end 
and four parallel inlet pipes. The working fluid was air and the heat 
transfer coefficients at different stations were measured using specially 
developed meters. Variations of seven to one were observed in the heat 
transfer coefficient.
The data were processed by a three-dimensional finite-difference 
computer program to yield the transient temperature distributions at each 
pipe-to-cylinder junction during a simulated start-up. For this purpose 
all surfaces not in contact with the steam were assumed adiabatic. By
picking out the largest temperature gradients, the regions most susceptible 
to thermal stress could be located. It was found that these lay around 
the junctions of the cylinder with each inlet.
It was noted that there was little difference in the temperature 
gradients around the four junctions. Thus a study of a single junction 
would be sufficient to give useful results.
In order to find the sensitivity of the temperature gradients 
to the heat transfer coefficient distribution, the computer program was 
re-run with the latter set according to three different assumptions. In 
each case the heat transfer coefficient in the inlet pipe was assumed 
uniform, and equal to the value prevailing in fully-developed pipe flow 
upstream of the junction. The coefficient in the cylinder was also assumed 
uniform, and was set successively to (i) zero, (ii), the value in the 
inlet pipe, and, (iii) the value corresponding to fully-developed flow 
downstream of the junction. Of these cases (ii) was found to fit the 
experimental results best, but the temperature gradients proved sensitive 
to the heat transfer coefficient distribution. It was concluded that it 
is not sufficient to use an ’intelligent guess’ for the heat transfer 
distribution as a basis for the thermal stress calculation.
1.5 The Mass Transfer Analogue
Although the method described above proved useful, it involved 
considerable time and expense in setting up the model. After some 
experimentation a mass transfer technique (Neal, Northover and Hitchcock, 
1970) was adopted in its place which not only gave a complete picture of 
the heat transfer distribution rather than values at discrete points, but 
also offered advantages of simplicity and economy.
The mass transfer method involves coating the surface of 
interest with a uniform thin layer of crystalline napthalene, passing an 
air stream over it, and observing the rate of sublimation of the
napthalene. A photographic record is kept of the growth of the regions 
of clearance. The time taken for the napthalene to clear at any point 
on the surface is inversely proportional to the mass transfer coefficient 
at that point. In turbulent flow the processes of heat and mass transfer 
are entirely analogous provided certain conditions are observed, so that 
the clearance time is also inversely proportional to the heat transfer 
coefficient. To calibrate the experiment some part of the coated surface 
must lie in a region of fully-developed flow, for which the heat transfer 
coefficient may be calculated. Since, in this case, it is the inner 
surface of the vessel which is of interest, the model must be made of a 
transparent material, and perspex was found to be a suitable choice.
The napthalene coating was applied in a finely-atomised form, 
using a device developed from a commercial paint spray. Before spraying, 
the model was dismantled and blanking pieces,machined to fit the inside 
profiles of any holes,were inserted. By using an extension arm mounted 
on a lathe saddle each tube was then sprayed from end to end. With this 
method, and a careful monitoring of the flow to the spray head, the 
uniformity of the napthalene coating could be guaranteed within plus or 
minus two per cent.
It was found that test results were in general reproducible within 
five per cent. Several header geometries have been investigated using 
the mass transfer technique, and variations of up to ten to one in the 
heat transfer coefficient have been observed.
1.6 Calculation of the temperature field
A three-dimensional heat conduction program was used (Neal and 
Hitchcock, 1972) to compute the transient temperature distribution during 
a hot start corresponding to the heat transfer coefficients found for 
three reheater outlets. For convenience the geometry in each case was 
approximated by a pipe-to-flat-plate junction. The conclusions from this 
study were as follows:-
(i) The temperature distributions are sensitive to the heat transfer 
coefficients, but for very high coefficients, such as are found in certain 
regions of the reheater surface, the temperature gradients tend to be 
limited by the thermal conductivity of the metal.
(ii) The thermal stress is commonly estimated from the temperature 
drop diagonally through the metal from the inner to the outer corner of 
the junction. However this was found to be relatively insensitive to the 
heat transfer coefficients, and a much better indicator was found to be 
given by the temperature drops normally through the walls at one plate 
thickness away from the corner.
(iii) There is a large variation round the circumference of the pipe in 
thethrough-wall temperature drop, but its mean is well approximated by 
assuming a uniform heat transfer coefficient equal to that for fully 
developed pipe flow.
(iv) The mean wall temperature can vary by up to 45°C between the 
upstream and downstream sides of the junction. This would result in stress 
at the junction because it would tend to distort the pipe. However the 
importance of this effect cannot be judged without a full evaluation of 
the thermal stresses.
(v) The only practicable way to reduce the thermal stress at the 
present state of knowledge appears to be to reduce the thickness of the 
walls.
1.7 The Theoretical Model
In spite of the useful data on heat transfer coefficients 
obtainable by the experimental techniques outlined above, it would be 
very helpful to be able to back them up with a theoretical prediction 
method. The experimental method gives only incidental indications of 
the flow field in the header, whereas a full description, such as would 
be produced by a theoretical model, would obviously be of great advantage
in understanding the processes involved. A theoretical model would also 
be useful in determining the effects of varying the geometrical parameters 
of the header, a task which would be both costly and time-consuming by the 
experimental methods because of the need to construct a new physical 
model for each geometry. Hence although it was not expected that a full 
numerical simulation could be achieved, it was thought worthwhile to 
develop a simplified model, and then to see how far this could be 
extended to approach the real problem.
The first simplification which was made was to reduce the 
calculation to two dimensions. Although a few three-dimensional codes are 
available at the time of writing, none had been attempted at the time the 
work was started. This advance can be attributed at least in part to the 
increase in the capacity of computers. However even if the necessary 
techniques and machinery had been available it would h a v e  b e e n  a wise 
preliminary exercise to solve the problem in two dimensions before 
advancing to three.
In two dimensions a pipe-to-cylinder junction becomes a channel- 
to-channel junction, which is the problem described in Section 1.1, as 
the subject of this thesis. A row of pipes entering a cylinder becomes 
a row of side channels entering a main channel. However, since the 
preliminary experimental work described in Section 1.4 indicates that the 
flow and heat transfer at each junction are similar, it is sufficient in 
the first instance to solve for a single junction. As the interaction 
with the rest of the system is to be neglected, suitable boundary 
conditions are that the flow is fully-developed ’at infinity’ upstream 
and downstream of the junction. It would not be difficult to change these 
conditions in the light of improved knowledge, or to compute the interaction 
between several junctions once the single junction problem is better 
understood.
The solution of the two-dimensional problem can be regarded 
as an approximation to that of the full problem in a plane through the 
axes of the pipe and cylinder. However the details of the flow down­
stream may be distorted because of the loss of diffusion in the third 
dimension. The decay of turbulence is slower in two dimensions, and 
the distance to the reattachment point downstream is greater.
A further simplification can be made as a result of the high 
flow rate through the header. Only a very small fraction of the heat 
in the steam passes into the material of the header, and hence the steam 
can for practical purposes be regarded as isothermal. Heat transfer 
coefficients can therefore be obtained from the flow field near the wall 
as a separate calculation, instead of the two being linked.
Although flow speeds are quite high it is not thought that the 
effects of compressibility are important. Accordingly the fluid in the 
model is assumed incompressible.
Turbulence obviously plays an important role in the pertinent 
range of Reynolds numbers (say 10^  for an inlet pipe and 10^  for the header 
as a whole) but equally it was thought advisable to develop a laminar 
calculation first, in order that the computational aspects could be 
investigated in isolation from the physical aspects. Following the 
solution of the laminar problem, and the addition of a mathematical model 
of turbulence, it should be possible to estimate the heat transfer 
coefficient distribution by some kind of boundary layer analysis. 
Unfortunately the laminar problem proved more difficult than had originally 
been anticipated, and so the work has not advanced beyond this.
The program was developed to compute the confluent flow, in 
which the side channel discharges into the main channel. However the 
original problem relates to both the inlet and outlet ends of the header 
and recent experimental work has concentrated on the latter because of
its simpler geometry. The divergent flow problem, in which the main 
channel discharges into the side channel, is therefore of at least 
equal importance. Fortunately the final version of the program makes 
no assumption about the direction of flow in any part of the region of 
interest, and thus in particular it is possible to solve the divergent 
problem with the same program simply by changing the sign of"V . This is 
one of the auxiliary problems mentioned in Section 1.1. The other, the 
flow in a square cavity, is achieved by setting Vg to zero and applying 
a no-slip boundary condition across the side channel. This flow is not 
directly relevant to the header problem, but was solved so that the 
results could be compared with similar solutions described in the 
literature.
1.8 Method of Computation
The flow field was calculated by finite differences on a 
non-uniform rectangular mesh, with the vorticity and a stream function 
as the primary dependent variables. The finite difference equations 
were formulated by the technique of ’upwind differencing’.
The choice of finite differences as opposed to finite elements 
was a natural one at the time the work was started, since the use of 
finite elements was then almost exclusively confined to stress calculations. 
More recently finite element methods have been developed for flow calcul­
ations, and these might indeed prove better suited to the present problem.
One of the central difficulties of the present problem is the 
very wide variations found in the length scales of the flow over the 
region of interest. At one extreme there is the small scale of the flow 
in the vicinity of the corner, C, while at the opposite extreme it takes 
many channel widths for the flow to reattach and resume a fully-developed 
state in the outlet, especially at high Reynolds numbers. The corner 
region has an important influence on the remainder of the flow field
and it is therefore necessary to match the mesh to the length scale of 
the flow in this region. Using finite elements it is a simple matter 
to adjust the grid locally as required, but, as will appear, this is 
more difficult with finite differences.
The use of a non-uniform as opposed to a uniform, finite 
difference mesh is fairly uncommon, and introduces difficulties concerning
both stability and accuracy. However a uniform mesh would not be:a viable
' 5 6proposition in the present case because it would need 10 to 10 nodes to 
bring the mesh size down to one per cent of the channel width, and even 
this is too coarse for some of the solutions which will be presented.
The solution of the Navier-Stokes equations by finite differences 
is quite straightforward at modest Reynolds numbers of up to a few hundred, 
but beyond this it is found that the iterations used to solve the finite 
difference equations no longer converge. This is explained mathematically 
in Appendix A, where it is shown that the condition for convergence is 
that the ’mesh Reynolds numbers’ R^  = puh^/y and = pvh^/y should be 
less than two in absolute magnitude at every node of the grid. The maximum 
values of |R |:and |R^ | tend to rise with the Reynolds number of the flow, 
so that it is necessary to reduce mesh size, and hence to increase the 
number of nodes, in order to continue to satisfy the condition for 
convergence. In practice it is not a viable proposition to have a mesh 
with more than a few thousand nodes, and this number is reached typically 
for a flow Reynolds number of a few hundred.
For higher Reynolds numbers there are two possible approaches:
(i) to solve the time-dependent equations, advancing in time until 
a steady state is reached, or
(ii) to reformulate the steady-state finite difference equations so 
that they can be converged, accepting a sacrifice in the form of reduced 
accuracy.
From the theoretical point of view the pseudo-time-dependent 
method is superior, because it retains second order accuracy and also 
because it shows whether a steady-state solution in fact exists. It has, 
however, two practical disadvantages, namely that it invariably 
necessitates the storage of solutions at more than one time level, and 
that the maximum time step permissible for stability reduces with mesh 
size, usually as its square. On a non-uniform mesh the maximum stable 
time step would be calculated from the finest mesh interval, and, in the 
present case would necessarily be very small. The whole process would 
therefore involve a very large number of time steps and consequently 
would prove expensive. The disadvantage, of the increased storage 
requirement is also important in view of the planned extension to 
turbulent flow. To obtain a plausible simulation of turbulence it is 
necessary to solve at least two partial differential equations simultaneously 
with those for the flow field (see e.g. Launder and Spalding, 1972). This 
would at least double the size of the program, and, in view of the fairly 
large size of program needed for the laminar flow, might well overflow the 
available core storage. Although not disastrous, this would necessitate 
the use of peripheral storage which is both inconvenient and costly.
For these reasons the second, simpler alternative was adopted.
The technique used to derive the modified equations is referred 
to here as ’upwind differencing’ although several other terms have been 
applied to it. The additonal truncation error which it introduces is 
equivalent to a spurious non-isotropic ’numerical viscosity’. Two proposals 
for restoring second order accuracy are mentioned in Appendix A, but 
neither was tried in the present work.
Although it had been thought that the pseudo-time-dependent 
methods were free from numerical viscosity, Roache (1973) has recently 
shown that this is not so, and these methods have an artificial viscosity
depending on the time step.
1*9 The Present Contribution
The most difficult physical/mathematical aspect of the calculation 
is the modelling of the flow in the immediate neighbourhood of the downstream 
corner, C (Fig. 1). The problem arises because of a singularity in the 
governing equations at the corner. An analytical solution for the |laminar 
flow field at the corner was given by Weinbaum (1968), but only on the 
assumption that convection can be neglected. This solution is given in 
Chapter 4 and an extra term is derived to take some account of the convection. 
Weinbaum1s solution, with and without the extra term, was used as an 
a posteriori check on the numerical solutions, but was not used directly in 
the computer program because it is not valid for turbulent flow, and at high 
Reynolds numbers its radius of validity is probably too small for it to be 
of practical use.
If an anlytical solution is not to be used, the program yields 
two convenient ’values’ of the vorticity at the corner. Most authors have 
been able to resolve the ambiguity by consideration of the expected direction 
of the dividing streamline, but in the present case this is not possible.
In addition it was found that the whole flow field can be qualitatively 
changed by altering the implied assumptions. The difficulty was overcome 
by staggering the mesh relative to the wall in such a way that the corner 
ceased to coincide with a mesh node. This idea has been used before,
but had to be modified to suit the present problem.
Apart from the question of the corner flow, considerable 
attention will be devoted to the various effects of the non-uniformity of 
the mesh. These can be summarised as poor convergence and an increase in
the order of the truncation errors of the difference.scheme.
It has been noted previously that a non-uniform mesh tends to 
retard convergence of finite-difference flow calculations. An important 
parameter in this respect is the ratio of adjacent intervals. The more 
this differs from unity the slower the rate of convergence becomes.
However a further effect was encountered in the course of the present 
work, namely that the numerical boundary conditions on vorticity at a 
wall can actually cause the calculation to become unstable. This effect 
has been analysed in detail, and precise conditions for stability derived. 
The analysis enabled this particular source of instability to be removed, 
but the resulting program still proved difficult and costly to converge.
A large proportion of the effort devoted to the present project was taken 
in devising different iteration techniques in order to find one which is 
reliable and inexpensive. Eventually this was more or less achieved. 
However since no useful conclusions were drawn from the failures, only 
a brief description of these efforts will be given.
Some attempt has been made to alleviate the numerical viscosity 
of the finite difference equations by using a combination of a conventional 
and upwind scheme, such that the convergence properties of the latter are 
retained. This is based on an earlier proposal, but has been adapted 
for use on a non-uniform mesh. Its efficacy will be demonstrated by 
comparing solutions for two particular problems obtained with this 
scheme, and repeated with a pure upwind difference scheme.
The conventional five-point difference approximation to the 
Laplacian operator cannot be made as accurate on a non-uniform as on a 
uniform mesh. In order to restore the order of accuracy in the non- 
uniform case it is necessary to use a seven-point difference equation. 
Solutions were therefore obtained with, both schemes, and it was 
concluded that the additional truncation error of the five-point scheme 
is not significant.
1.10 Outline of the Text
The methods used to solve the governing equations are summarized 
in Chapter 2 and the resulting solutions are described and discussed in 
Chapter 3. Chapter 4 contains an assessment of the accuracy with which 
the finite difference equations treat the corner flow* and the influence 
this has on the remainder of the flow. The conclusions are summarized 
in Chapter 5.
Although Chapter 4 includes some analysis, most of the 
mathematical theory has been relegated to three appendices. The finite 
difference equations are considered in Appendix A, while Appendix B 
presents a discussion of various topics pertaining to the iterative 
solution of these equations. Finally Appendix C supplies some analytical 
detail which it proved inconvenient to include in the main text.
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CHAPTER 2 METHOD OF CALCULATION
2.1 The Equations of Motion
Consider an incompressible fluid with viscosity y and constant
density p. In laminar flow y is a constant, but in turbulent flow y
represents an effective, or eddy viscosity which varies across the field.
The Navier-Stokes equations for steady two-dimensional plane
flow are:- •
3u 3u 3p „2 ~\
PU H  pv 3^  ” ” 37 + P
3v 3v 3p „2
PU dx PV 9? = ' W  V
(the momentum equation) where u and v are velocity components in the x-
2 2 2 2 2  and y-directions respectively and V = (3 /3x + 3 /3y ) is the Laplacian
operator. In addition there is the continuity equation:-
I  + f  = 0 •••
Although finite-difference methods have been applied to the 
equations in this form, notably by Fromm, Harlow and co-workers at the 
Los Almos Scientific Laboratory, (e.g. Harlow and Welsh, 1965), it is 
easier to solve a set of difference equations when each dependent 
variable appears In a dominant position in just one equation. The 
presence of pressure gradients in (2.1-1) prevent this situation from 
being realised. It is more common therefore, in the numerical work to 
eliminate the pressure from the momentum equation, and to rewrite the 
result in terms of the vorticity, m, and a stream function, which are 
defined respectively by:-
3v __ 3u
W 3x 3y ... (2.1 j)
and
With this definition of the stream function the continuity equation 
(2.1-2) is automatically satisfied. Substitution of (2.1-4) into 
(2.1-3) gives:-
V2^  = -pu ... . (2.1-5)
The second equation which ip and w must satisfy is that obtained by 
eliminating pressure from equations (2.1-1):-
3(0 3(0 2 . N /o n c \
pu 3x PV 3y = y^a)^ * * * (2*1-6)
The velocity components have been retained for convenience but in 
practice they must be replaced by stream function derivatives. For a 
laminar flow y is constant, and so:-
3co , 3(0 „2
pu 3^ pV 3y = y u . ... (2.1-7)
This is the form which will be considered in this thesis, but the
solution of the more general equation (2.1-6) is discussed briefly in
Appendix All. (It is assumed here that the turbulence model will be 
based on the concept of an eddy viscosity. Although more advanced models 
have been proposed none are yet proved in general use).
Equation (2.1-7) describes the balance between convection, or 
transport by the stream, of vorticity and its diffusion by the action of 
viscosity. These are expressed by the left and right hand sides 
respectively of the equation.
Once the stream function has been found, it can be used to derive 
any other variable of the field. The velocity components are found by 
numerical differentiation using (2.1-4), and can then be substituted into 
the momentum equations to yield the pressure gradients. Finally some form
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of quadrature can be used to find the pressure distribution. However 
the present results will be restricted to streamlines and contours of 
constant vorticity. Velocity and pressure fields will not be discussed.
2.2 Boundary Conditions
Fully-developed flow is assumed where the fluid enters or 
leaves the region of interest. This implies parabolic velocity profiles 
parallel to the containing walls. The inlet or outlet velocity is 
defined as the uniform flow speed which would give the same mass flow 
rate through the duct. At the inlet end of the main channel, for instance,
u(y) =
6Vm(yA~y) (y ~ V
(yA~yF)2
... (2.2-1)and
v (y) = 0 J
It is easily verified that the mass flow rate for this profile is just 
pVm (y^ -y.p). The suffices A and F refer respectively to the upper and 
lower boundaries of the channel (Fig. 1).
It follows from the definitions of Jj and w that, across AF:-
f(y-yF)2 (y-yF)3 j
*(y)-- *F + 6PVm J - — - —  ■ 2 > ••• <2-2-2>
| A F' 3(yA-yF) I
and
6V (2y-y -y )
<o(y) = ... (2.2-3)
(yA"yF>
Similar conditions apply across LM and DG.
The remaining boundaries are walls, upon which the no-slip 
condition applies. This must provide one boundary condition each for 
the vorticity and stream function. The latter is simple. Since there 
is no flow normal to the wall the definition (2.1-4) implies:
ij = const on a wall ... (2.2-4)
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The second condition, namely that the component of velocity along the 
wall vanishes, becomes:-
P- = 0 on a wall ... (2.2-5)dn
This does not provide directly the required condition on vorticity. To 
find it note that, because of (2.2-4), equation (2.1-5) gives
2
0) = - — — on a wall ... (2.2-6)
p 3n
This, subject to the zero-gradient condition (2.2-5), is the required 
boundary condition.
2.3 The Mesh
The mesh was constructed on similar principles for all runs, : 
and these are illustrated schematically in Fig. 2. More nodes were 
however used than are shown in this Figure.
As was mentioned earlier, the mesh is intended to concentrate 
attention near the walls, and in particular near the two corners.
Following the recommendation of Gosman et al (1969), the mesh size is 
changed gradually over a number of intervals, the length of each interval 
being a fixed multiple of its predecessor. It was found by these workers, 
and confirmed in the present work, that the more the expansion ratio 
differed from unity the slower convergence became. The highest ratio 
for which solutions can be converged is about 1.5. The mesh in the 
current work was based on an expansion ratio of 1.3. The existence of 
this restriction has not received any adequate explanation* but it must 
depend on the interaction between the vorticity and stream function 
equations. If one variable is fixed there is no difficulty in converging 
the other, even with an expansion ratio in excess of the recommended 
maximum.
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This restriction on the expansion ratio limits the smallness 
of the near-wall interval which can be achieved for a given number of 
nodes. Suppose for instance that it is proposed to scan a channel of 
unit width using twenty nodes (19 intervals) placed symmetrically.
Let the near-wall interval be h, and assume that successive intervals 
are expanded at a constant ratio a up to the tenth interval, and that 
subsequent intervals are contracted with the same ratio, the nineteenth 
interval being again equal to h. Then
h + ah + .... + a^h + ..... + ah+h = 1 ... (2.3-1)
Fora = 1.3 this gives h = 0.0101, which is therefore the smallest near­
wall interval which can be achieved with this expansion ratio. To 
reduce this by half it would be necessary to increase a to 1.43, or to 
increase the number of nodes to 27. To achieve the same near-wall 
interval with a = 1.2 would need 28 nodes.
Reduction of the size of the near-wall interval not only 
increases the expenditure of nodes in the channel concerned, but also 
in the adjoining channel. Thus if the interval next to the upper wall of 
the main channel is h, then the first interval in the side channel must 
not exceed ah. Hence the value of h governs the number of nodes needed 
to extend the region of interest the chosen distance into the side 
channel. Similar considerations apply to the extension of the main 
channel upstream and downstream of the junction. There is therefore a 
considerable conflict between the objectives of (a) a small near-wall 
interval, (b) an expansion ratio near unity and (c) a viable overall 
expenditure of nodes.
Details of mesh configurations used to obtain particular 
solutions are given in Appendix B12.
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For future reference it should be noted that it is an inevitable-
consequence of the method of construction of this mesh that there should 
be a very high aspect ratio between the normal and streamwise intervals 
at the wall some way downstream of the junction. In typical cases this 
was of order one hundred.
2.4 The Finite Difference Equations
region of interest, and let E, W, N and S be its four immediate 
neighbours distributed as the points of the compass, i.e. the nodes 
(i+l,j), (i-l,j), (i,j+l) and (i,j-l) respectively. Also let Q be any 
node which enters the finite difference equation at P. Normally Q will 
have the range (E,W,N,S). The finite difference equations for the 
vorticity and stream function take the respective forms:-
equations of the form (2.4-2) is quite straightforward (Appendix A3), 
and it will not be necessary to devote much attention to it. The C’s, 
however, also depend on the local velocity components, and it is with 
the vorticity equation that convergence difficulties are found for high 
Reynolds numbers. As was mentioned in the Introduction, this is overcome 
in the present work by the technique of ’upwind differencing1. The 
essential feature of this is the approximation of the first derivatives 
in to using the nodal value at P and the node upwind of P. Thus, for 
example:-
Let P be an arbitrary node (i,j) within the interior of the
(2.4-1)
and
sV q + pu,P ... (2.4-2)
The A's are derived in Appendix A2. They are purely geometrical
quantities, depending on the mesh intervals. The solution of systems of
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... (2.4-3)
An explanation of the success of this simple modification in restoring 
convergence is provided in Appendix A5. The idea has been widely 
ascribed to Greenspan (1967), who indeed appears to have discovered it 
independently, but according to Roache and Mueller (1970) its origins 
are quite diverse:-
’upwind1 (Lilly, 1965; Forsythe and Wasow, 1960) differencing. 
Mathematicians analyse the difference equations with positive 
coefficients. Many authors (Roberts and Weiss, 1966; Kurzrock and 
Mates, 1966) credit Lelevier via Richtmeyer (1957). Others (Stone 
and Brian, 1963; Richtmeyer, 1963) credit the paper of Courant,
Isaacson and Rees (1952), (in which they demonstrate the essential link 
of the method to the method of characteristics) and use the term 
’upstream differencing1. Longley’s ’Type II’ scheme, Filler and 
Ludloff's (1961) first method and the ’donor cell mass differencing’ 
of Gentry, Martin and Daley (1966) are all reapplications of the method 
without historical reference".
Another widely published use of the method is that of Gosman 
et al (1969).
The approximation of first derivatives using one-sided formulae 
such as (2.4-3) introduces a first-order truncation error which is 
equivalent (Appendix A6) to a non-isotropic numerical viscosity of 
magnitude
mMeteorologists have long known of the stabilizing effect of
(|p|u|h1, 5p|v|h2) ... (2.4-4)
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There is no such error in the conventional ’central difference* formulae. 
In the present work the numerical viscosity was reduced by using a 
mixture of the central and upwind formulations such that the convergence 
properties of the latter were retained. Whereas the upwind coefficients 
depend on the sign of the velocity component, the ’mixed’ coefficients 
depend also on the magnitude of the mesh Reynolds number. They reduce 
to the conventional coefficients when the latter can be converged, i.e. 
for a mesh Reynolds number less than two incbsolute magnitude. Otherwise 
the upwind formulation is used, but the true viscosity term is dropped. 
Since (Appendix A6) the numerical viscosity then exceeds the true 
viscosity this can only improve the accuracy.. The x-component of the 
numerical viscosity for this scheme is
max^p I u| h^ - y, 0) ... (2.4-5)
with a similar expression for the y-component. The C’s for this scheme 
and for the pure upwind scheme are given in Appendix A9.
The stream function on the boundaries is known in advance, but 
the vorticity on the walls has to be found in the course of the iteration. 
The appropriate boundary condition was given in Section 2.2 and its 
finite difference approximation is discussed in Appendix A10, where 
several alternative formulae are listed. For the present it is Sufficient 
to use a generalised formula, to which they all conform, namely
n^n " ’M
^0 =  2  + g **• (2-4“6)
ph
where the suffices 0 and 1 refer to the wall node and the first node 
along the normal, h is the distance between these nodes, and n is a 
number, g is some auxiliary function.
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2.5 Truncation Errors in the Laplacian
The truncation error introduced by the use of upwind 
differencing has already been mentioned. It is of first order. (The 
order of error is defined as the power of h in the neglected term. Most 
authors consider second order errors as acceptable, but regard first 
order errors with some suspicion). There is however a more subtle kind of 
first order error in the approximation of second derivatives, which 
occurs only on a non-uniform mesh, and this is proportional to the 
difference between the forward and backward intervals. Since errors of 
this type lie somewhere in severity between normal first and second order 
errors it will be convenient to refer to them as errors of order one and a
half. This is not a standard mathematical term.
These errors have received little attention in the literature. 
Crowder and Dalton (1971), for instance, compared finite difference 
solutions for Poiseuille flow in a uniform pipe with a known analytical 
solution. They used three uniform and three non-uniform meshes, the 
latter concentrating attention on the high-gradient regions near the walls. 
All three uniform-mesh solutions were more accurate than those on the non- 
uniform meshes. The explanation, which was not explicitly pointed out by 
the authors, is that the finite difference equations used were of second 
order accuracy on a uniform mesh, but not otherwise, i.e. they were 
subject to errors of order one and a half.
If a five-point difference equation is to be used then
derivatives in each direction must be expressed in terms of the central,
forward and backward nodes only. It is possible to express first 
derivatives to second order accuracy with three nodes, but not second 
derivatives (Appendix Al). To eliminate the errors of order one and a 
half in these it is necessary to add a fourth node, which may be on either
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side of the central node and two removed from it. Since an extra point 
is needed for both x- and y-derivatives the resultant finite-difference 
equation is seven-point.
Second derivatives in both equations take the form of the 
2Laplacian operator, V , which is the entire differential operator in 
the stream function equation, and expresses the diffusion term in the 
vorticity equation. In the latter the extra error can be disregarded 
at moderate to high Reynolds numbers, both in comparison to the upwind 
difference error and in its own right, since the diffusion term as a 
whole is small. It can be argued however that it is worthwhile to 
solve the stream function equation to second order accuracy. The 
stream function is the primary dependent variable in the sense that 
it gives directly the information normally required about the velocity 
field, namely the streamlines and velocity components. The vorticity 
is usually of interest only as a forcing term on the stream function.
A seven-point stream function equation was therefore included as an 
option in the computer program. To distinguish the more accurate equation 
the coefficients will be denoted by B. Thus the equation is
V p = eV q + pa)p ••• (2-5_1)
where now the range of Q includes, in addition to the previous five 
points, either EE or WW and either NN or SS.
2.6 Unsuccessful Attempts
Two early attempts at solving the T-junction problem, although 
unsuccessful, are instructive since they illustrate the particular 
difficulties involved. The first was made on a uniform 51 x 51 mesh, 
the mesh size being 0.05 units (i.e. 0.05 w^). The region of interest
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extended only a short distance downstream and was terminated by a zero- 
gradient condition on both variables. Two effects were noted:-
(i) The solution failed to converge in the vicinity of the upstream 
corner, B, and
(ii) the flow failed to separate at the downstream corner, but 
followed the corner round, as would be expected in a potential flow 
solution. This behaviour persisted even when the impinging flow rate 
was much higher than the flow rate in the main channel.
The explanation of (i) lies in the fact that, as subsequent
solutions show, the flow separates before reaching the upstream corner 
and forms a thin region of separated flow. The mesh size of 0.05 was 
greater than the width of this region and so the equations were unable 
to resolve the flow.
The failure to separate at the downstream corner is connected
with the ambiguity in the definition of vorticity at the corner. This
will be discussed later in Section 2.9. It was found that separation 
occurred when an alternative 'value' of the corner vorticity was 
substituted, but the initial direction of the dividing streamline was 
downward and to the left, i.e. against the direction of flow in the 
main channel. This treatment of the corner was, however, retained 
pending the resolution of other difficulties.
The next version of the program used a non-uniform mesh of the 
type illustrated in Fig. 2, and included the expected location of the 
reattachment point in the region of interest. The near-wall mesh size 
was 0.01 units. This removed the instability at the upstream corner, 
but the direction of the dividing streamline at the downstream corner 
was unchanged. In addition there was the further problem that the 
solution proved numerically unstable along the upper wall of the main
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channel in the lee of the corner, i.e. where the separation eddy was 
expected. The instability was reduced by severe under-relaxation to a 
state in which the residuals, although fairly small, oscillated in 
magnitude over a number of iterations.
In both versions of the program the conventional method of 
iteration, namely single alternate point scans of the two variables by 
SOR (Appendices B2 and B3) was used. The convergence failure is analysed 
in Appendices B4 to B6. The explanation lies in the interaction between 
the stream function and vorticity at the walls. This interaction can 
cause instability if the mesh has a high aspect ratio at the wall,- but 
the instability is removed by making the first and second intervals 
along the normal of equal length.
2.7 Successful Methods of Iteration
Apart from those who attempted high Reynolds number flows by 
conventional methods, few workers in numerical fluid dynamics have 
reported any convergence difficulties. Unfortunately, however, the 
present work proved to be an exception. In this section we outline 
four methods of iteration by which solutions were obtained, although 
only the last of these was reasonably satisfactory. Details of these 
methods are supplied in Appendix B.
Because of the convergence difficulty each solution was 
computed in a series of runs, at the end of each of which both the 
initial and final estimates of the solution were stored. The next 
run could use either of these for its initial data, depending on whether 
or not the first run was converging. This allowed the relaxation 
parameters and other control factors to be changed between runs. The 
methods of solution are as follows:-
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Method 1
The first converged solutions were obtained by the ’method
of cycles’ (Appendix B3). If ^ are arrays containing
the estimates of the two variables after n cycles, then the next
iterates were found as follows
(i) Converge the finite difference equations for vorticity,
/ \
assuming that the stream function is given by . Let the solution
, * be m...
/ • • \ n (n+1) ' * , fl \ (n)(11) Set CO. . =  aw. . +■ (1 -■ a) o j>. .
v ij ij ij
(iii) Converge the finite difference equations for the stream
function, assuming that the vorticity is given by ^ j +"^  • Let the
solution be ib. .. '
(iv) Set = Bf?. + (1 - B)
YiJ rij ij
The finite difference equations for each variable were solved by SOR
(Appendix B2) with relaxation parameters v = 1.75 for the stream
function and v = 1.1 for the vorticity.
The largest step-to-step relaxation parameters a and 3 which
the program would accept without diverging were quite small; generally
in the range 0.1 to 0.3, although it was found that this could be raised
a little as the solution neared convergence.
This method gave fairly uniform convergence, but proved
expensive to operate, because at least 100 cycles were required for each
solution. In addition storage is needed for an extra array in order to
perform the under-relaxation in steps (ii) and (iv).
Method 2
Rather than solve each set of finite difference equations at
each step, it is much simpler, and usually cheaper, to scan each array
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alternately, using SOR or some other replacement technique. The method 
of cycles was used in preference to this because it is less susceptible 
to the instability mentioned in the last section. However as a result 
of the analysis of this instability the method of cycles was abandoned 
in favour of single scans, the mesh being rearranged to equalize the 
first two intervals normal to each wall. The scans were made by line 
iteration (Appendix B9) rather than SOR because in theory this gives 
faster convergence. Unfortunately however this method took nearly as 
long to converge in practice as the method of cycles. A further 
disadvantage was that, for a given number of nodes the extra restriction 
on the mesh construction implied a coarser near-wall interval. A 
reduction in the near-wall interval could be achieved in principle by 
increasing the expansion ratio, but when this was tried the iteration 
diverged.
Method 3
In Method 2 the largest residuals still tended to lie at the 
near-wall nodes. A new method of iteration was therefore developed in 
which the near-wall nodes were treated first, as a set, and then the 
interior nodes were scanned. The wall nodes did not enter the 
calculation since the vorticity at the wall was included implicitly in 
the equations for the near-wall nodes (Appendix B7). (This was also done 
with the earlier methods).
The region of interest is enclosed by five walls; two for each 
channel and an extra one because the upper wall of the main channel is 
in two portions. The equations at the rows of nodes adjacent to each 
wall were solved in sets, by an iterative method involving tri-diagonal 
inversion (Appendix B14). For this purpose the pairs of walls which 
meet at the right-angled corners B and C were combined into two single
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walls ABL and MCD. This ensured that each row of near-wall nodes ended 
at an inlet or an outlet, upon which the stream function and vorticity 
were fixed. The apexes of the two right-angled rows, the node ’south­
east1, of B and that ’south-west’ of C, are interior nodes, but had to 
be included to complete the rows.
Once the near-wall nodal values had been updated they were used 
as boundary conditions for the flow in the interior. The scan of the 
interior was made by lines. The new vorticity values were obtained first, 
and then used to generate the new stream function values. This amounts to 
an exact solution of the equations on each line. Only one scan per 
iteration was made of the interior nodes.
Three relaxation parameters were used; one for the near-wall 
nodes and one for each variable in the interior.
This method was also rather disappointing. Only fairly small 
relaxation parameters (about 0.3 to 0.5) could be used without causing 
instability. The iterations exhibited a slow drift; the residuals 
reduced to a fairly low level, and the remained almost unchanged for many 
iterations, with the maximum residual always at the same node.
Method 4
Method 4 was a variant of Method 3 in which point SOR replaced 
line iteration at the interior nodes. This was coupled with a technique 
whereby the relaxation parameters were reduced locally whenever an instability 
began to develop (Appendix B15) and a method of reducing the number of nodes 
scanned as parts of the mesh come to satisfy the convergence criterion 
(Appendix B16). This modification achieved the improvement in convergence 
rate which was being sought. Relaxation parameters of order unity, or 
greater, were accepted without instability, and convergence was assured 
in a few hundred iterations.
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2.8 The Singularity at a 270-degree Corner
The nature of the flow in the vicinities of the two corners,
B and C, is shown by Weinbaum1s (1968) analytical solution for Stokes 
flow at a 270-degree corner. This shows that the stream function remains 
continuous but the vorticity tends to infinity as a small negative power 
of the distance from the corner. It follows that the finite difference 
equations are incapable of predicting the true vorticity distribution 
at the corner, however fine the mesh. This is of more than local 
significance at the downstream corner since, as the early experience 
shows, the remainder of the flow field is quite sensitive to what 
happens at the corner. Any error is in fact 'convected1 into the main 
stream upon separation, and distorts the flow downstream.
A possible remedy is to include the analytical solution in 
the computer program. Weinbaum's solution involves two arbitrary 
constants, which could be evaluated by fitting it to the finite difference 
solution at some point upstream of the corner at which the effect of the 
singularity can be expected to be small. The analytical solution could 
then be used to evaluate the stream function and vorticity at the nodes 
nearest the corner. One difficulty, however, is that Weinbaum's 
solution neglects convection, and is therefore valid only very close to 
the corner. Its radius of validity is the Stokes radius,
L = p/pU ... (2.8-1)
where U is a typical flow speed near the corner. This decreases roughly 
in inverse proportion to the Reynolds number of the flow. In order to 
incorporate the analytical solution as described it would therefore be 
necessary to have a mesh size of the same order or smaller, whereas it 
was hoped that a considerably coarser mesh would prove sufficient. A 
further objection was that this approach could not be used for turbulent
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flow, since no corresponding analytical solution exists. Hence it was 
decided to rely on the finite difference solutions at all nodes, but 
to use Weinbaum1s solution to estimate the errors due to the singularity.
2.9 Conventional Methods of Treating the Corner Flow
Let P be the node at the corner C (Fig. 3). Then PN and PE 
lie along the downstream wall of the inlet channel and the upper wall 
of the main channel respectively. Even though o)p is undefined, 
estimates of its 'value' must be inserted into the difference equations 
centred at W and S, and it is these estimates which convey the influence . 
of the corner flow to the rest of the flow field.
The wall vorticity formula can be used to generate two 'values' 
of nip, depending on whether the normal at P is considered to be along PW 
or PS. These are:-
”« p " V
“PW ■ ~~2 + %  ... (2.9-1)
W
and
n(K “ O
o)ps = u2 + 8S ... (2.9-2)
s
If the singularity at P is neglected they can be considered in some
sense as limiting values of the vorticity at the wall as the corner is
approached from N and E respectively, but this interpretation must be
treated with some suspicion. The formula (2.9-1) is an approximation 
2 2to (—1/p)(9 ip/dx )^ . Hence it carries the implicit assumption that 
2 2 .3 ip/dy vanishes at C, which is true only if the initial direction of 
the dividing streamline lies along PS. Even if this is regarded as a 
reasonable approximation, there remains the problem of finding a suitable 
estimate of top to include in the difference equation at S. mpg is not
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FIGURE 3 A SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF FLOW SEPARATION AT A 270° CORNER
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appropriate, for its use implies the contradictory assumption that the
corner flow is parallel to the x-axis. The only plausible alternative
is to use io_.rT at both W and S. Both and w_.tT were used in therw rb PW
unsuccessful program described in Section 2.6, and gave respectively
the two extreme solutions described, namely a quasi-potential flow without
separation and a flow in which the dividing streamline moves initially
against the direction of flow in the main channel. Clearly neither
solution is acceptable. A more plausible result could be obtained by
using at S some weighted mean of w and but this is of little value
r W  iru
since there is no logical method of choosing the weighting apart from a
subjective assessment of what the corner flow should be.
The present problem is unusual in being so sensitive to the 
treatment of the corner flow, and consequently few previous authors have 
devoted much attention to this aspect of the calculation. Roache and 
Mueller (1970), in computing the flow over a backward-facing step, tried 
seven different numerical treatments of the corner, of which they rated 
five more or less successful. Unfortunately they did not describe 
these, but they recommended the equivalent of using a) at W and at 
S. Macagno and Hung (1967), on the other hand, computing the flow at a 
sudden enlargement of a pipe, used the equivalent of a) at both W and S.
JL W
Mehta and Lavan (1969) used the sum (coDTT + a)-r>0) for both nodes in their
Jr W  Jl d
calculation of the flow in a rectangular cavity adjacent to a uniform 
channel.
Gosman, Pun et al (1969) used a different approach, which 
amounts to putting a sort of numerical splitter plate along PS. ipQ isO
set equal to ip^,. and cog is calculated by inverting the stream function 
equation:-
ws = -(l/p)(V2.|>)s ... (2.9-3)
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All these methods are similar or equivalent to those which 
produced the two extreme solutions described above, and are therefore 
open to similar objections.
2.10 The Staggered Mesh
To avoid the ambiguity in the nodal value of the vorticity at 
the corner, Roberts (1970) suggested a modification of the mesh such 
that the corner ceased to coincide with a node. This was achieved by 
arranging that the coordinates of the corrier lay mid way between those 
of the nearest mesh lines. If the coordinates of the corner are (X,Y) 
then the abscissae of the nearest nodes below the corner are (X±|h^), 
but for points above the corner these change to (X-gh^) and X. Similarly 
the ordinates of the nearest nodes to the left of the corner are (Yi^h^), 
and to the right they are (Y-^h^) and Y. Since wall vorticity formula 
is then applied half a mesh space away from the corner it is not 
necessary to supply the program with any explicit or implicit information 
about the expected nature of the flow.
Unfortunately Robert's mesh makes the second interval along the 
normal twice as big as the first, thus violating the stability criteria 
derived in Appendix B4. It was therefore amended as shown in Fig. 4. 
Above the corner the abscissae are X, (X-h^), (X-2h^) and (X-3.3h^), i.e. 
the intervals are h^,h^, and 1.3h^. Below the corner the first abscissa 
changes from X to (X+0.3h^). A similar differentiation is made between 
the ordinates of nodes to the left and right of the corner. This 
arrangement still avoids the ambiguity at the corner, but in addition it 
makes the two near-wall intervals equal, hence removing the possibility 
of a numerical instability.
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CHAPTER 3 RESULTS
3•1 Description of Calculations
Fourteen solutions were computed in all. For convenience
these will be referred to by number, according to the chronological
order in which they were obtained. They illustrate the effects of
varying the Reynolds number and the inlet velocity ratio. The ratio
of the channel widths was however kept constant at the purely arbitrary
value of 1.4 \  i.e. w was set to 1.4 and w to 1.0 in the non-m s
dimensional formulation. The dependence of the solutions on the choice 
of mesh size and finite difference scheme was also investigated. The 
physical data are summarized in Table 1, and the computational details 
in Table 2.
The earliest solutions, numbers 1 and 2, were for Reynolds
numbers of 180 and 900 respectively and V /V = 1. They were obtaineds m
by the method of cycles (Method 1). Solution 3 was also obtained by
this method, and was a repeat of Solution 2 in which a seven-point
equation was used for the stream function. The remaining solutions were
either obtained by the two-part iteration, Method 4, or were started by
Method 2 or Method 3 and finally converged by Method 4.
Solutions 4 and 5 and Solutions 6 and 7 were further pairs in
which the flow was calculated for Re = 900 and V /V - 1. Five ands m
seven-point stream function equations were used in the first and second 
solutions respectively of each pair. Solutions 4 and 5 used the same 
number of nodes as Solutions 2 and 3, but the former were subject to 
the restriction that the first two intervals normal to each wall should 
be equal, whereas in the latter the second interval was 1.3 times larger 
than the first. This had the effect of raising the near-wall interval 
from 0.005 units to 0.013 units. In Solutions 6 and 7 further nodes were
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added, to reduce the near-wall interval back to 0.005 units at the 
critical downstream corner.
For Solutions 8 and 9 the Reynolds number was raised to 9000, 
but this time it was the vorticity equation which was varied; Solution 8 
used the mixed difference equations but Solution 9 had the pure upwind 
difference equations.
Solutions 10 and 11 show the effect of varying the inlet
velocity in the side channel; in Solution 10 it is twice that in the
main channel, and in Solution li it is half.
Solutions 12 and 13 were for a cavity flow, with a mixed and a
pure upwind difference equation respectively, and, finally, Solution 14 
was for a divergent flox? in which the exit velocity in the side channel 
was half the entry velocity in the main channel.
The Reynolds number quoted for Solution 14 is based on inlet 
conditions. For Solutions 1 to 13 it is based on the outlet conditions, 
using equation (1.1-1).
Table 2 provides data on the finite difference schemes, the 
near-wall intervals and the number of nodes in each calculation, h^ and 
h2 represent the intervals adjacent to the lower and upper W'alls 
resepctively of the main channel, and h^ arid h^ those adjacent to the 
left and right hand walls respectively (Fig. 2). Note that the mesh is 
made symmetrical at corners from which the flow separates, i.e. 
in confluent flows and -*-n cavity and divergent flows. The common
value of the mesh intervals at separation will be denoted simply by h.
The main channel is spanned by (IN x JB) nodes. IB and IC 
are the respective indices of the first mesh column to the left of B 
and to the right of C, and JN is the number of rows in the mesh, 
including the side channel. The total in the right hand column is the
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number of interior nodes, which is equal to the number of equations to be 
solved for each variable.
3.2 The Physics of the Confluent Flow
Sets of streamlines and contours of constant vorticity for the 
solutions described above are illustrated in Figs. 5 to 24. These figures 
do not include the full entry and exit lengths covered by the computer 
solutions, since these were too long to be included to a reasonable 
scale. Solutions for the same problem by different methods are super­
imposed in some of the figures in order to demonstrate the computational 
effects.
Qualitatively the confluent flow solutions are as depicted in 
Fig. 1. The length of the eddy increases rapidly with the Reynolds number 
and with the ratio Vg/Vm . Its width also increases with these parameters, 
but is more sensitive to the second and appears to be limited.to about a 
quarter of the channel width. The separation point does not coincide with 
the corner, but lies a small distance away in its lee. This distance is 
however too small in many cases to be shown to the scale of the figures.
Before examining the quantitative aspects of the solutions it 
will be helpful to enumerate the physical principles governing the flow 
pattern, and to show that the solutions obtained are qualitatively 
consistent with them. In this section the discussion will be confined 
to the confluent flow problem, but the physics of the divergent flow 
problem will be mentioned later.
The role of viscosity is important, and to illustrate this it 
is convenient to start with a description of the inviscid flow. The 
differences between this and the finite difference solutions can then be 
attributed to the action of viscosity. For this purpose it is easier to 
revert to the primitive variable (pressure-velocity) form of the Navier-
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SOLUTION 12 
SOLUTION 13
(a) STREAMLINES FOR SOLUTIONS 12 AND 13
r 0*2
-2
1*0
(b) CONSTANT-VORTICITY CONTOURS FOR SOLUTION 12 
FIG. 13 THE CAVITY FLOW SOLUTIONS
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Stokes equations, equations (2.1-1) and (2.1-2), where now y is set 
to zero. In the absence of viscosity these admit an arbitrary and even 
discontinuous velocity profile, e.g.
u = u(y) ■>
V = 0 > ... (3.2-1)
p = const. J
This contrasts with the viscous solution in which U(y) and its first and 
second derivatives must be continuous. Also the no-slip condition applies 
only in viscous flow.
As the two inviscid inlet streams approach each other the x- 
direction momentum in the main channel interacts with the y-direction 
momentum in the side channel and, because of the presence of the confining 
walls, the latter is ultimately destroyed. Its removal is accompanied by 
a rise in pressure towards the lower wall, against which the impinging 
stream does work. Hence the impinging flow separates and travels part 
way across the main channel before being turned parallel to the walls.
The separation point coincides with the corner. Since the inviscid flow 
need not satisfy a no-slip condition, fluid approaching the corner 
infinitely close to the wall has a finite momentum and cannot abruptly 
change direction.
Once the y-direction momentum has been destroyed the pressure 
equalises across the channel and the flow continues parallel to the 
containing walls. The fluid above the dividing streamline remains at 
rest since, by (3.2-1), it is not subject to any pressure gradient and 
is not affected by the motion in the rest of the channel. The two inlet 
streams are confined to the remainder of the channel. The reduction in 
their combined widths is accompanied by an acceleration such that the 
volume flux in the outlet is equal to the sum of those in the inlets.
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The primary difference between this and the computed viscous 
flows lies in the region downstream of the point where the dividing 
streamline reaches its maximum separation. Viscosity causes the 
reattachment of the dividing streamline and the eventual return to fully- 
developed flow and is also the source of recirculation within the eddy.
As the Reynolds number is raised the effect of viscosity diminishes, and 
therefore the eddy becomes longer and the approach to fully developed flow 
slower. Although inertia is responsible for the separation of the flow at 
the downstream corner, viscosity is responsible for displacing the 
separation point into the lee of the corner. (This will be confirmed 
later, since Weinbaum’s (1968) solution predicts separation in the lee).
To describe the flow in terms of the vorticity and stream 
function it is necessary to specify the influences which govern the 
vorticity distribution and the way in which this displaces the streamlines. 
Although the stream function and vorticity are interdependent it would be 
unduly complicated to discuss their interaction before considering each 
separately. Accordingly each will be discussed as if the other were 
fixed, and distributed as in the finite difference solutions. The 
distribution oi: each will be shown to be qualitatively compatible with 
that of the other, whence it follows automatically that their interactions 
have been correctly accounted for and that a plausible solution of the flow 
problem has been obtained.
Consider first the vorticity distribution. Vorticity cannot be 
created within the interior of a flow, but is created by shear at the walls 
(see e.g. Batchelor, 1967). In the interior it is convected along stream­
lines and diffused by the action of viscosity. Far upstream in the main 
channel the vorticity varies linearly, by equation (2.2-3), from (^V^/w^) 
on the upper wall to an equal negative value on the lower wall. Positive
- 73 -
and negative vorticity are created at equal rates on the upper and lower 
walls respectively, and diffuse towards the centre line as they are 
carried downstream. At the centre line the two components cancel each 
other out, so that equilibrium is maintained. Near the junction the 
streamlines are deflected towards the lower wall, and the increased 
shear results in an enhanced generation of negative vorticity. At the 
same time the flow tends to carry back towards the wall the vorticity 
diffusing away from it. Hence there results a concentration of negative 
vorticity on the lower wall with a peak roughly opposite the point of 
maximum eddy thickness.
Far upstream in the side channel the vorticity varies from
(-6V /w ) on the left hand wall to (6V /w ) on the right. Near the s s s s
junction the streamlines are deflected to the right, resulting in a strong 
concentration of positive vorticity on the right hand wall. This is
carried into the interior on separation at C, whereupon it begins to
diffuse normal to the direction of flow. After separation negative 
vorticity is generated on the upper wall, due to the back flow, as well 
as on the lower wall. This diffuses towards the positive concentration 
centred on the dividing streamline, and eventually cancels much of it out. 
After reattachment positive vorticity is again generated on the upper wall, 
and in due course equilibrium is restored.
The negative vorticity in the left hand portion of the side 
channel impinges at the junction on the positive vorticity in the upper
part of the main channel. If, as in all but one of the solutions
presented, the flux of positive vorticity is the greater, the negative 
vorticity is destroyed and the surviving positive vorticity reinforces 
that from the right hand side of the side channel. If (Fig. 22) the flux 
of negative vorticity is the greater, the positive vorticity is destroyed
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and the residual negative vorticity reinforces that in the lower part 
of the main channel.
The construction of the streamlines, given the vorticity
distribution, is a relatively simple exercise. The solution can be
. 2considered as a potential flow (V ip = 0) , distorted by the effect of 
vorticity. This effect can be summarized by the statement (Appendix Cl) 
that a positive increment in vorticity displaces local streamlines to 
the right of a vector pointing along the direction of fLow.
In a potential flow solution there can be no recirculation.
Hence the two streams unite smoothly-and without separation at C. A 
dividing streamline starting from B marks the boundary between the fluid 
entering from the main channel and that from the side channel. Its shape 
is such that its y-coordinate decreases with x but approaches a constant 
value in the outlet. The cross-section available to each stream is 
restricted at the junction, and in particular the stream from the side 
channel is at its narrowest opposite C. Thus the streamlines bunch towards 
this corner. The primary change brought about by vorticity is to force 
the separation at C, because the strong concentration of positive vorticity 
displaces the streamlines away from the wall. Further downstream the 
vorticity concentration becomes sufficiently weakened to permit the flow 
to reattach. The viscosity, in diffusing the positive vorticity towards 
the walls and the negative vorticity away from them, is therefore 
responsible for the reattachment. The deviation of the rest of the flow 
field from the potential flow solution is relatively minor, and causes 
quantitative rather than qualitative changes.
The stream function and vorticity distributions are therefore 
mutually compatible in the solutions presented and the physical laws are 
satisfied at least in a qualitative sense. However there is still one
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minor area in which the solutions are problematical, and this is 
discussed in the next section.
3.3 The Flow at the Upstream Corner
Some unexpected flow patterns were obtained for confluent flows 
in the vicinity of the upstream corner, and these are shown schematically 
in Fig. 25. At Re =180 the two streams merge smoothly, and the dividing 
streamline lies approximately along the bisector of the angle at the 
corner (Fig. 25a). At Re = 900, however, the flow separates from the 
side channel. In Solutions 2 and 4 it reattaches and then separates 
again at the corner (Fig. 25b), but in the remaining solutions at this 
Reynolds number it remains separated (Fig. 25c). The latter case implies 
that the flow rounds the corner from the main channel, and then turns 
back on itself. At Re = 9000 the dividing streamline separates from the 
side channel, but in addition there is an eddy in the main channel, with 
a reattachment point at the corner (Fig. 25d). These flows can be seen 
as stages in a progression towards a solution with a pair of standing 
eddies (Fig. 25e), although this was not found in the present series.
None of the intermediate flows is physically impossible but 
they do involve unusually contorted streamlines. On the other hand this 
is a region for very slow flow, so that high streamline curvature is 
possible.
There are three possible reasons why erroneous solutions could 
occur at the upstream corner
(i) the true solution could be oscillatory, in which case the 
steady-state equations would be invalid.
(ii) there could be rounding errors due to the fact that the stream 
function is very nearly uniform in the neighbourhood of the corner, or 
(iii) the mesh could be too coarse.
(b)
(c)
FIG.05T STREAMLINE PATTERNS FOUND AT THE UPSTREAM CORNER
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Some further evidence on the corner flow will be given in 
Chapter 4, but the subject was not pursued, since the details of the 
corner flow do not have any perceptible effect on the remainder of the 
solution, and are not particularly relevant to the heat transfer problem 
in a header.
3.4 Analysis of Computational Effects
The solutions illustrate the influences of three elements of 
the computational procedure. These are:-
(i) the mesh size at the downstream corner,
(ii) the choice between a mixed and a pure upwind difference 
equation for vorticity, and
(iii) the choice between a five and a seven point difference equation 
for the stream function.
The effects will be assessed individually in the following 
sections, by comparing parallel solutions in which different choices for 
each item have been made.
By far the most sensitive part of the confluent flow solutions is 
the standing eddy in the lee of the downstream corner, and this therefore 
provides a convenient basis for comparisons.
Data about the eddies in all fourteen solutions are listed in 
Table 3. The items listed are the maximum value of the stream function 
within the eddy and the position where it occurs, the greatest width of 
the eddy and its distance downstream from the corner, and the locations 
of the separation and reattachment points relative to the corner.
The maximum value of the stream function is a measure of the 
strength of the recirculation within the eddy. Expressed as a percentage 
of the difference in the stream function across the channel, it gives the 
proportion of the volume of the flow through the channel which is entrained
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within the eddy. The position of the maximum represents the centre of 
the eddy, the stagnation point about which the flow revolves.
The dividing streamline is taken as the boundary of the eddy, 
and the width of the eddy is defined as the greatest separation of the 
dividing streamline from the wall.
The above data were obtained by interpolation between the nodal 
values. The figures for the divergent flow solution are relative to the 
upstream corner, B, while the rest are relative to the downstream corner. 
The figures for the cavity flow relate to the eddy within the cavity.
3.5 The Mesh Size at the Downstream Corner
The effect of the mesh size at the downstream corner is 
illustrated by comparing Solution 4 (h = 0.013) with Solutions 2 and 6 
(h = 0.005). The corresponding streamlines are shown in Figs. 7, 6 and 
8 respectively. It is apparent from these that the coarser mesh leads to 
a smaller eddy with an increase in the distance from the corner to the 
separation point. Outside the eddy the different meshes have very little 
effect. The vorticity distributions for solutions 4 and 6 are compared 
in Fig. 19. With the coarser mesh less vorticity is convected into the 
shear layer which, for the reasons given in the Section 3.2 accounts for 
the smaller eddy. Also, as shown by the inserts, the coarser mesh causes 
the solution to be spread out along the wall in the lee of the corner.
These observations are confirmed by Table 3. The length of the 
eddy is 4.5 units.for Solution 4, but 5.4 for Solutions 2 and 6; an 
increase of a fifth. The distances of the separation points from the 
corner are 0.045 and 0.009 units; a reduction by a factor of five with the 
finer mesh. The strength of the recirculation is also sensitive to the 
mesh size at the corner; it increased by over half when the finer mesh 
was used.
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The similarity of the data for Solutions 2 and 6 indicates 
that the mesh size at the corner is more important than the details of 
the remainder of the mesh.
There is a strong indication that an insufficiently fine mesh 
was used at the corner in Solutions 8 and 9. The data from these solutions 
is in poor agreement with the corresponding figures obtained by 
extrapolating from the lower Reynolds numbers to Re = 9000, and the 
discrepancy is always in the same direction as that found in comparing 
Solutions 4 and 6. Thus, for instance, the recirculation percentage rises 
from 0.24 at Re = 180 to 1.3 at Re = 900 (Solution 6). Although there is 
every reason to expect a further rise between Re = 900 and Re = 9000, 
Solution 8 predicts a fall to 0.85 per cent. This compares with a fall
from 1.3 to 0.8 per cent between Solution 6 and Solution 4.
In combination these effects suggest that, contrary to earlier 
hopes, it may be necessary to reduce h to the order of the Stokes radius,
L, defined in equation (2.8-1). L is related to a 'typical velocity1, U,
and is not an exact quantity. However values of L for both left and right
hand corners in all fourteen solutions are included in Table 1, and the 
corresponding values of h/L in Table 2, on the basis that:-
U = 5(V + V ); left hand corners ^• m 's'
... (3.5-1)and
U = |CIV | + V ); right hand corners
S 0
This definition is sensible for those corners at which the flow separates, 
but is used for consistency rather than any physical reason at the other 
corners.
The most problematical of the confluent flow solutions are those 
with the highest values of h/L, namely Solutions 4 and 5 (h/L=6.6) and 
Solutions 8 and 9 (h/L=25.3). In the remainder, with the possible
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exception of Solution 10 (h/L=4.1) this ratio is of order unity. The 
question of the optimum mesh size at a corner will be investigated in 
Chapter 4.
3.6 The Choice of Finite Difference Equations
Solutions 3, 5 and 7 show the effect of substituting a seven- 
point stream function equation into Solutions 2, 4 and 6 respectively.
The corresponding pairs of streamline patterns are shown in Figs. 6, 7 
and 8, and the vorticity distributions for Solutions 2 and 3 are compared 
in Fig. 18. It is clear from these that the changes brought about by the 
more accurate equation are everywhere small, and are largely confined to 
the details of the flow within the eddy. (The changes are marked in the 
figures only where they are large enough to show clearly).
The eddy data from Table 3 confirm this impression, but also 
show that the changes brought about are in a systematic direction, and 
coincide with the effect of a reduction in the mesh size at the corner; 
the dimensions of the eddy are increased, as is the value of the stream 
function maximum.
Solution 9 shows the effect of substituting a pure upwind 
difference equation into Solution 8, Re = 9000. The streamlines for the 
two solutions are shown in Fig. 9, from which it would seem that this 
substitution is also of minor effect. However, the eddy centre in 
Solution 9 is well upstream of that in Solution 8, and the streamlines 
bend further towards the upper wall in the downstream portion of the 
figure. The eddy at this Reynolds number is, however, so long that only 
a small proportion of it appears in the figure. Fig. 10 compares the 
streamlines for Solutions 8 and 9 between 4 and 24 units of length down­
stream of B, the range in which viscosity brings about the decay of the 
shear layer and the reattachment of the dividing streamline. Fig. 21 shows
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the corresponding vorticity contours. In order to show the whole region 
adequately it was necessary to compress the length scale in the direction 
of flow by a factor of five compared with that across the channel. The 
figures show a very marked degree of divergence between the two solutions, 
which can be summarized by the observation that length scale in the stream- 
wise direction is substantially forshortened in the upwind difference 
solution relative to the mixed difference solution. The length of the eddy 
in Solution 9 is only about sixty per cent of that in Solution 8. The 
difference is clearly due to the greater numerical viscosity of the 
former, and it demonstrates that numerical viscosity is important in 
regions such as this where the flow pattern is influenced primarily by 
viscous diffusion.
The effect of substituting upwind difference equations into the 
cavity flow solution will be discussed in Section 3.8 below.
3.7 The Geometry of the Separation Eddy
It was suggested above that the mesh size at the downstream 
corner should be of the same order of magnitude as the Stokes radius, and 
should therefore be reduced in inverse proportion to the Reynolds number.
If the mesh is too coarse at the corner, the length of the eddy is under­
estimated. Thus, for a fixed mesh size at the corner, such as was used 
in the present series of calculations, the length of the separation eddy 
is progressively more seriously underestimated as the Reynolds number 
increases. This effect is reinforced by the action of numerical 
viscosity, which assumes increased importance as the effect of the true 
viscosity decreases. It is interesting therefore to extrapolate from the 
eddy lengths found at low Reynolds numbers to obtain and estimate of the 
true value at R =9000.
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The eddy lengths obtained for Re = 180 and 900 were 1.3 and 
5.4 units respectively by the same method of computation, an increase 
nearly in proportion to the Reynolds number. Since the second figure 
is likely to be a more severe underestimate than the first it is a 
reasonable hypothesis that the eddy length is in reality proportional 
to the Reynolds number. It would therefore follow that the true 
figure for Re = 9000 should be 65 units, which is much longer than the 
figures of 23.5 units from Solution 8 and 14.4 units from Solution 9. 
Unfortunately it is not possible to extrapolate from the present data 
to estimate how much of the deficit is due to numerical viscosity and 
how much to an insufficiently fine mesh at the corner.
The length of the eddy also increases rapidly with the inlet 
velocity ratio. Other conditions being the same, the figures obtained 
for Vg/Vm = 0.5, 1 and 2 were 2.6, 5.7 and 10.3 respectively. These 
figures suggest that the eddy length is also proportional to Vg/Vm.
There is a remarkably close correlation in both the confluent 
and the divergent solutions, between the greatest width of the eddy and 
the distance from the eddy centre to the wall. The first lies between 
62 and 65 per cent of the second in all solutions.
At low Re and Vg/V^ the eddy centre lies upstream of the point 
of maximum width, but the positions are reversed as these parameters are 
increased.
The dividing streamlines near separation are shown to an 
enlarged scale in Fig. 26. They were obtained, (as were the streamline 
and vorticity plots) by using an interpolation routine along both vertical 
and horizontal mesh lines. The individual points obtained by this process 
are included on some of the curves in Fig. 26. It can be seen that near 
the wall they exhibit a certain degree of scatter, so that there is some
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X-Xc (Y-Yc FOR SOLUTION 14)
.02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .12 .14 .16 .18 .20
KEY
POINT OBTAINED BY INTERPOLATION ON 
A HORIZONTAL GRID LINE
DITTO ON A VERTICAL GRID LINE
THESE POINTS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH 
THE DIVIDING STREAMLINES DRAWN A 
FULL LINES.
W X  w\
\v
FIG. 26 DIVIDING STREAMLINES TO AN ENLARGED SCALE FOR A SELECTION OF THE 
SOLUTIONS PRESENTED. POINTS ON THESE CURVES WERE FOUND BY 
INTERPOLATION ALONG HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL GRID LINES,
AND SOME OF THESE ARE INCLUDED TO ILLUSTRATE A DEGREE OF 
SCATTER NEAR SEPARATION POINTS. FOR EASE OF IDENTIFICATION  
CURVES WHOSE POINTS ARE NOT INCLUDED ARE SHOWN DOTTED.
(FIGURES IN BRACKETS ARE THE SOLUTION NOs.)
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uncertainty about the location of the separation point. The separation
distances listed in Table 3 appear to be subject to an error of about
-3 . .3 x 10 units. The uncertainty could be due to the difficulty of
interpolating in a region with sharp gradients, but it is more likely 
to be a manifestation of the singularity at the separation point.
3.8 Cavity Flow
Streamline and vorticity contours for the cavity flow Solutions, 
12 and 13, are presented in Fig. 13. Only the cavity is shown since the 
main stream scarcely departs from fully developed flow. The main effect 
of the use of pure upwind differences in Solution 13 is to strengthen the 
flow near the centre of the eddy.
The two-dimensional flow in a cavity with a moving lid has 
become a standard problem in numerical fluid dynamics, and has been solved 
by numerous authors. Perhaps the best known solutions are those due to 
Burggraff (1966), who used a conventional central difference scheme on a 
uniform mesh. Similar studies in which the cavity flow is driven by 
an exterior channel flow are, however, much rarer. This problem was 
solved by Mehta and Lavan, (1969), and also by Roache and Mueller (1970), 
both using an upwind difference scheme on a uniform mesh. Unfortunately 
the results published by the latter are insufficiently detailed to be 
able to be compared with the present results. Also the problem solved 
by the former is not identical to that solved in the present case, since 
their flow was driven by a moving wall opposite the cavity, while the 
flow in the present solution was driven by a pressure gradient.
Mehta and Lavan solved for a flow in which the Reynolds number 
was 500; a figure very close to that of 520 in the present solutions.
Their value of the stream function maximum, and those from the present 
work are:-
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tmax
^1.54 x 10 2 (Mehta)
4.20 x 10"2 (Solution 12)
4.68 x 10 2 (Solution 13) j
... (3.8-1)
These figures are at first sight very disappointing, but the
discrepancy can be accounted for in terms of the difference between the
driving forces in the two problems. The cavity flow is driven by a shear
force across the opening which is approximately equal to that which would
be exerted by a fully-developed flow on a wall of the same length. It is
shown in Appendix C2 that the shear force is three times greater if the
flow is driven by a pressure gradient than if it is driven by a moving
wall. It follows that the recirculation in the cavity should also be
three times as great. Mehta's solution is most directly comparable to
Solution 13, since it uses difference equations of the upwind type, and
the ratio of ib between these solutions is almost exactly three. Thus rmax J
within the limits of the above argument the agreement between Mehta's 
solution and Solution 13 is good.
Burggraff found empirically that, when the flow is driven by a
moving lid
- 0.1 ... (3.8-2)pVa
where the cavity is of side ji, and the lid moves with speed V. This 
result holds for a cavity Reynolds number, Rec, of up to 400, which was 
the highest for which Burggraff obtained convergence. Rec is defined by 
Rec = paV/p ... (3.8-3)
In the present case a = 1, while a typical value of the velocity on the 
dividing streamline was found to be 0.4. Thus Rec was about 75, which is 
well within the range of Burggraff's results. With these figures (3.8-2) 
gives
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^max = 4 X 10 2 (Bur88raff) ••• (3.8-4)
Again* considering the limits of the argument this agreement is 
encouraging.
Burggraff's results for finite Reynolds numbers were confirmed 
experimentally by Pan and Acrivos (1967). His results for Re=0 were 
confirmed analytically by these authors, and also by Ratowsky and Rotem 
(1968).
The positions of the eddy centres in Solutions 12 and 13, at 
(0.34, 0.22) and (0.35, 0.21) respectively are close to that in Mehta's 
solution, (0.36, 0.20) and not far removed from that in Burggraff's 
solution for Rec = 100, (0.38, 0.27).
Several authors, (Mehta and Lavan, 1969, Pan and Acrivos, 1967) 
have investigated the secondary eddies which occur in the two concave 
corners of the cavity by subdividing the regions around the corners into 
finer meshes and performing auxiliary calculations in which the results 
of the main calculation were used as boundary conditions. In the present 
solution the mesh size h = 0.01 is sufficiently small to obtain a direct 
representation of these secondary flows. The streamlines are shown in 
Figs. 14 and 15. Burggraff's results indicate that the eddy at M should 
extend about 0.13 units along the wall, while experimental data from Pan 
and Acrivos indicate a figure in the range 0.13 to 0.17. The present 
solution gives the rather lower figure of 0.10.
3.9 The Divergent Flow
Streamlines for Solution 14 are shown Fig. 16 and the 
corresponding vorticity contours appear in Fig. 24. The flow is deflected 
upwards as it approaches the junction and is split into two streams at C. 
There is a separation point in the lee of the upstream corner and an eddy 
forms on the left hand wall of the side channel. This is significantly
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different in shape from the eddies.in the confluent flow solutions. Its 
maximum width, at over half that of the channel, is much greater and is 
achieved nearer the separation point. Over seven per cent of the fluid 
is entrained in the eddy, compared with less than two per cent in each 
of the confluent flow solutions. A second eddy, smaller and weaker than 
this, is formed on the lower wall of the main channel. It extends some 
three units of length downstream from a point opposite the centre line 
of the side channel.
The physics of this type of flow can be explained in the same 
terms that were used for the confluent flow. The streamlines in the 
potential flow spread out to fill the increased cross-section, but 
without separating. The dividing streamline which separates the fluid 
destined for the side channel from the rest points upwards towards C, 
aiid the streamlines therefore bunch towards B. In the actual flow 
positive vorticity is therefore created on the upper wall of the inlet, 
and this is responsible for the separation at B.
The fluid which passes into the side channel comes from the 
upper part of the inlet and therefore bears positive vorticity. However 
the shear on the right hand wall generates negative vorticity, which 
eventually restores a balance, allowing the flow to reattach. The loss 
of positive vorticity into the side channel leaves a preponderance of 
negative vorticity in the main channel. Thus the streamlines are. 
deflected upwards, causing the separation on the lower wall. The magnitude 
of the resulting eddy can be expected to grow with the sucking ratio 
(”V ./Vm)» but below a critical value of this ratio there would be no eddy. 
Positive vorticity is created on the upper wall of the outlet, and 
eventually this balances the negative vorticity, so that equilibrium is 
regained.
CHAPTER 4 ANALYTICAL VERIFICATION OF CORNER FLOWS
4.1 Introduction
The last chapter identified as the chief sources of error the 
numerical viscosity and the dependence of the predicted size and strength 
of the eddy on the mesh size, h, at the comer from which the flow 
separates. The effect of numerical viscosity has been stated qualitative 
and rough estimates of the magnitude of the distortion have been given. 
Suggestions for further calculations which might remove the numerical 
viscosity are reported in Appendix A. Although it would be interesting 
to apply one of these to the present solutions, this was not attempted.
The question of the influence of errors at the separation point 
is in a way more difficult. The only direct evidence of the dependence 
of solutions on h rests on a comparison of Solutions 4 and 6, with 
h = 0.013 and 0.005 respectively. Since this reduction produces a 
significant change in the solutions it is clearly of interest to know 
what effect further reductions would have, and at what state (if any) 
the solution would become largely independent of h. Although it would 
be possible in principle to find this out directly in a given case it 
might prove very expensive, and by itself would not be of great value. 
What is really required is a general rule, e.g. that the solution ceases 
to depend on h when it is less than the Stokes radius.
In the last chapter it was suggested that the accuracy of the 
predictions of the flow in the eddy might depend on h/L. In this chapter 
an attempt will be made to relate h/L firstly to the local accuracy of 
the finite difference solutions at the corner, and then, through this, 
to the predicted size and strength of the eddy. The chief instrument 
in this will be a comparison of Weinbaum's (1968) analytical solution 
for Stokes flow at a 270° corner with the finite difference solutions.
Unfortunately this comparison is not always completely valid because 
Weinbaum's solution neglects convection, and therefore only holds within 
a distance of order one Stokes radius from the corner, while some of 
the finite difference solutions have all their nodes outside this radius. 
Nevertheless the results are interesting in themselves and point to 
further lines of investigation. For completeness the comparisons will be 
made at both 270° corners in all fourteen solutions.
Weinbaum showed how to construct a series of higher-order terms 
to account for the neglected convection, and the first of these will be 
derived below. Its inclusion does not make the analytical solution 
valid where convection dominates, but it will prove useful in showing 
where convection can be neglected.
In spite of the theoretical uncertainty the comparisons show 
fairly convincingly that the stream function is in good agreement with 
the analytical solutions, and that the variations in eddy size are due 
to errors in the vorticity. (The stream function is largely independent 
of the vorticity on a local scale and with mesh sizes of this order.
The contribution from the vorticity is of order rnh^  which, it turns out, 
is small compared with corresponding stream function values.)
Furthermore the analytical solutions consistently predict higher values of 
vorticity in the fluid approaching the corner than are indicated by the 
finite difference solutions, and the discrepancy increases with h/L.
This is interesting because, according to the description given in 
Section 3.2, the size and strength of the eddy are directly related to 
the flux of vorticity in the boundary layer approaching the corner.
The greater this flux the longer it takes for the negative vorticity 
from the walls to erode it and for the flow to reattach. Fig. 19 shows 
that the flux of vorticity from the corner is appreciably less in 
Solution 4 than in Solution 6.
If Weinbaum’s solution included convection it could be 
concluded that the finite difference solutions underestimate the 
vorticity at the corner by a factor which increases with h/L, and that 
this is responsible for a reduction in vorticity flux and consequently 
in the size of the eddy. Unfortunately however this does not automatically 
follow because the discrepancy between the finite difference and analytical 
solutions is qualitatively that which would be expected from the neglect 
of convection in the latter. Hence the comparison tests show only that 
the finite difference solutions are reasonably accurate for small h/L, 
and therefore the distortion due to the singularity is not unduly serious. 
They do not prove any relationship between the true solution and the 
nodal values from the finite difference solutions.
Further insight is gained by comparing Solutions 4 and 6 in some 
detail. A significantly lower level of vorticity is found near the corner 
on the coarser mesh of Solution 4. Possibly more significantly however, 
there is a mesh-size effect which would cause the effective numerical 
estimate of vorticity flux to decrease on the coarser mesh, even if the 
predicted vorticity levels were the same. An examination of the predicted 
velocity components shows that the effective convection increases with 
mesh size, and this would account for the reduction in the predicted 
vorticity level.
Although it is dangerous to generalize from a particular example 
there is nothing in the results of the earlier comparisons to indicate 
that Solutions 4 and 6 are untypical of the rest of the finite difference 
solutions.
At the end of the chapter the locations of the separation 
points in the finite difference solutions are compared with those 
predicted by Weinbaum's solution.
4.2 Weinbaum’s Solution for a 270° Corner Flow
Weinbaum’s (1968) paper considers a corner of arbitrary angle 
2a. The following is a resume of the analysis as it relates to a 270° 
corner:-
Let (r,0) be polar coordinates with their origin at the corner, 
such that the two arms of the corner are given by 0 = ±a. In the present 
case
a = 3ir/4 . .. (4.2-1)
It is convenient to solve the governing equations in non-dimensional 
form. Let U be the ’typical flow speed' used to define the Stokes radius, 
and let
u = u /U ^
*
... (4.2-2)
v = v /U 
*
p = p /p u2k
r = r /L J
k
where the subscript (*) is used, temporarily, to denote dimensional
quantities and non-dimensional variables are unsubscripted. (In this
context the non-dimensional variables used elsewhere in this thesis can
be classed as ’dimensional’. The transformations (4.2-2) are simply a
convenient way of removing the physical constants from the equations.)
u and v are the radial and tangential velocity components respectively. 
* *
In terms of the new variables and in polar coordinates the primitive 
equations of motion become:-
The third of these equations is the continuity equation, and it is 
automatically satisfied by a dimensionless stream function i^ (r,0), 
where:-
1 3 if; 
U r 30
-  _
V ~ 3r
.., (4.2-4)
ip is related to the stream function ^  used in the finite difference 
calculations by
if) = ... (4.2-5)
with, of course, an arbitrary constant on either side. Elimination of 
p between the first two of equations (4.2-3), followed by the substitution 
from (4.2-4) for u and v, leads to a single fourth-order equation for ip:~
rA  . M  atyjfcl . it iKv2^  .. (4.2-6)
W 30 3r 3r 30 ... )
The left hand side of this equation represents the effect of diffusion and 
the right hand side that of convection. Sufficiently near the corner 
diffusion dominates, and so if; ~ where:-
= 0 ... (4.2-7)
The radius of validity of this solution is of the order of the Stokes 
radius, or of order unity in the non-dimensional variables. The boundary 
conditions are supplied by the no-slip condition, plus the fact that the 
stream function is constant at the wall. Taking the constant as zero 
this gives:-
*(o) - = 0 on 0 ± a ... (4.2-8)do
It has been shown (e.g. Lugt and Schwiderski, 1965) that the only solutions 
of the biharmonic equation (4.2-7) in polar coordinates which satisfy the 
no-slip boundary conditions (4.2-8) take the form:-
,p(°) = r  ^(A cosX0 + A cos(A-2)0 + A sinA0 +
3 ... (4.2-9)
A^sin(A-2)0}
where A is any number, real or complex. Flows near convex corners yield 
real values of X.
Since satisfies a linear equation, solutions can be
superposed. Thus it is convenient to express the solution of (4.2-7) as 
the sum of a symmetric (A^  = A^ = 0) and an anti-symmetric (A^  = A^ = 0) 
component, each of which must satisfy a no-slip condition. Let m and n 
be the indices of the symmetric and anti-symmetric components respectively 
Application of (4.2-8) to the symmetric component yields two equations for
Aj and A^
AjCos ma + A2cos(m-2)a = 0
mAjSin ma + (m-2)A2sin(m-2)a = 0
There exists a non-trivial solution only if 
cos ma _ cos(m-2)a
... (4.2-10)
m sin ma (m-2) sin(m-2)a ... (4.2-11)
which for a = 3tt/4, reduces to:-
2
m - 2cos ma = 0 ... (4.2-12)
Similarly n must satisfy
2
n - 2sin na = 0 ... (4.2-13)
Each equation has one real root, whose numerical value is given in
Table 4. Their substitution into the boundary conditions yields the 
corresponding values of the ratios A^/A^ and A^/A^, thus completing the 
solution. The result may be written:-
Armf (0) + Brnf2(0) ... (4.2-14)
m = 1.544484 
D1 = -1.085006 
D5 = 0.158273 
E1 = -0.418254 
E5 = 0.252713 
g1 = 1.931910 
g5 =0.519610
n = 1.908529
D2 = -0.180917
D, = 0.259694 6
E2 = -1.359398
E = -0.230585 
6
g2 = 3.550040
p = 1.841364 
D3 = 0.145991 
D? = -0.528896 
E' = 0.092951
g3 = 2.746139
q = -4.567811
D, = 0.392622 4
D. = 0.448795 o
E, = -0.456544 4
g4 = -0.368212
Table 4: Numerical values of the constants in Weinbaum’s solution
and the higher order term
where
fj(0) = cosm0 + pcos(m-2)0
and
£^(6) .= sinn0 + qsin(n-2)0
Here A and B are arbitrary constants, and p and q are related to m and n 
by:~
p = cotma
... (4.2-17)
q = -tanna
Since the flow pattern is not affected in shape if the stream 
function is multiplied by an arbitrary constant, the streamlines depend 
on the ratio A/B rather on A and B separately. Thus Weinbaum's solution 
represents a one-parameter family of flow patterns.
4.3 Construction of Higher-Order Solutions
Within the neighbourhood of the corner in which convection is 
small compared to diffusion, a series of higher-order terms can be 
constructed such that their sum, added to ip^°\ tends to the solution of 
the full Navier-Stokes equations in the form (4.2-6).
Let the full solution be
ip. = + <{> ... (4.3-1)
Then, by substituting for ip into (4.2-6), and using the fact that \p^ °^
satisfies the biharmonic equations:-
rV4<J> = F(iJ;(o) + <j>) ... (4.3-2)
where F(ip) denotes the right hand side of (4.2-6). This equation cannot 
be solved exactly, since F is a non-linear operator but, on the assumption 
that diffusion dominates convection, (p is small compared to Hence
c}> ~ ip ^ ^  where
r V % (1) = F(ij/o)) ... (4.3-3)
... (4.2-15) 
... (4.2-16)
Similar arguments yield equations for additional higher-order terms.
For the next step, for instance, let
ip = + <p ... (4.3-4)
Then, substituting into (4.2-6)
rV4ip^ + rV4<p = F(ip^ °^  + ip^^) + higher order terms ... (4.3-5)
(2) '
Hence <p ~ ip ' where !
rV4ip(2) = F(ip(o) + ip(1)) - rV4ip(1^  ... (4.3-6)
= F(ip^ °^  + ip^) - F(ip^)
\ ' 1
Only ip^ *^  will be considered here. Its derivation, although
basically straightforward, is algebraically quite complicated and no 
attempt was made to proceed to higher terms.
4.4 Derivation of the First Additional Term
The construction of is achieved in three stages. The first
of these is the evaluation of F(ip^), and the second the finding of a 
particular integral, say ip , satisfying equation (4.3-3). However, ip^ does 
not satisfy the no-slip boundary condition. In order to satisfy this it 
is necessary to add a complementary function, say ip^, satisfying the 
biharmonic equation:-
V4ip = 0 , ... (4.4-1)
c
with the boundary condition that ip and its derivatives should take values
equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to those taken by ip . The higher-
order term is then equal to the sum of ip and ip .c p
Some steps in the evaluation of F(ip^ °^ ) are written down in 
Appendix C3. The result is in the form:-
r^FCip^V = A2r2m”4 {Cj sin2(m-2)0 + C2 sin20}
0 0 — /
+ B r n {C_ sin2(n-2)0 + C. sin20)
3 4
n+m-4
+ ABr (C_ cos(n-m+2)0 + C, cos(n-m)0 j 6
+ C cos(n+m-4)0 + C cos(m-n+2)0} ... (4.4-2)/ o
The inversion of (4.3-3) to find the particular integral is carried out 
in Appendix C3. The results take the form:-
ip = A2r2m{D, sin2(m-2)0 + D_ sin20}
P 1 2
0 0
+ B r n(D. sin2(n-2)0 + D. sin20}
3 4
+ AB rn+m{D_ cos(n-m+2)0 + D, cos(n-m)0
5 6
+ D cos(n+m-4)0 + D0 cos(m-n+2)0} ... (4.4-3)
The C’s and D's are functions of m and n, and are listed in Appendix C3.
The next step is to evaluate ip and dip /90-on 0 = ± a (where a
P P
is used as a shorthand for 3tt/4 radians). This is straightforward, and 
the results take the form:-
. .2 2m _2 2n AT}„ n+mip = -A Xr - B Yr - ABZr 
P
on 0 = a ... (4.4-4)1
8^ p .2 2m 2 2n A _ n+m J7^  = -A Pr - B Qr - ABRr
d o
where X,Y,Z,P,Q and R are functions of m, n and a which are written down 
in Appendix C3.
2x11 2>ttThe coefficients of r and r in are anti-symmetric with 
respect to 0, while those in rn+m are symmetric. The opposite applies to 
their derivatives. Hence
. .2„ 2m _.2„ 2n n+mib = A Xr + B Yr - ABZr 
P
1
p a2„ 2m „2^ 2n AT>„ n+m= -A Pr - B Qr + ABZr Joo
on 0 = -a ... (4.4-5)
The complementary function must satisfy the biharmonic equation 
(4.4-1) with boundary conditions of the form (4.4-4) and (4.4-5) with 
X,Y etc. replaced by -X, -Y etc. The solution is therefore the sum of 
three terms of the form (4.2-9) with A = 2m, 2n and (m+n) respectively, 
the first two being symmetric and the third anti-symmetric with respect 
to 0: -
\}j - A^r^CE. sin2m0 + E0 sin(2m-2)0}
c 1 2
+ B2r2n{E sin2n0 + E. sin(2n-2)0}3 4
+ ABrn+m{Ec cos(n+m)0 + E^. cos(n+m-2)0} ... (4.4-6)5 o
The E ’s are found by substituting this form into the boundary conditions.
Again, details are supplied in Appendix C3.
• The perturbation term is the sum of t|> and  ^. Thus,p c
summarizing the results of this and the two previous sections, the 
revised solution is:-
ij = Armfj(0) + Brnf2(0) + A2r2mf3(0) + B2r2nf4(0) + ABrn+mf5(0)
... (4.4-7)
where
fj(0) = cosm0 + pcos(m-2)0 
f2(0) = sinn0 + qsin(n-2)0
(4.4-8)
f3(0) = DjSin2(m-2)0 + D2sin20 + EjSin2m0 + E2sin2(m-1)0
f. (0) = D„sin2(n-2)0 + D,sin20 + Eosin2n0 + E.sin2(n-1)0
4 3 4 3 4
f_(0) = D_cos(n-m+2)0 + D,cos(n-m)0 + D_cos(n+m-4)05  5  o /
+ D cos(m-n+2)0 + E_cos(n+m)0 + E,cos(n+m-2)0 o 5  o
The numerical values of the constants in this solution are supplied in Table 4,
is given by the last three terms of (4.4-7). Its shape, 
like that of i|/°\ depends only on the ratio A/B, but its magnitude 
increases as the square of these constants, while that of the main term 
increases only linearly with A and B. It follows that becomes more
prominent as A and B are increased.
Figs. 27 to 32 show flow patterns for a series of values of 
A and B. The full lines correspond to and the dotted lines show
the effect of adding the higher order term. In order to emphasize the 
latter, A and B have been given values of order ten. Fig. 27 shows the 
anti-symmetric solution (A=0) and Fig. 32 the symmetric solution (B=0). 
The intermediate figures show stages in the transition from one to the 
other.
The higher order term has the general effect which would be 
expected of inertial forces, namely to reduce the curvature of the 
streamlines. That part which is multiplied by B has only a marginal 
effect within the area of the figures, but the part which is multiplied 
by A has quite a pronounced effect. Indeed in the solutions in which 
A is greater than B the approach flow is distorted so much that it 
becomes unrealistic. If A and B are reduced to order unity the higher 
order term becomes correspondingly smaller, and the solution remains 
plausible within the whole of the area of the figure.
At large distances from the corner the higher order term 
dominates the solution, since it has higher powers of r. The range 
over which it is small depends on A and B. Beyond this range the 
solution becomes invalid, since the original assumption that diffusion 
dominates no longer holds.
4.5 Dimensional Variables
It will be convenient at this stage to revert to the previous 
variables. As was mentioned earlier the 'dimensional* equivalent of
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if) is ijj. where
... (4.5-1)
Now* by examination of (4.4-7) both and depend on A,B and r
only through the combinations Arm and Br11. Since r^ = Lr, let
-m
and
A. = AL ^*
B = BL n s *
... (4.5-2)
Then
and
, m . m Ar = A.r^* * ] ... (4.5-3)
= v*n
Hence, substituting into (4.4-7)
** ■ y t V ^ f / e )  + BArAmf2(e) + AAV V e) +
B* V nf4<0) + A* V * n+mf5(e)> - . . . ( 4 . 5 - 4 )
i.e. the ’dimensional1 solution is exactly the same as the non-dimensional 
solution except for a factor u, although the arbitrary constants for a 
given flow pattern are different.
In the remainder of this chapter the asterisk subscripts will 
be omitted, and all variables are to be considered as originally defined. 
Weinbaum’s solution will on occasion be referred to as the first order 
solution and the above expression, including the higher order term, as 
the second order solution.
4.6 The Vorticity Distribution
The vorticity distributions corresponding to both solutions
are easily derived by inverting equation (2.1-5) :-
-1 2 ,
0) = - p V ip
The first order solution is
... (4.6-1)
0)(o) = -(y/pr2) {Armgj(0) + Brng2(0)} ... (4.6-2)
and the higher order term is
(1) ' , i 2. jA2 2m . . 2 2n . .
a) = -(y/pr ) {A r g3(0) + B r g4(0)
+ ABrn+mg^ (0)} ... (4.6-3)
where gj(6) = 4p(m-l) cos(m-2)0
g2(0) = 4q(n-1) s in(n-2)0
g^(0) = 16(m-l)DjSin2(m-2)0 + 4(m2-l)D2sin20 + (8m-4)E2sin2(m-l)0
g, (0) = 16(n-l)D„sin2(n-2)0 + 4(n2-l)D.sin20 + (8m-4)E.sin2(n-l)0
4 3 4 3
and *
g_ = 4(n+1)(m-1)D cos(n-m+2)0 + 4nmD,cos(n-m)0D D O
+ 8(n+m-2)D_cos(n+m-4)0 + 4(m+l)(n-1)DQcos(m-n+2)0
/ 8
+ 4(n+tn-l)E, cos(n+m-2)6
6
... (4.6-4)
4.7 Comparison Tests
The problem of comparing the analytical and finite difference 
solutions at the left hand corner can be made identical to that on the 
right by rotating it through a right angle. It is therefore sufficient 
to describe the method by which the right hand corner was treated.
The comparison was confined to the values of the stream 
function and vorticity at the three nodes nearest the corner. These 
are marked 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 4 and have indices (i,j+l), (i,j) and 
(i+l,j) respectively, where (i,j) is the node ’south west’ of C.
(At the left hand corner 1, 2 and 3 denote (i-l,j), (i,j) and (i,j+l) 
where (i,j) is the node ’south east’ of B.) Let (^ ,^ w^), i=l,2,3 
be the values of the two variables at these nodes, as predicted by the 
finite difference solutions. Corresponding values, say (^jf^), 
i=1,2,3 can be derived from either analytical solution, given the 
coordinates of the three nodes and the values of A and B. The problem 
therefore is to find A and B for each analytical solution such that the
set ('i'^ ,£L) is in the best possible agreement with the finite difference 
values and then to examine the goodness of fit. Unfortunately
there is no fbestf way either of selecting A and B, or of characterizing 
the goodness of fit.
Conditions at node 3 were thought least likely to be accurate 
because any error due to the singularity at the corner will tend to 
propagate in the direction of flow, i.e. away from nodes 1 and 2, and 
towards node 3. The values of A and B were therefore calculated exclusively 
from conditions at nodes 1 and 2. The choice of the method of calculation 
was then based on the supposition that the stream function equation is 
more accurately represented in the finite difference scheme than the 
vorticity. The main reasons why this should be so are as follows:-
(i) The stream function and its first derivatives are continuous 
at the corner whereas the vorticity tends to infinity. This is shown by 
the analytical solutions. Also, as is shown by the finite-difference 
solutions the vorticity is in general a more rapidly-varying function in 
this neighbourhood.
(ii) The boundary values of the stream function are known in 
advance, while those of vorticity must be calculated as part of the 
iteration.
On this basis and are the most reliable nodal values.
The constants A and B were therefore chosen to make the analytical 
solution coincide with these two values:
.?! =
... (4.7-1)
For comparison a second determination was made in which the vorticity 
was matched:
Each evaluation was made both with and without the higher order term in 
the analytical solution. Details of the methods used are supplied in 
Appendix C4. Once A and B had been found the corresponding IV and £2^ 
were calculated.
In order to help assess the considerable volume of information 
generated in this way four ’goodness of-fit' coefficients were computed 
for each evaluation of A and B. Two of these were concerned with the 
fit at. nodes 1 and 2 and two with that at node 3.
Where two numbers, x and y, are of the same sign their 
proportional difference is conveniently expressed by the function a(x,y) 
where
- 1 ... (4.7-3)max ( X 5 y )
min ( X 9 y )
i.e. the difference is expressed as a proportion of the smaller number. 
The fit at nodes 1 and 2 was measured by the coefficients
£ = max {a (to .,£2), a( u , fi ) } ... (4.7-4)
(jO 1 1  Z Z
£^ = max <^ (^ 2» ^2^  *'*
i.e. by the worst proportional disagreement over the two pairs of the 
nodal values associated with each variable, £^ is identically zero if
the stream function is matched, and £ vanishes if the vorticity is0)
matched.
Proportional errors of this kind do not give a good measure 
of the goodness of fit at node 3 since, in many of the corner flows 
considered, both variables reduce to zero and then change sign in the 
immediate lee of the corner. ^  in particular is invariably small
compared with -ip and \p^ f so that a small absolute error would imply a 
disproportionately large percentage error. The goodness of fit was 
therefore measured by the ratios of the increments between nodes 2 and 
3 in the analytical solutions to those in the finite-difference 
solutions:
t  = — — —  . . .  ( 4 . 7 - 6 )CO 032 —
¥ - f
2 3
t , = - p  p  . . .  ( 4 . 7 - 7 )
ip ip2 ”
Ideally and should equal zero and x^ and x^ should equal unity.
4.8 Preliminary Assessment
The outcomes of the comparison tests are summarized in Tables 5 
to 7. Tables 5 and 6 show computer tabulations of the goodness-of-fit 
coefficients defined in the last section, using respectively the first 
and second order analytical solutions. These show that the addition of 
the higher order term makes no appreciable difference except in the 
group of corner flows which include a separation point in a confluent 
flow., i.e. in the right hand corner flows of Solutions 1 to 11. In several 
of this group equations (4.7—1) and (4.7-2) have no solution (A,B) when 
the higher order term is included. (A mathematical explanation is supplied 
in Appendix C4). In most of the remainder the goodness of fit is 
substantially worse for the second order solution. Because of the 
incompleteness of the second order results it will be convenient to
devote most of the discussion to the first order results.
Table 7 shows a tabulation of the full data and results of 
matching the stream function with both the first and second order 
solutions. The great majority of the outcomes of matching the stream 
function, (and many of those of matching the vorticity) are in at least 
semi-quantitative agreement with the finite difference solutions in the 
sense that:
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TABLE 5. Goodness-of-fit coefficients using Weinbaum’s solution without 
the higher—order term. The first line of data for each solution is 
obtained by matching to and to ^2* an<*' the second by matching
ft. to w. and. ftn to 0)o. Columns 1 to 4 give SL . % , t and t for the0)
right hand corners (Section 4.7) and columns 5 to 8 give the same 
information for the left hand corners.
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TABLE 6. Goodness-of-fit coefficients using Weinbaum's solution with 
the higher-order term. The format is the same as that of Table 5.
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TABLE 7. Data and results obtained by matching the stream function at
nodes 1 and 2. The table lists the coordinates (x., y.) and the1 1
corresponding finite difference values (ip., w.)> then A,B and the 
analytical values using Weinbaum’s solution, and, finally, the same 
information using Weinbaum’s solution plus the extra term.
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(i) corresponding nodal values of both variables are of the same 
order of magnitude, and
(ii) increments between them are of the same sign.
In many cases the level of agreement is much closer than this.
As expected the vorticity match gives a generally poorer 
agreement than the stream function match. The 'worst agreement' 
coefficients H obtained by matching the stream function are similar 
to the coefficients obtained by matching the vorticity, but the 
magnification factors x^ and x^ are considerably closer to unity when 
the stream function is matched. In the interests of brevity the outcomes 
of the vorticity match will not be discussed further.
The effects of changing the finite difference equations are 
shown by comparing Solutions 3,5,7,9 and 13 with Solutions 2,4,6,8 and 
12 respectively. Solutions 3 and 9 give better fits than Solutions 2 and 8 
but the difference is not great and there is a strong similarity in the 
results from each of the other three pairs. Hence it is not necessary 
to consider each member of each pair separately, and it will be sufficient 
to restrict attention to solutions in which the standard difference 
equations are used.
It will be convenient for the purposes of discussion to divide 
the corner flows into three groups, consisting respectively of those 
from which the flow separates, those at which it is stagnant, and those 
at which it reattaches. The first group, which is the main subject of 
this chapter, includes the right hand corner in Solutions 1 to 11 and the 
left hand corner in Solutions 12,13 and 14. The stagnant flow group 
consists of the left hand corner in Solutions 1 to 11, and the reattachment 
group has the right hand corner of Solutions 12,13 and 14. (Strictly 
speaking the right hand corner is a point of attachment rather than 
reattachment in Solution 14. The important point in this context is that
the flow approaches the corner from the interior of the region).
4.9 Goodness of Fit
A notable feature of the results listed in Table 5 is that
the finite difference solutions for the stream function are always in
good agreement with Weinbaum’s solution. Since Z^ is identically zero,
is the only measure of the goodness of fit. However this is close to
its ideal value of unity in all the cases considered, varying only
between 0.886 and 1.315. The vorticity by contrast provides relatively
poor agreement. In about a third of the comer flows Z^ is greater than
unity, indicating a factor of more than two between o)j and ft^ or between
and ft-. In about half the results t is either less than half or 2 2 to
greater than two, and in several cases it is negative, indicating that
0)^ is greater than while the analytical solution requires that it 
should be less than u^ .
Table 5 demonstrates a limited correlation between goodness of 
fit and h/L in the corners from which the flow separates. As was mentioned 
earlier the solutions with standard difference equations which have the 
greatest relative mesh sizes are Solutions 10, 4 and 8 (h/L = 4.1, 6.6 
and 25.3). These have, in this order, the highest values of and, with 
one exception, the highest values of Z^ . Solutions 4 and 8 have the only 
negative values of t^ . It is interesting to note also that Solutions 4, 8 
and 10 were the only solutions using the standard difference equations 
for which values of A and B could not be found with the second order 
analytical solution.
There is no evidence of a correlation between h/L and goodness 
of fit outside these three solutions.
The stagnant flow group gave better overall agreement than the 
separation group. The worst fit again occurred in the solution with the 
largest value of h/L, but there was no correlation within the rest.
The reattachment group gave conspicuously worse results, for 
the given values of h/L, than the other two.
4.10 The Consistency of the Direction of the Discrepancies
It emerges from a study of the full results in Table 7 that
in both the 'separation* and 'reattachment1 groups the discrepancies 
between the analytical and finite difference solutions are nearly 
always in the same direction:
^  > if>3 ... (4.10-1)
> u)j . . .  (4.10-2)
and
^2 > ^2   (4.10-3)
(where 'greater than' includes 'less negative than'). There is only one 
minor infringement each of (4.10-1) and (4.10-2) between the two groups.
In the 'stagnant flow' group most corner flows satisfy (4.10-1) but not 
the other two inequalities. There is little consistency in any group 
in the relative magnitudes of and
^2 only exceeds by a small amount, as evidenced by the 
nearness of to unity in every case. However, £2j and 12^ exceed their 
finite difference equivalents by quite large factors, the largest being 
invariably that at node 2. The ratio is therefore given by (t +1)
i.e. it increases with h/L for large values of the latter.
4.11 Discussion
To summarize briefly the conclusions so far from comparing the 
first order analytical solution with the finite difference solutions:-
(i) The finite difference solutions are in at least semi-quantitative 
agreement with Weinbaum's solution, provided h/L is not too large. For 
the 'separation' corners the highest acceptable value of h/L appears to 
be about three.
(ii) The best agreement is obtained by matching the analytical 
solution to iJjj and \}j^ .
(iii) The stream function is in good agreement in all the cases 
considered.
(iv) At corners from which the flow separates, the finite difference 
solutions predict consistently lower values of the vorticity in the 
boundary layer approaching the comer than the analytical solution.
(v) The goodness of fit is not significantly affected by the choice 
of finite-difference equations.
Unfortunately the validity of these conclusions is limited by 
the fact that the analytical solution does not take account of the 
convection term. Hence if the analytical and finite-difference solutions 
disagree it is not possible to say categorically that the former is 
correct, and therefore the latter is in error. The results obtained 
with the second order solution are useful in this context, for if the 
addition of the higher order term makes no significant difference to 
the outcome of the tests it can be concluded that the effects of 
convection in that particular flow are small.
Not surprisingly the higher order term has the least effect 
at the 'stagnant flow' corners. Since agreement was good with both 
analytical solutions it can be concluded that the finite-difference 
solutions approximate closely to true solutions of the Navier-Stokes 
equations in this case. The additional term also made little difference 
to the comparisons at reattachment points, so if follows that the 
poorness of the results for these cannot be attributed to the absence 
of the convection term.
In his paper Weinbaum showed that, as a consequence of his 
solution, the dividing streamline should make an angle of approximately 
42° with the outgoing radius. This applies to both separating and
attaching flows, so in the latter case the dividing streamline should 
turn inwards towards the corner before attaching. In each of Solutions 
12, 13 and 14 however the dividing streamline continues straight to 
the wall, with which it makes an obtuse angle. Presumably it is this 
difference which led to the poor agreement.
Unfortunately the interpretation is less sure at corners from 
which the flow separates. The semi-quantitative agreement is preserved 
under the addition of the extra term in only five cases, namely Solutions 
1, 11, 12, 13 and 14. It is also preserved to a lesser extent in 
Solution 2. Significantly however this group, plus Solution 3, have the 
six lowest values of h/L, while solutions 4, 5, 8, 9 and 10, for which 
no values of A and B were obtained, had the highest values of h/L.
Qualitatively the effect of convection is to smoothe out the 
variations along the streamlines of any property of the flow. Hence it 
would have the effect of reducing the concentration of vorticity in the 
neighbourhood of the comer. The absence of convection in Weinbaum’s 
solution could therefore explain at least in part the high values it 
predicts for ft ^ and 0,^. Certainly the addition of the higher order term 
reduces these, but it does not in general improve the goodness of fit 
because the reduction in ftj is much more marked than that in For the
very lowest values of h/L, however, ftj and ft^ are greater than and 
» indicating that the latter are truly underestimated by the finite 
difference equations. Since, when compared with Weinbaum’s solution, 
these two values are progressively underestimated with increasing mesh 
size it is not unreasonable to suppose that the same would hold if they 
could be compared with the true solution. Unfortunately, however, it 
cannot be claimed that the present results prove this contention, and 
verification must rest on the comparison of Solutions 4 and 6.
4.12 The Variation of Vorticity Flux with Mesh Size
Figure 33 shows the locations of the nodes and the corresponding 
vorticity values from Solutions 4 and 6 in the region -0.03 < x-x < 0;(j
-0.02 < yy^ < 0.01, where CxQ>y^) are the coordinates of the corner.
The values of the y-direction component of velocity are also included in 
brackets. By interpolation from the finer to the coarser mesh it is 
apparent that the nodal values of vorticity on the latter are only about
i ' ■
two thirds of those on the former. Since the comparison tests indicated 
that Solution 6 was the more accurate of the two it follows that not only 
mj and 1^ 2 .but all the surrounding nodal values are underestimated in 
Solution 4.
The coarser mesh virtually straddles the boundary layer, whereas 
the finer mesh reveals something of the variation of vorticity within it. 
Besides improving the credibility of Solution 6, this extra resolution 
increases its numerical estimate of the vorticity flux. The program does 
not compute this flux explicitly, but in computing c^, for instance, it 
uses terms such as va)j, weighted by the mesh size h^ . Thus it is 
implicitly assumed that o) is uniform in x in the neighbourhood of node 
1, and the additional concentration of vorticity between node 1 and the 
wall is ignored. In solution 4 this concentration represents virtually 
the entire vorticity content of the boundary layer. In Solution 6 it is 
only the rise across the last third or so of the boundary layer which is 
neglected, and although the vorticity more than doubles in this interval, 
the velocity drops to zero. Thus roay not be a bad approximation
to the vorticity flux. Were the calculation to be repeated on a still 
finer mesh this argument would acquire additional force. In all 
probability there would be a further increase in flux in response to a 
rise in the predicted level of vorticity in the neighbourhood of the 
corner, but it is unlikely that the resultant change in eddy geometry would
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be nearly as great as the difference between Solutions 4 and 6.
If the mesh size could be reduced to about one Stokes radius 
this would make a substantial error unlikely. On the evidence of the 
present comparisons it would bring the finite difference solutions into 
good local agreement with the analytical solution, and, at the same time, 
the vorticity flux between node 1 and the wall would be small because 
of the drop in velocity in the viscous region. If this objective is not 
viable the mesh must at least be sufficiently fine that two to three nodes 
lie within the thickness of the boundary layer. The vorticity flux will 
then be reasonably well predicted, and one would not anticipate any gross 
error in the eddy size. If the boundary layer thickness cannot be 
estimated in advance, the predicted vorticity distribution in the 
neighbourhood of the comer can be used as an a posteriori check. The 
vorticity on the normal through node 1 must decrease smoothly, as in 
Solution 6, where it is approximately halved over each of the first four 
intervals. In solution 4 it drops by factors of ten and three over the 
first two intervals. Similar behaviour was found in Solution 8, where 
the factors were 23 and 4.
4.13 Errors in the Numerical Estimates of Vorticity
Since the underestimation of Wj and u>2 apparently contributes
to the reductions in eddy size, it it worthwhile to examine the finite-
difference equations more closely to see how this comes about. The
three elements which contribute to Wj are the diffusion term, the
convection term, and value of vorticity on the wall, say o)q . Of these
the diffusion term is the least likely to be a source of error. It is
2 .
represented by the V operator which is the same as the differential 
operator for the stream function. Also in the stagnant flow solutions, 
where diffusion is the dominant influence, the agreement between the 
analytical and finite-difference solutions was good.
The boundary values, taken from the finite difference 
solutions are compared in Table 8 with the corresponding values 
derived from Weinbaum's solution. The discrepancy is never great, but 
the finite difference values are always the larger and therefore would 
tend to compensate for, rather than contribute to, the underestimation 
of o)j. Hence the convection term seems the only probable source of 
error.
Table 8 compares analytical and finite-difference estimates 
of Uj and v^, the x- and y-direction components of the velocity at 
node 1. The largest, and therefore the most important of these 
components is vj, and the results for this are analogous to those for 
vorticity. The finite difference estimates are again smaller than the 
analytical values, and the discrepancy is greatest where h/L is greatest. 
For small values of h/L the agreement is fairly close; of order twenty 
per cent. However the discrepancies are of the sign which would be 
expected from the absence of convection in the analytical solution.
The velocity reaches a maximum in the neighbourhood of the corner and 
convection, which in this case is equivalent to inertia, would reduce 
the local values. It is not possible therefore to deduce the relationship 
between the finite difference estimates and the true values of Vj.
On comparing Solutions 4 and 6 it is found that the estimates 
of v increase in magnitude on a coarser mesh. In Solution 4 v^  = -4.0, 
while the interpolated value at the same point in Solution 6 is about 
-3.3. The effectively increased convection in Solution 4 could account 
for the lower value of wj, and indeed is the only plausible explanation 
for it. Unfortunately there does not appear to be a convincing reason 
why the estimate of v^  should inevitably increase on a coarser mesh, 
but a partial answer is found in the variation of v with x on the normal
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to the wall through node 1. In Solution 6»v reduces smoothly to zero 
at the wall, but in Solution 4 the presence of the wall seems to have 
little influcnec at node 1, and v^  is more characteristic of the higher 
velocities prevailing outside the boundary layer.
Surprisingly, the finite-difference solutions predict higher, 
not lower, values of Uj than Weinbaum’s solution. Thus the direction 
of flow in the finite-difference solutions is nearer to that in the main 
channel, i.e. the flow is showing greater upstream influence than it 
should. This could be due to the ’numerical viscosity’ of the finite- 
diff erence equations. The effect is not however significant as far as 
convection is concerned, since the y-direction component is by far the 
larger.
4.14 Location of the Separation Point
The locus of a point on the dividing streamline in Weinbaum’s 
solution is given by i|/^(r,0) = 0, or
n-m A V 6>
r - - Bf^cey •••..W.U-l)
In the limit as 0 tends to a, both numerator and denominator vanish, as 
do their first derivatives. The limit is therefore given by the ratio 
of their second derivatives:-
r = /- MSlOcosjna j ( * = 0 18322 (-a /b)2,74691 ... (4.14-2)
sep | B(n-l) s m  na I ' . *
Like the remainder of the flow pattern the separation point depends only 
on the ratio (A/B). Separation occurs at the corner only if A = 0, in 
which case the stream function is anti-symmetric. As (-A/B) increases 
from zero the separation point moves into the lee of the corner.
For (-A/B) greater than unity the separation distance becomes extremely 
large, and in the limit as B tends to zero it tends to infinity. This, 
however, should not be taken seriously, since the solution is only valid
up to a fairly small radius.
In the second order solution the dividing streamline is given
by
Armf,(0) + Brnf„(9) + A2r2mf.(e) + B?r2nf.(0)1 I 3 4
+ ABrn+mf5(9) = 0  ... (4.14-3)
In the limit as 0 tends to a all the f^(0) and their first derivatives 
vanish, so the separation distance is obtained by replacing the f^(0) 
by their second derivatives evaluated at 0 = a
* m  ^ n . *2 2m , _2 2n . n+m ‘ ,, ,, , xAg^r + Bg2r + A g^r + B g^r + ABg5r = 0  ... (4.14-4)
where
g. = f7(cx); i = 1,2,3,4,5 ... (4.14-5)
The numerical values of the g^ are listed in Table 4.
Unfortunately equation (4.14-5), unlike the corresponding 
equation from Weinbaum’s solution, does not admit an analytical solution 
unless A or B vanishes. If A = 0 the separation distance is
rsep = (”’g2/Bg4)
= 3.30788 B0,523764 ... (4.14-6)
Similarly if B = 0
rsep = ('2,/aS3)
= 0.791547 (-A)0,647465 ... (4.14-7)
Equation (4.14-4) was solved numerically for a range of values of A and B,
and the results are listed in Table 9 with (-A/B) as one parameter and B
as the other. The first order separation distance (4.14-2) and the
limiting values (4.14-6) and (4.14-7) are also included.
Table 9 shows that the higher order term has no effect on the
separation distance, to four significant figures, unless B is at least
3 -1of order 10 and (-A/B) is greater than order 10 . However if (-A/B)
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is greater than unity the higher order term has the effect of drastically 
reducing the large separation distances predicted by the first order 
solution. Although for a given value of (-A/B), the separation distance
must tend to that given by the first order solution as B tends to zero,
• J  ■
the limit is only approached for very small values of B.
If B is fixed then, according to the table, r tends to zero
sep
as A tends to zero, which is in contradiction of the limiting value given
by equation (4.14-6). On further investigation it was found that the
second order solution on a scale larger than that shown in Fig. 27,
consists of a pair of eddies, symmetrically placed relative to the corner,
The solution r = 0 corresponds to the fact that 0 = 0 is a streamline, sep
while the solution (4.14-6) gives the lengths of the eddies.
The finite difference solutions were fairly consistent in their
predictions of the value of (-A/B), the favoured range being about 0.15
to 0.25. In this range the first and second order solutions agree on the
location of the separation point, so it is sufficient to use the first
order formula (4.14-2) to evaluate rsep* The values of (-A/B) together
with the corresponding distances, r , are included in Table 8. To
sep
facilitate comparison the equivalent values from the finite difference 
solutions are repeated from Table 3. Except in Solutions 1 and 2, 
which have untypically large values of (-A/B), the finite difference 
values fall between three and thirty times those given by the analytical 
solution. Furthermore there is a strong correlation between the ratios 
h/L and the ratios of the finite difference to the analytical estimates 
of r . Thus, although the analytical solutions support qualitativelyS wU
the finding that the separation point lies in the lee of the corner, 
they disagree markedly on its location. The finite difference solutions 
stretch the length scale in the lee of the corner by a factor which 
increases with mesh size. Again, this is in keeping with the observed
differences between Solutions 4 and 6, (see the inserts in Fig. 19). 
The difference is, however, of largely local significance since the 
velocity is low in this region.
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS
Finite difference solutions have been obtained for laminar 
incompressible confluent flow in a T-junction in two dimensions at 
Reynolds numbers between 180 and 9000, and for inlet velocity ratios 
between 0.5 and two. The solutions show that the impinging flow ‘ 
separates at a point near, but in the lee of, the downstream corner and 
an eddy is formed on the upper wall of the outlet. The size of the 
eddy and the strength of the recirculation within it increase with 
Reynolds number and with the ratio of the inlet velocity of the impinging 
flow to that of the cross flow. It is conjectured that the length of the 
eddy increases as the product of these parameters. Within the ranges 
considered the eddy occupies less than a quarter of the channel width 
and the recirculation amounts to less than two per cent of the flow rate 
through the junction. An irregular flow pattern develops in a small 
neighbourhood of the upstream corner, usually involving small eddies, but 
this portion of the flow is not well determined by the computer program. 
Outside this neighbourhood and the main eddy the two streams unite smoothly.
A solution was obtained for the flow in a square cavity driven 
by an external flow in a channel. This was found to be in good agreement 
with previously published experimental and computational work. A further 
solution was obtained for a divergent flow, in which the cross flow 
discharges into the side channel. This shows an eddy in the lee of the 
upstream corner which occupies over half the width of the side channel at 
its widest point. The recirculation is equal to seven per cent of the 
flow rate in the side channel. An eddy also forms opposite the side channel 
on the wall of the main channel.
Solutions for all three types of flow were obtained with the same
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computer program. The confluent and divergent flow fields were shown 
to be in qualitative agreement with the physics of laminar flow.
The solutions were obtained on a non-uniform mesh with the 
vorticity and a stream function as the primary dependent variables.
The finite difference equations were based on the technique of 'upwind 
differencing', which makes it possible in theory to obtain solutions at 
arbitrarily high Reynolds numbers. In spite of this, considerable 
difficulty was experienced in finding a method of iteration which
converged at an acceptably fast rate.
The mesh was designed to concentrate attention near the walls, 
and in particular near the two 270° corners. Each interval was a fixed 
multiple of its neighbour nearer the wall. In common with earlier workers 
it was found that the iterations diverged if the expansion ratio exceeded 
about 1.5, and all the solutions presented used a ratio of 1.3. In order 
to cover the outlet with a viable number of nodes it is necessary to have 
a fairly coarse streamwise step and this means that the mesh near the walls 
but far from the junction has a very high aspect ratio. It was found that 
this results in a numerical instability connected with the finite- 
difference approximation of the no-slip boundary condition. This effect 
has been analysed, and it has been shown that the instability is removed
by making the second interval along the normal to each wall equal to the
first.
The finite difference solutions are very sensitive to the 
numerical treatment of the corner at which the flow separates. A special 
mesh configuration was devised to cope with this, based on the notion 
that no node should coincide with the corner.
Since there is no previous computational or experimental work 
against which the present solutions could be checked considerable
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attention has been devoted to an assessment of their accuracy. (The 
calculation of the cavity flow was part of this assessment; it is the 
simplest modification of the T-junction problem upon which work has been 
published).
The finite difference equations which were used are subject to 
two types of first order truncation error. One of these is due to the use
of a non-uniform mesh. With a five-point difference scheme the most
. 2accurate approximation to the Laplacian (V ) operator has truncation
errors proportional to the differences between adjacent mesh intervals in 
each coordinate direction. In order to suppress these it is necessary to 
use a more elaborate equation involving seven nodes. To find the effect 
of this type of error otherwise identical pairs of solutions were computed, 
with one using the five-point and one the seven-point approximation to the 
stream function equation. It was concluded that, while the seven-point 
solutions were more accurate, the difference was small and could have been 
achieved more easily by a minor reduction in mesh size.
The other type of first order error, which is a consequence of 
the upwind differencing technique, takes the form of a spurious non­
isotropic numerical viscosity. This does not occur in conventional 
difference equation which, however, can be converged only at modest 
Reynolds numbers.
A new finite difference equation, reducing to a conventional 
scheme at low Reynolds numbers and approximating to the upwind scheme at 
high Reynolds numbers, was devised for the present work. While retaining 
the convergence properties of the upwind equations, it has a reduced 
numerical viscosity. Again pairs of otherwise identical solutions were 
computed in which this scheme was alternated with a pure upwind difference 
scheme. This showed that the numerical viscosity has a significant effect
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in the region downstream of the junction, where viscosity is 
responsible for causing the flow to reattach and eventually to resume 
a fully developed profile. Numerical viscosity greatly accelerates this 
process, particularly at high Reynolds numbers. It is very difficult 
to quantify the effects of numerical viscosity, although a rough estimate 
has been given in one particular case. Two proposals have been made 
elsewhere for removing numerical viscosity by computing the first order 
truncation error and placing it on the right hand side of the finite 
difference equations as a ’source1 term. These proposals have been 
outlined in the present text, but no attempt was made to apply them.
The predicted size of the eddy in the lee of the downstream 
corner, and the strength of its recirculation, were found to increase 
significantly with a reduction of the mesh size at the corner, even 
though this was already very fine by most standards. Unfortunately, 
because of the restrictions on the degree of non-uniformity acceptable 
in the mesh, there are fairly severe financial penalties involved in 
further refinement of the mesh. The local accuracy of the finite 
difference solutions was investigated with the aid of an analytical 
solution for Stokes flow at a 270° corner. It was shown that the 
finite difference solutions are reasonably accurate, in spite of a 
singularity at the corner, provided the mesh size is of the order of 
the Stokes radius. However the Stokes radius is approximately inversely 
proportional to the Reynolds number, so it may not be feasible to 
satisfy this condition at high Reynolds numbers. On comparing solutions 
for the same problem with different mesh sizes it was found that the 
increase in eddy size on a finer mesh was accounted for by an increase 
in the numerical estimate of the flux of vorticity in the boundary layer 
approaching the corner. This is due to a combination of two effects;
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the predicted vorticity levels increase as the mesh is refined, but, 
because of the steep rise in vorticity towards the wall, the numerical 
estimate of the flux would increase even if the vorticity levels were 
unchanged. It was concluded that, if it is not possible to reduce the 
mesh size to the order of the Stokes radius, there should nevertheless 
be no significant error from this source in the predicted eddy geometry 
if two to three nodes can be placed within the width of the boundary 
layer.
It was originally intended to extend this work to compute 
three-dimensional turbulent flow in a pipe-to-cylinder junction. The 
extension to turbulent flow is reasonably straightforward, and a method 
of doing this, using the concept of an eddy or effective viscosity, has 
been briefly outlined. This would in some respects ease the problems 
encountered in the laminar flow because the effective Reynolds number 
would be greatly decreased. Thus, for instance the effective Stokes 
radius at the corner would be greater, and a coarser mesh should suffice.
The numerical viscosity would, hopefully, be swamped by the eddy viscosity, 
but the difference scheme devised for the present work would, in any case, 
cause a considerably lower numerical viscosity in turbulent flow than in 
laminar flow at the same Reynolds number. The conventional difference 
equations, which have no numerical viscosity, are used where the 'mesh 
Reynolds numbers' are less than two in absolute magnitude. In turbulent flow 
this condition would depend on the much smaller effective mesh Reynolds 
numbers, and would therefore be satisfied at many more nodes.
In view of the very difficult requirements which the mesh must 
satisfy in the two-dimensional problem, the prospects for extension to 
three dimensions are not, in the view of the author, very hopeful in the 
near future.
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APPENDIX A: THE FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
A1. Difference Formulae for First and Second Derivatives
Before discussing the finite difference equations proper it 
will be convenient to have available the different formulae which can 
be used to approximate derivatives, and the precise errors which result 
from their use. We consider first a non-uniform mesh, and derive 
formulae for a uniform mesh as a special case. Since the latter are 
much simpler algebraically much of the ensuing discussion will be related 
to uniform meshes. Except where otherwise indicated substantially similar 
results can be obtained for non-uniform meshes.
Consider a function f(x), defined at points P, W and E with 
abscissae x0,(xQ-h_) and (xQ+h+) respectively. Let fQ, f_ and f+ be the 
values of f(x) and P, W and E respectively. Then, by Taylor's theorem:-
2*”  . „ l ^ c (iv) ^
... (AL-1)
■+ -  f 0 + V o  + * V o  "  6 *V f o + + - - "
and
, 2 ’ 1 1 3 1 11 1 4 (iv')f = f — h f + ih f - --h f + -i-h f +
o - o 2 - o e> - o 24^ - 0 —
... (Al-2)
where the primes denote differentiation. From these can be derived 
three approximations to the first derivative.
(1) The forward difference 
By (Al-1):-
f -f
fo = + {"ih+fo' +0(h2>} ••• (A1-3>
+
(Curly brackets denote the truncation error which it is proposed to 
neglect).
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(2) The backward difference 
By (Al-2)
» f “f i»
fg = + 0(h2)} ... (Al-4)
(3) The central difference
By subtracting (Al-2) from (Al-1)
» f.“f_ 9
fQ = ]7~+'h +  ^2 (h+”h_) f ^ * + 0(h )} ... (Al-5)
This is an example of what has been termed in this thesis an error of 
order one and a half. The leading truncation error is proportional to 
the difference between adjacent intervals. It is therefore technically
of first order, but vanishes, leaving a second order error, on a uniform
mesh.
(4) The central difference (uniform mesh)
Putting h+=h_=h in (Al-5) above:-
f + - f -  2
f o = “2^— ' + {0(hZ)} ... (Al-6)
Comparing (Al-6) with (Al-3) and (Al-4) on a uniform mesh, the forward 
and backward differences are of first order accuracy only, whereas the
2central difference is of second order, (the error is proportional to h ).
A second order approximation to f^  can be obtained by eliminating
it
fQ between (Al-1) and (Al-2). This gives:-
(5) The mixed difference
, h_2(f -f ) + h2(f -f_) ,
fo “    + <°<h >} ••• (A1-7)
This reduces to the central difference formula above on a uniform mesh.
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(6) The second derivative
Elimination of between (Al-1) and (Al-2) gives:
h (f “f ) - h (f -f ) _
° —  + {- i(h+-h_)f^ + 0(h2)}£h+h_(h++h_) . (Al-8)
This is analogous to the central difference fromula (Al-5) in that it 
has an error of order one and a half. Unfortunately, however, it is 
only possible to remove it in this case by adding in an extra nodal 
value. However no difficulty arises on a uniform mesh.
(7) The second derivative (uniform mesh)
Setting h+=hj=h in (Al-8) above:-
f 4 . “ 2 f n + f  o
 —  + {0(h2)} ... (Al-9)
(8) A second order approximation
The fourth point to be used in this approximation may lie
either side of P. We choose a point to the left, and label it WW. Let
its abscissa be (x-h=), and let f_ be the corresponding nodal value. The
* » » »
required formula is obtained by eliminating fQ and f ■ between (Al-1), 
(Al-2) and a similar Taylor expansion for f_. The result is:- 
f" = B f +B f +B f -B f + {0(h2)}O = = - - + + 0 0
B_ = F(h+,h_)/D
B_ = F(h=,h+)/D
B+ = f(h=>h_)/D
B = B +B +BJ
o = - +
FO^jhp = h^^j^-^)
D = jth h h (h -h ) (h +hJ  (h +h )= "T = — “ + + =
Alternatively, if it is inconvenient to use WW, a similar approximation
> ... (Al-10)
may be derived using a point EE with abscissa (x+h++) and nodal value
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++ Then
f'' - B„f +B.f + {0<h2)}
= F(h++.h+)/D
= B +B +B 
++ + -
> ... (Al-11)
++ ++ + + — — o o
B++ - F(h_,h+)/D
B+ = F(h++,hJ/D 
B_
B
c
D *. h^++h+h-(h++"h+)(h++h_)(h_+h++)
and FOi^t^) is defined as above. As would be expected, on a uniform 
mesh both B++ and B_ vanish and (Al-10) and (Al-11) each reduce to (Al-9)
A2. The Finite Difference Equation for the Stream Function 
The equation to be solved is:-
2 2
9 V 31— j  +  — j  +  p m  =  0
3x • 3y
... (A2-1)
Defining hg, h^, and hg to be the inter-nodal distances 
PE, PW, PN and PS respectively, and using the formula (Al-8), this may 
be approximated by:-
v t v  -  V W  W V  " w v
—  +  —
h^EhW^hE+V 2hNhS ^hN+hS^
+ p0)p = 0
... (A2-2)
Rearranging:-
V p = w v A W s n ... (A2-3)
h  =  ^ ( W }  \  =  2 / % V h S ) )
A w -  2 / < V V V > -
Ap = Z Aq = 2/hEhw+2/hNhg
Ag - 2/(hg(h^+hg))
where Q denotes the range of neighbouring nodes which enter the equation, 
in this case E, W, N and S. This is the required finite difference
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equation. From (Al-8) it can be seen that the truncation error is:-
3
1 (W  (~3 ) " i(hN'hs) (~^ f ... (A2-5)k8x' P V'-' /p
This is the most accurate finite difference equation which be devised 
using a five-point operator (i.e. involving only P, E, W, N and S). If 
second order accuracy is required a seven-point operator must be used. 
For example, by (Al-10), equation (A2-1) maybe approximated by:
Bp^p = BwrAn.T + BtAt + K K  + Bc A o  + B<A + BtAt +wwrww wrw E E ssrss SYS N N
where Bww. V F< W /Di Bss
Bw F h^WW,hE ^ Dl Bs
be F<-hww’hw ^ Di bn
BP = Bww + Bw + BE + Bss
X .. (A2-6)
F h^SS,hS ^ D2
N
Here FOi^,!^) is defined as before, and:-
V  “ h^fflhBhE(IlW-V(V lE)(V y
D2 ^hSShShN^hSS-hS ^ hS+hN ^ hN+hSS^
(A2-7)
This is the seven-point equation which was incorporated as an 
option in the computer program. It is valid for all interior nodes 
except those for which S or W lie on a boundary. On the first row of 
nodes up from the lower boundary (j=2) the forward formula (Al-11) was 
used for the y-derivative, so that the nodes involved were {(i,j), 
j=l,2,3 and 4}.. Similarly the forward formula was used for the 
x-derivative on i=2 and on the nodes adjoining the left-hand wall of the 
side channel.
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A3. A Condition for Convergence
A general set of n linear equations may be written
A x = . . . (A3-1)
where A is an (n x n) matrix, and x and b are column vectors. Any set 
of finite difference equations is expressible in this form, where n is 
the number of unknowns. A is then a sparse matrix, since each nodal 
value is directly related to a few neighbours only. Nevertheless the 
properties of the matrix determine the convergence characteristics of 
the iterative method. It can be shown, in particular (Forsythe and Wasow, 
1960), that the successive substitution method is convergent provided:-
A is diagonally dominant and is not reducible ... (A3-2)
The second condition merely requires that each nodal value is affected 
by every other, which is clearly so if the finite difference coefficients 
are non-zero. The property of diagonal dominance is defined as:-
{.Z.|a.-| $ la..1 ; i = 1, n} ... (A3-3)
jfi lj 1 1 n 1
with the strict inequality operating at least one equation. In terms
of a five-point equation of the form (A2-3) this becomes:-
I |Aq| S jAp| ... (A3-4)
The coefficients (A2-4) satisfy this condition since Ap is equal to 
the sum of the other coefficients, all of which are positive. Also if 
one of the neighbouring nodes, say S, lies on a boundary then ipg is known, 
and so |Ag | does not contribute to £ | Aq |. (The term Ag i|>g becomes part 
of the source vector b^ .) Hence the strict inequality applies at this 
node, and therefore by (A3-3) the finite difference equation (A2-3) 
converges under successive substitution.
This is not, however, necessarily true of the seven-point 
equation (A2-6). Although Bp is equal to the sum of the other coefficients,
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the coefficients of the two outlying points are not positive definite. 
If, for instance, h^ is greater than h^ ,, then is negative. 
Fortunately diagonal dominance is a sufficient but not a necessary
effect. It is not difficult to see that, on a reasonably uniform mesh, 
is small compared to B£ and so that infringements of diagonal 
dominance are indeed slight. No difficulties were experienced in 
practice in converging the seven-point equations. Should the equations
diagonal dominance by making the appropriate choice between the forward 
formula (Al-11) and the backward formula (Al-10) at each node. Thus, 
for instance the forward formula should be used when h^ is greater than
used if h„ exceeds hTT.E W
A4. The Conventional Finite Difference Equation for Vorticity 
In this section the conventional finite difference 
approximation of the vorticity equation will be derived, and it will be 
shown that the coefficients have the property of diagonal dominance for 
only a limited range of Reynolds numbers. A uniform square mesh will be 
assumed for simplicity.
condition for convergence, and minor infringements may not have any
fail to converge, however, it is always possible to ensure strict
h„, because this makes B_,_ positive, but the backward formula should be
The vorticity equation is:
(A4-1)
From the results of Appendix A2:-
(A4-2)
By (Al-6)
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pU fx + PV ly = ■fPu(a)T7"u)Tj) + pv(o)KT-a)c)}/2h + 0(h2)E W' N S' ... (A4-3)
Substituting (A4-2) and (A4-3) into (A4-1), and multiplying through
by h
where
C = EC^ 03«P P  Q Q
cE = i - l V
Gw = 1 + iRx Cs
(A4-4)
N = 1 - £r,
- 1 + iR2
Cp = ICQ = 4
(A4-5)
arid
Rx = puh/y R2 = pvh/y. (A4-6)
R^ and R2 are the local ’mesh Reynolds numbers’. They play an
important part in the discussion of convergence.
Applying (A3-3) we find that this scheme converges provided 
all the C’s are positive, i.e.
... (A4-7)
For a given problem the mesh Reynolds numbers must increase with the
overall Reynolds number. It follows that each problem has a critical
Reynolds number (depending on the mesh) beyond which diagonal dominance
is lost. Even with severe under-relaxation it is not possible to obtain
convergence much beyond this point.
In principle it is possible to advance to any Reynolds number
without violating (A4-7) by progressively reducing the mesh size, but
this would very quickly become prohibitively costly. To reduce the
mesh size by a factor n would increase the computational effort per 
. 2iteration by n . In addition the number of iterations to convergence 
increases by at least n, so that the computational effort is increased
by a factor of roughly n .
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A5. Upwind Differencing
If, instead of central differences, backward differences had 
been used in (A3-4) to approximate the convection term, the resultant 
coefficients would have been:-
cE - 1
CW - 1 + R!
CN = 1
c s -  i  + r2
Cp v  ZCQ = * + R1 + R2
(A5-1)
By (A3-3) this scheme converges if:-
R1# R2 > -1 ... (A5-2)
i.e. it will converge at arbitrarily high Reynolds numbers provided 
the region of interest contains no substantial negative velocity 
components. Similarly, if forward differences had been used the 
coefficients would have been:-
CE = 1 " R1
CW = 1
CN “ 1 ~ h
c s -  1 ... (A5-3)
Cp = ICq - 4 - R^ — R2
Therefore the convergence condition would have been:-
V  R2 < 1 ... (A5-4)
i.e. infinitely large negative, but only modest positive velocity 
components can be accommodated.
Upwind differencing is a combination of these schemes in which 
forward and backward differences are used, depending on the signs of the 
velocity components, in such a way that convergence is assured whatever 
the mesh Reynolds numbers. In this scheme the first derivative is 
approximated as follows:-
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8 co 
pU 9x
pu
h
“p““w
CO “ C0„E P
u > 0
u < 0
... (A5-5)
with a similar expression for pv9co/9y. It will be convenient to 
define velocity direction indicators k^, k2 as follows:-
... (A5-6)
v
Then the upwind difference approximation may be written:- 
oW pupu 9x 2h {(1"kl). “e + 2kl“p “ (1+kl) “W}
(A5-7)
Pv If = flT Ui-kj) ujn + 2k20)p - (l+k2) 0)W}
The corresponding finite difference coefficients are:- 
CE = 1 + jRpCkp-l) CN = 1 + jR2 (k2-l) ■'j
Cw = 1 + ^ ( k j + l )  Cg = 1 + jR2(k2+l)
Cp — I —  ^ ^1^1 ^2^2 J
(A5-8)
These coefficients are positive definite, and the corresponding equations 
can therefore be expected to converge at any Reynolds number.
A6. Numerical Viscosity
Since the upwind scheme used one-sided (forward or backward) 
differences it is subject to a first-order error which is absent from 
the conventional scheme (A4-5). This error can be isolated by 
subtracting out the second-order approximation. Thus the first line of 
equation (A5-7) can be rewritten:- 
pu — co,. “ k, (co„ — 2co„ + co.,)} 2h E W 1 E P W'
+ 0(h2)
... (A6-1)
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After similar treatment of the remaining terms of the vorticity 
equation it is found that the equation actually approximated by the 
upwind difference equation is:-
pu + pv = tiV2w + Jph ^[u| — + |v| °(h2)
' 3X ^  '  ... (A6-2)
The extra term on the right-hand side takes the form of a spurious 
non-isotropic diffusion with effective viscosity
y r i u m  =  ( 5P | u | h , | p | v | h )  ... (A6-3)
The ratio of numerical to true viscosity is
Ci |RX| ,i |R2|> ... (A6-4)
Hence the condition that the true viscosity should be greater than
the numerical viscosity is
!Rx|,[R2| < 2  ... (A6-5)
This is identical to the condition (A4-7), that the central difference 
scheme should fail to converge. Thus if it is necessary to resort 
to upwind differencing to secure a solution, then there is at least 
one node where the numerical viscosity of the upwind scheme exceeds 
the true viscosity. This is quite a severe criticism of the method. 
Upwind differencing is justified by practical rather than theoretical 
argument, although there are many instances in which good agreement 
has been obtained with experiment using upwind difference methods.
It has been suggested (Dennis and Chang, 1969), that an 
upwind solution could be refined to second order accuracy, by 
calculating explicitly the first order error from the solution obtained 
and then using it to make the correction. If L(uj) represents the 
finite difference operator (over the whole field) and E(w) the error
/
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term, then a cycle can be constructed as follows
(1) Solve LC^) = 0
(2) Compute E(w^)
(3) Solve L(m^) = E'(u^ -)
(4) Solve L(o) ) = E(o> .) ; n = 2,3....—n —n-i
If this process converged it would give a second order accurate 
solution without the necessity of resorting to time dependent solutions. 
If necessary the process could be under-relaxed by multiplying the 
error term by some factor less than unity. As far as the author is 
aware no such calculation has been published.
More recently Jacobs (1973) has devised a method whereby the 
first order error is placed as a ’source’ on the right hand side of the 
finite difference equations, and updated as the iterations proceed. In 
this way he was able to obtain solutions of second order accuracy to 
Burggraf’s (1966) problem of flow in a square cavity with a moving lid 
at Reynolds numbers up to 5000. At this stage the viscous diffusion 
term is so small that the calculation is seriously affected by rounding 
errors. Burggraf, by contrast was able to obtain solutions on a mesh 
of the same size (31 x 31 nodes) only for Reynolds numbers up to 700.
A7* Conservation of Flux
It is well known that in plane inviscid flow the net flux of 
vorticity across any closed surface within the fluid vanishes. Hence 
the finite difference approximation of the convection term should have 
this property as well, even in a viscous flow, for otherwise the 
finite difference scheme introduces spurious sources and sinks of 
vorticity.
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To establish a flux-conserving scheme, consider the region of 
interest to be spanned by unit cells centered on the nodes with 
boundaries parallel to, and midway between the grid lines. The 
conditions for the conservation of flux are:-
(i) that the net flux of vorticity through the boundary of 
each cell should vanish identically, and 
(ii) that the flux between neighbouring cells across a common 
boundary should be equal and opposite.
The clue to establishing a scheme with these properties is 
to rewrite the vorticity equation, using the continuity equation, in 
the so-called ’conservative form*:-
i t o i .  + = pV2u _  (A7_1}
The central difference approximation to the convection term in this 
form is:-
(p/2h) {uEo - UwuB + v,.^ . - vsais} ... (A7-2)
This differs from the corresponding approximation to the original 
equation (A4-1):-
(p/2h) {up(coE - mw) + vp(coN - ws)} ... (A7-3)
Now the flux out of the right hand boundary of cell P can be written:-
(puha))Ep  ^|ph(upa)p + uEa)E) ... (A7-4)
where the subscript EP refers to a value midway between E and P.
Adding similar terms for the remaining portions of the boundary, the 
total flux is:-
}Ph(V>E " V w  + V s  " vsus) • • • (A7_5)
and this is simply the expression (A7-2) multiplied by the area of 
the cell. It follows that the first form, (A7-2) causes the condition
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(i) to be satisfied in an inviscid fluid. Condition (ii) is also 
satisfied since (A7-4) also represents minus the flux across.the left 
hand boundary of the cell centered at E. Neither condition is 
satisfied by the alternative form (A7-3).
Conservation here depends on the reasonable assumption that 
the vorticity at the cell boundaries is equal to the mean of the nearest 
nodal values. An upwind difference scheme can be made conservative on 
the more dubious assumption that the vorticity at the cell boundary is 
equal to that at the upwind node. Such a scheme was used by Gosman 
et al. (1969), based on the following expression:-
CT - (p/h) (uEpWEp - + vNpwNp “ vspa)SP^  (A7_6)
where for instance
UEP = H UE + UP) ... (A7-7)
and
■ ' f “P UEP > ° satw = J ... (A7-8)
" K  UE P < 0
i.e. a)™ is the upstream value. Similar expressions are used for the Lir
other components.
Although there is no harm in trying to conserve vorticity, 
the error through not doing so is unlikely to be significant in 
comparison with the numerical viscosity of the upwind difference method. 
No attempt was made to conserve vorticity in the present work.
A8. Mixed Schemes
It was proposed by Spalding, and reported by Runchal (1969) 
that some of the advantages of central and upwind differencing could 
be combined by a scheme depending on the magnitudes as well as the 
signs of the mesh Reynolds numbers. The proposed scheme, which Runchal
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calls S.D.S. (Spalding Difference Scheme), applies to a uniform mesh 
only. It depends on the fact that the central difference scheme is 
convergent for | R-^ | and'/ll^ l less than two.. As with the upwind scheme 
the x- and y-derivatives are considered separately. For the x-terms 
a central difference formula is used if |r |^ < 2. Otherwise upwind 
differences are used, but the diffusion term is ignored altogether. 
Consider for instance the coefficient C^ . For central and upwind 
differencing it is given respectively by
= 1 + |RX (central difference) ... (A8-1)
= i- +■^R^(1+k^) (upwind difference) ... (A8-2)
In S.D.S. is equal to the central difference coefficient for |R-^ | < 2, 
and elsewhere is equal to the upwind difference coefficient reduced by 
unity, the contribution from the viscous diffusion term. The resulting 
coefficient is:-
r0 R± $ -2
Cw =/l + £r -2 $ Rx $ 2 ... (A8-3)
R-, R-, >,2VI 1
The remaining coefficients are similarly derived, and Cp = £Cq . The 
three coefficients are plotted against R^ in Fig. Al.
The omission of the diffusion term is somewhat odd at first 
sight, and deserves some comment. Unfortunately Runchal does not explain 
the reasoning behind it, but it has two merits:-
(i) It makes the coefficients continuous as functions of the 
velocity components, as they certainly ought to be, and
(ii) it applies only in a range where the artificial viscosity 
exceeds the true viscosity. The removal of the latter can therefore 
be regarded as a useful step towards the removal of the former.
FIG. A1 THE VARIATION OF THE COEFFICIENT CVJ WITH MESH REYNOLDS NUMBER 
FOR THREE DIFFERENT FIN ITE DIFFERENCE SCHEMES OM A UNIFORM MESH
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A less satisfactory aspect is that the point W loses all 
its influence on the upstream flow, since = 0, if there is a 
reasonably strong flow from P to W, (i.e. if |R^ | £ ”2). Although 
upstream influence certainly tends to zero with increasing flow 
speed it cannot actually vanish in incompressible flow. There is 
also a danger that if enough coefficients are set to zero the matrix 
of the finite difference equations may become reducible (Appendix A3), 
In spite of these shortcomings a mixed scheme was adopted for the 
present work because of its lox^ er numerical viscosity.
In the next section we construct difference equations for a 
non-uniform mesh corresponding to (A8-1).
A9. The Three Types of Difference Equation on a Non-Uniform Mesh
By Appendix A2 the diffusion term is approximated in a five- 
point equation, by
... (A9-1)2yV to ZyAQa)Q "
where the A ’s are given by equation (A2-4).
The second-order approximation of the convection term is:-
903 9o)
P U B^ + pV W  “ PU
ry y r V  + hE2(,v iow)
hEhW<'hE+hW'* } - (A9-2)
+ a similar y-direction term 
Combining this with (A9~l), and substituting for the A’s, the 
corresponding finite difference coefficients are:-
2 y  -  p u h W 2 y  -  p v h c
hE ^hE+htP
2 y  +  p u h .E
'W
Cp = SCQ
N
2 y  +  puh^ 
:S ■ v w
... (A9-3)
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The upwind difference equivalent of equation (A9-2) is:-
9u) 9m
p“ —  + p v f £  = f h i  (1 + k i )(U)p " V  + I t :  • • •  (A9_4)
J w E
pu
+ a similar y-direction term 
The corresponding coefficients for the upwind scheme are therefore:
2y
E W V
2n
( l - k 1 ) p u
2hl
( l + k 1 ) p u
2y ( l - k 2 ) p v
N 2h
2y
'W W V 2hW
CP = XCQ
W V
N
( l + k 2 ) p v
2h„
A mixed scheme can be derived from these two. To do this it 
will be convenient to make the definitions
9if>
=  p U  =
9 y
dip
q2 = pV = ‘ 37
 (A9-6)
The coefficients of the mixed scheme must reduce to those in (A9~3)
at low mesh Reynolds number, and to the second terms of (A9~5)
elsewhere. (The first terms represent viscous diffusion.) The
transitions between these formulae occur where they give the same
values. For the coefficient CTT they occur wherew
2p + q A  
W V
(l+k1)q1
2h ... (A9-7)W
The solution is q^  =
' W
2u + qlhE
'W
■2y/hg or 2y/h^. Hence the new coefficient is:
q: % 2p/hw
-2vt/hE S ... (A9-8)
2v/\
. (A9-5)
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The transition values of q. in CL, turn out to be the same as those1 h
in C^ , and this coefficient is similarly derived from (A9-3) and 
(A9-5). and Cg then follow by symmetry. The final scheme may be
written:-
For
for
and
r  ^
9l 5 2p/hw
c ^ 
0 ql/hw
"2y/hE $ q l £ 2y/hw
' 5 °E <
2 y  ■
"5 ^
2y +
W V hw(hE+hw)
q l £ -2y/hE ^ l /hE
C J
0
«. j
q 2 £ 2y / h s
f S 
0
< ■n 
q2/hS
J -2y/hN $ q2 £ 2y/hg
2y - q2hg
C s ^
2p +
1 1W V r s hs A +V
q2 f ~2p/h^
V.
"q2/hN 0 ' ■ J
V ... (A9-9)
CP = ecq
These coefficients were used in all but two of the finite 
difference solutions presented in this thesis; The pure upwind 
coefficients (A9-5) were used in Solutions 9 and 13.
A10. Vorticity Boundary Conditions at a Wall
The wall vorticity is expressed (Section 2.2) by:-
0)
d2ip
3n'
(A10-1)
where
9n = 0
(A10-2)
and the suffix 0 refers to the boundary value. We shall also use 
suffices 1 and 2 to refer to the first and second nodes along the normal
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Expanding in Taylor series along the normal, and using
(A10-2):-
■^ 1. = + -gh'3^ 0 + •••• ... (A10-3)
where primes refer to differentiation along the normal. Hence:-
20Po-^ ) x1 .it» 2
a)Q = —  ^ 2---  + +  ^ • • • (A10-4)
This is probably the most commonly used formula, but it suffers from the 
disadvantage of a first order truncation error. The error can be removed
t t ?
by substituting for i i n  the above equation, or by involving *-n
• ft
order to provide an equation with which to eliminate'^
By (A10-1)
lh^ = — iphfx) = + 0(h2) ... (A10-5)
3 o  5 o 3  o l
Hence, substituting into (A10-4) and solving for <*> :-
3(<l’ 2
b)Q = --- -^--  “ 2^ -^ + (0(h )} ... (A10-6)
0 ph
For the second method let the distance from the point 2 to the 
wall be kh. Then
2  2  "  1 3 3 1 1 1
i|>0 = jp + lk h il> + 7k h i  ... (A10-7)T2 o o 6 ro
Elimination of if/* * between (A10-3) and (A10-7) gives, after some
algebra:-
(k3-l)i|> - k3ip +\Jj 9
0) = ----------    - + {0(h) } ... (A10-8)
° |ph k (k-1)
It turns out (Appendix B4) that this formula can induce numerical 
instability on a non-uniform mesh. On a uniform mesh (k=2) it reduces 
to:-
7ip - 8iL + „
a = — ---- £----  + {0(h) } ... (A10-9)
0 2ph
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This formula is quoted for completeness, but from a physical 
point of view it is less attractive then (A10-6) since it may well be 
unrealistic to connect conditions on the wall with those two nodes 
away.
All. Turbulent Flow
The vorticity equation in turbulent flow becomes
pu + pv = V2(ya)) ... (All-1)
where y is an 'eddy' or 'effective1 viscosity. Some prescription for 
calculating the distribution of y must be included in the program. Some 
of the more sophiscated turbulence models now being proposed involve 
solving several equations of the convective type simultaneously with the 
vorticity and stream function equations. It is not intended to review 
these models here, but merely to examine the effect on the vorticity 
equation of having a variable viscosity.
It is not difficult to see that if y is a variable then each 
finite difference coefficient involves the y at the associated node, 
e.g. depends on y^ . Apart from the addition of these suffices the 
finite difference coefficients are unchanged. Cp is given by the 
sum of these coefficients, but with Pp instead of y^. The critical 
point to note is that these changes destroy the property of diagonal 
dominance (Appendix A3) , and with it the claim of automatic convergence, 
since Cp is no longer equal to ECq * Surprisingly, however, the 
convergence seems to be little affected in practice. For instance 
Spalding's group at Imperial College have published numerous turbulent 
flow calculations over several years without apparent difficulty from 
this source. The explanation presumably lies in the fact that diagonal 
dominance is a sufficient, but not always a necessary condition for 
convergence.
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Should a calculation fail to converge, diagonal dominance 
could be restored by re-writing (All-1) in one of the following ways:
or
3f 3f of /  3y , 3y
pu + pv F  = pV f  + T  \u v
f = yw
tt ^  tt r? ^ r7^pU -—  + pV —  . = yV 0) + ojV y dx dy
PD = pu-2 f£ ; pV = pv-2 ||
(All-2)
(All-3)
Each of these equations is of the same form as the vorticity equation 
for laminar flow, except that they have an extra ’source* term on the 
right hand side. The finite difference equations must be written in 
such a way that these are calculated prior to the iteration, i.e. they 
are at the old iteration level. Otherwise an extra term of unknown sign 
is added to Cp> and diagonal dominance is lost.
The change to a variable y also makes it necessary to modify 
some of the other arguments presented in this Appendix. One notable 
effect is that the mesh Reynolds numbers, which were the determining 
factors on the stability of the finite-difference equations, are greatly 
reduced, since they should now be calculated in terms of the effective 
viscosity. A second effect is that the amplification factor, r, which 
governs the no-slip instability (Appendix B4) is multiplied by a factor 
(y^/y^) . Since the effective viscosity increases rapidly from the wall, 
this represents a strong stabilizing effect, and it is unlikely that this 
kind of instability should be encountered in turbulent flow.
APPENDIX B METHODS OF ITERATION
B1 Introductory Remarks
This appendix contains both theoretical considerations about 
the way in which the finite difference equations should be solved, and 
details of the four versions of the program (referred to as Programs 1 
to 4) incorporating the four methods of iteration outlined in Section
2.7. Aspects peculiar to Programs 2 and 3 have been omitted for brevity 
since solutions obtained with these were later reconverged using Program 
4. Sections B2 to BIO are primarily concerned with theoretical material 
and the remainder of the Appendix is given to program description.
All calculations were made in double precision, which means 
that all floating-point numbers were stored to 13 or 14 decimal places. 
This was necessary for the method of cycles, where very small convergence 
criteria had to be satisfied by the inner iterations. It was not 
established whether single precision (6 -to 7 decimal places) would have 
been adequate in later versions.
To give some idea of costs, solutions calculated by the method 
of cycles (Method 1) converged in something over a hundred iterations, 
each of which took 10 to 20 seconds on an IBM 360/85 computer. At the 
relatively modest charge of £6 per minute this works out at around £200 
per solution. Programs 2 and 3 did not improve substantially on this 
figure. Program 4 converged in typically 500 iterations, taking 4 
to 5 minutes on an IBM 370/165, a machine of similar speed. The cost 
per solution was about £25.
B2 Methods of Solving Linear Equations
Methods of solving linear equations, and in particular Laplace’s 
equation, have been widely investigated in the literature, and some highly 
sophisticated methods of iteration proposed. Unfortunately the more
spectacular of these either require a large amount of storage or some 
restriction on the mesh or the differential equations which makes them 
unsuitable in the present case. The following are the relatively simple 
methods used in the course of the present work:
(a) Successive substitution is the simplest form of iteration. At each 
node the unknown, say is replaced by the number for which the 
difference equation is satisfied, assuming the current estimates at the 
neighbouring nodes:-
“p + 1 Cq“q/CP ... (B2-1)
Similarly, in an iteration for iJ/:-
^ ^  V'Q + pV /Ap ••• (B2-2)
The scans are repeated until the solution converges, i.e. until there is 
no appreciable difference in the estimates of all nodal values before 
and after a scan. The current array of values o)p or is then taken as 
the solution of the difference equation.
(b) Successive over-relaxation (SOR). The increment in o)p indicated
by the operation (B2-1) is called the residual of the difference equation 
at the node P. It is often found that convergence is accelerated by 
adding to the old estimate a multiple of the residual:-
( i )  5p = I  W cp "  “ p ... (B2-3)
(ii) Wp + Wp + v 6p
where v is the ’relaxation parameter’. For the stream function the 
optimum value of v is usually in the range 1.6 to 1.8, but for vorticity 
it is not much greater than unity.
The process (B2-3) is referred to as over-relaxation if v is 
greater than unity and under-relaxation if v is less than unity.
Under-relaxation can often restore convergence in an otherwise divergent 
calculation.
(c) Successive line over-relaxation (SLOR) is a modification of SOR in 
which a set of difference equations corresponding to A row or column of 
the mesh is treated simultaneously. This is achieved by solving the line 
of equations using the technique of Ttri-diagonal inversion’ and then 
multiplying the indicated residuals by a relaxation parameter. Details are 
supplied in Appendix B9 below.
In assessing these methods it is sometimes helpful to distinguish 
between ’new' and ’old’ nodal estimates. The former are the values at the 
beginning of the scan, and the latter are those by which they are replaced. 
It is a general maxim, although not capable of rigorous proof, that 
convergence is enhanced by satisfying each difference equation with as many 
unknowns as possible evaluated at the new level. In SOR two unknowns are 
old and two new at each point. If, for instance, the scan is made in the 
direction of increasing i and j then ojg and are new, but and
are old. If line iteration is used all the nodes in the line being 
considered, and all those on its predecessor, are new. Thus three 
unknowns at each individual point are new and only one is old.
B3 The Non-Linear Aspect
Mathematically we have to find a pair of inter-dependent 
quasi-linear distributions; given the vorticity distribution the equation 
for the stream function is linear and vice versa. Because of the 
interaction between the variables, however, the problem as a whole is 
non-linear. Thus we must devise an iterative process of the general form:-
(i) Find a new distribution, m, such that the vorticity equation 
is more nearly satisfied in terms of the current estimate of ip.
(ii) Find a new distribution, ip, such that the stream function equation 
is more nearly satisfied in terms of the current estimate of w.
(iii) Repeat from (i) until the process converges.
Of course there are many ways in which a new distribution can 
be found which ’more nearly satisfies' the relevant difference equations. 
One extreme is to converge the difference equations by a sub-iteration 
at each step, which leads to the method of cycles described in Section
2.7. This is probably the most effective procedure in the sense that it 
should converge in the smallest number of steps, but since there is a 
great deal of work involved in each step it is unlikely to be the most 
efficient in terms of computing time. It also suffers from the practical 
disadvantage that is requires the storage of an extra array. A more common 
procedure, therefore, which we refer to as the 'single-scan' method, is one 
in which each unknown is updated only once only at each step, using a 
replacement technique such as SOR. In this case it is not necessary to 
store the old solution, and the work involved at each step is greatly
reduced. It has been suggested, (e.g. Roberts (1970) that this work can
be even further reduced by scanning, at most iterations, only those parts 
of the mesh at which the residuals are large. An idea of this sort was 
incorporated in Program 4 and is described in Appendix B16 below.
By far the most common method of iteration, which we will refer 
to as the ’standard’ method, is to make single scans using SOR. In general 
the optimum relaxation parameters for this procedure are smaller than those 
for solving either variable separately.
B4 An Instability Due to the no-slip Condition
As was mentioned in Section 2.6 the 'standard' method of 
iteration, namely single scans using SOR, failed to converge when a non- 
uniform mesh was introduced. This failure was due to an interaction 
through the no-slip condition between the stream function and vorticity 
at a wall. To demonstrate the effect let the wall vorticity be given 
by the genral formula (2.4-6), namely:
which includes the three formulae (A10-4), (A10-6) and (A10-9) with
2n = 2,3 and 4 and g = 0, -£i0j and (^ ” ^Q)/2ph respectively. The
suffices o,l and 2 refer to the wall node and the first two nodes along 
the normal, and h is the distance from 0 to 1. This section will be 
concerned with the finite difference equations centred at 1, and it 
will therefore be convenient on occasion to refer to this by the suffix 
P also.
Assume that the vorticity at the wall is calculated prior to 
that in the interior in each scan. Let the outcome of the stream function 
scan at some stage be to change by some quantity 6. Then this change 
is passed round a cycle via the wall vorticity formula and the two 
difference equations at P as follows
The finite difference equations determine a convergence factor, say R,
which is the factor by which the residual is reduced each iteration, but
if r is greater than R it is the former which limits the actual convergence.
Furthermore if r exceeds unity the whole scheme is numerically unstable.
We examine below the indivual factors r. and r , to see what are the
to
maximum values they can take and under what circumstances they approach
(i) i|>p + ipp + 6
2
(ii) to a) - (n/p h )6 by (B4-1) since ^ = consto o o
(iii) Wp ■> o)p (C^/Cp) (n/p h2)<S by (2.4-1)
9 by (2.4-2)
Here C is the finite difference coefficient of &u in the equation o o
centred at P. The cycle defines an amplification factor r where
o
r (B4-2)
The value of r is important in determining the overall convergence rate
these maxima. Consider first r^ . By equation (A2-4)
Ap = t4 -  + r~T—  ... (B4-3)
T  W  h hs
Suppose for definiteness that S is the node on the wall, and let
XN = 5 XE = V hS 5 XW = V hS ... (B4-4)
Then, combining (B4-2), (B4-3) and (B4-4):-
r . = ( f- + rr—f— ) ... (B4-5)
*  ^ XN
Hence r^ is largest when the X's are large.
Now X^ is of order unity, since h^ is not expected to differ
greatly from h , but X and X are not so restricted and indeed take b £ W
values of order 100 on the meshes used in the present work, as was 
pointed out in Section 2.3. Hence the largest value of r^ is
*XN = V  AWS>> ' . ••• (B4- 6)
It is more difficult to find general conclusions about r
03
because of the diversity of possible finite difference equations for the 
vorticity. However it is invariably true that Cp = £ C^, so that by 
simple rearrangement:-
V  i
ru = cp - 1+(CN/CS)+(CE+CW)/CS ... (B4-7)
If, further, the normal component of velocity is small, or more strictly,
the mesh Reynolds number R = pvh /p is small, then the diffusive part
 ^ 2
of C^/Cg dominates:-
It remains to account for the term (C+C )/C„ in (B4-7). The finite
E W S
difference coefficients for a conventional, an upwind and a mixed scheme 
are given in Appendix A9. It follows from these, after a little 
algebra that:-
c £+cw xN+i
— ——  = t— 7— {1+2 (Rp-Rtt) ) » conventional scheme,cs xExw
|R2I «  1 ... (B4-9)
where R^ and R^ are mesh Reynolds numbers puhp/y, puh^/y; and
C^+CTT A,,+ l
E W
CS E“W
upwind scheme, |R^ | «  1 ... (B4-10)
These expressions show the influence on stability of the flow parallel 
to the wall but for present purposes it is sufficient to note that r0)
is largest if A^ , X^ »  1, in which case both expressions can be 
neglected in comparison with CN/Cg* Then, by (B4-7) and (B4-8):-
r
V
Y ; |R2I «  i, xE,xw »  i ... (B4-H)
Hence, putting together (B4-2), (B4-6) and (B4-11), the maximum value of 
r and the conditions for its attainment are:-
nXN
r max = 2 0 y M l  5 V N j  ~  ’ > K l  << 1 V  (B4‘ 12)
The condition for stability is |r| < 1, or, dropping the suffix N:-
X < (1 + (2n+l)*)‘/n ... (B4-13)
Thus, under the conditions stated the stability of the boundary conditions
depends jointly on the n of the wall vorticity formula and the expansion 
ratio between the first and second intervals along the normal. For 
n = 2,3 and 4 the stability criteria on X are:-
n = 2  X < 1.62
n = 3 X <1.22 ? ... (B4.14)
n = 4 X < 1.00 J
Returning now to the influence of the flow parallel to the wall
when Xg and X^ are finite, we note that stability is improved by increasing
the expressions (B4-9) or (B4-10), depending on the type of difference 
equation used. For both schemes stability is improved by making R 
greater than R^, or equivalently by making the downstream interval 
larger than the upstream interval. The upwind scheme also gains in 
stability if |u| is large.
The argument has been given in terms of a particular orientation
of the normal to the wall, but the extension to any other orientation is
trivial. Summing up therefore, the worst conditons for stability are:-
(i) a streamwise mesh spacing much greater than the spacing 
along the normal,
(ii) a large expansion ratio between first and second intervals 
along the normal
(iii) a wall vorticity formula with a large n,
.(iv) a mesh which shortens in the streamwise direction, and 
(v) (for an upwind scheme only) a small velocity component 
parallel to the wall.
As far as the last item is concerned, the mixed scheme behaves as a 
central difference scheme in stagnant flow, and is therefore less stable 
than a straightforward upwind scheme.
B5 Confirmation of the Analysis
The above analysis is well confirmed by the behaviour of the 
non-uniform mesh program described in Section 2.6. This used the wall 
vorticity formula n = 3, with an expansion ratio X = 1.3, whereas the 
stability condition is that X should not exceed 1.22. But the theory
not only predicts the instability, but also the part of the boundary 
at which it should occur, for the upper wall of the outlet is the only 
part of the boundary which combines a mesh of high aspect ratio with a 
low tangential velocity.
As a result of the analysis it can be recommended that:- 
(i) If a non-uniform mesh is to be used the first and second 
intervals along each normal should nevertheless be equal. There is 
then no possibility of a rio-slip instability.
(ii) The wall vorticity formula n=2 is likely to give the most 
rapid convergence, but (Appendix A 10) has only first order accuracy.
Hence n=3, which has second order accuracy, should be the preferred 
choice but there could be some advantage in partially converging a 
solution with n=2 before changing to n=3. This could be achieved with 
only a trivial modification of the program. All solutions in the present 
work used n=3.
The instability described here has not apparently been 
encountered by previous authors. Its appearance in the present work is 
attributable to the unusually high near-wall aspect ratios of the mesh, 
which in turn are forced by the nature of the flow. Parts of the 
analysis, particularly the adverse effect of large n on convergence, 
are confirmed in the open literature. For instance Aziz and Heliums 
(1967) concluded that:-
fIt is clear that the second order approximation £n=42l introduces 
a tendency towards instability which results in slower convergence of 
the overall scheme. Prior workers have also noted that methods of 
treating boundary points that are of highest accuracy often tend to 
be less stable than simpler, less accurate schemes.’
There is also a correlation between high accuracy and large n.
In an Imperial College internal report Runchal, Spalding and 
Wolfshtein (1967) summarized their experience with non-uniform meshes 
and an upwind difference scheme as follows:-
’Computations that are convergent when the grid is uniform have 
been found to diverge when unequal intervals are introduced. The source 
of the divergence appears to be the linkage of the vorticity and stream- 
function equations through the vorticity boundary conditions ...
Although [n=3j almost always gives better results than (~n=2j it is 
also more likely to promote divergence, especially when the grid 
intervals are unequal, and when the Reynolds number is low.1
Since a low Reynolds number is likely to imply a slow tangential 
velocity at the wall, these passages can be said to support three of the 
five destabilizing influences found in the analysis, namely large n, 
large X and low tangential velocity. Neither paper notes any decrease 
in stability with increasing aspect ratio, but it can fairly be claimed 
that the present work supports this. The evidence on the fifth point, 
the shortening of the mesh in the streamwise direction is inconclusive.
In the preliminary program it was found that under-relaxation 
had the effect of reducing the instability to a state of neutral 
stability in which the solution neither converged nor diverged. This is 
less than might have been expected from the analysis, since it would 
appear that the amplification factor should be multiplied by the product 
of the two relaxation parameters. In practice though it seems that the 
stabilising effect is much smaller, and cannot be quantified. Similarly 
other more sophisticated methods of solution can be expected to improve 
stability, but by an unquantifiable amount. These include line iteration, 
which satisfies the difference equations at three ’new* and only one ’old’ 
value, and iteration by cycles, in which all four neighbouring values are 
’new’. Two further methods of stabilising the numerical behaviour at the
wall are mentioned in Sections B7 and B8 below.
B6 The No-Slip Stability Analysis Using a Seven-Point Equation
If a seven-point difference equation is used for the stream 
function then the stability analysis is slightly modified, since the 
coefficient Ap, which occurs in the denominator of r^ must be replaced 
by Bp. The effect of this is to multiply rmay by a factor, say m, 
where
m = Ap/Bp ... (B6-1)
both coefficients being calculated on the assumption that only the
coefficients in the normal direction contribute.
Now if, following the recommendation of the last section, the 
first and second intervals along the normal are set equal then Bp reduces 
identically to Ap so that the stability is unaffected. For the general 
case let the first three intervals be h, Xh and ph. (the third interval 
enters the analysis through Bp). Then, substituting for Ap and Bp in 
(B6-1) it follows, after some algebra that;-
m =  - - - - - ...  . .. H j -L + J )  (X + li +  O ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  _  (B 6 _ 2 )
(X + y) - (X + y) (X - X + 1)-X (X - 1)
After some further rearrangement the difference between the numerator and
denominator can be shown to be; -
(1 - X) y (X + y + 1) ... (B6-3)
This expression vanishes if X = 1. Hence m=l if X=l, as expected.
The seven-point equation gives more stability than the five-point 
equation if X is greater than unity but less if X is less than unity.
However the latter case is unimportant, since then both are uncondition­
ally stable.
Tabulation of m shows that the effect on stability of changing 
from one scheme to the other is fairly small. Thus for X = 1.5 and 
y - 1, m is equal to 0.83. Increasing y to 3 increases m to 0.90.
The corresponding figures for A = 2 are 0.75 and 0.83.
It is interesting, however to compute what would have been the
effect of introducing a seven point equation into the preliminary
program described in Section 2.6. For A = 1.3 and y = 1.69, m is equal
to 0.91. Hence r Would have been reduced from 1.102 to 1.003. max
At this level under-relaxation would probably have been sufficient to 
converge the solutions.
B7 Implicit Treatment of the Wall Vorticity
It is possible to improve the stability at a wall by, essentially, 
evaluating one or more terms at the new iteration level. This is achieved 
by eliminating algebraically one or more of the unknowns between the wall 
vorticity equation and the finite difference equations. A simple example 
of this was used by Gosman, et al. (1969). They wrote the wall vorticity 
equation in the form
o)g = gj-g^p ••• (B7-1)
where, for the formula (A10-6), n = 3,
3(^o^p)
g, =  5 ' g2 « i ... (B7-2)
ph
Substitution into the finite difference equation gives
V p  = Ce“e + V w  + t y *  + Cs8l " Csg2 V  ••• (B7"3)
Here o)p appears on both sides of the equation. Solving for Wp’:-
ceV + cw“w + cn“n + CS81 ,r, ,s
^  ■     -  “ 7 ’
The essential point about this is that if m had been calculated explicitly
u
and then substituted into the finite difference equation the last term on 
the right hand side of (B7-3) would be at the old level, whereas in 
(B7-4) it is at the new level. Alternatively, looked at in terms of 
diagonal dominance of the matrix (Appendix A3) the ratio J|c^|/|Cp|has 
been reduced from unity to 1 - Cg/(Cp + C^g^).
The value of u)p is also sensitive to Roberts (1970)
therefore took the treatment a stage further by substituting for ' 
in terms of its finite difference equation:-
%  - (2 V q + p“p )/ap] , rr„ n03g =    - £ o)p ... (B7-5)
ph
This can be rearranged in the form (B3-1) with
2
81 = 3  ^AQ^Q/AP)/p h'
g2 = 3/Aph2 + J
(B7-6)
The cycles method of iteration can be regarded as the ultimate 
in implicit treatment, since, after the iteration is complete all the 
variables are at the Tnewf level.
The replacement formula (B7-4), coupled with (B7-6) was used 
in Program 1. The other versions of the program also treated the 
vorticity at the wall implicitly although the algebra differs somewhat 
with the method of iteration.
B8 Convection Normal to a Wall
It was found empirically that Program 1 was markedly easier 
to converge if the convection of vorticity from the wall to the first 
interior node was neglected. Thus, if P is a node whose neighbour S 
lies on a wall, then Cg was calculated on the assumption that Vp = 0.
When the near-wall mesh is very fine this should be a good approximation. 
The unsettling effect if Vp is not assumed zero could be explained as 
follows:-
The coefficient Cg (and also Cp and C^ ) depends on Vp. But
this is computed by a finite-difference formula involving ^ and ik .
E r  w
Since these quantities are nearly equal the result may not be very 
meaningful, and should any incipient instability be present, whether due 
to the no-slip mechanism described in Appendix B4 or otherwise, it will
be magnified through the differencing operation and react on C_.
Hence the unsettling effect, which can be suppressed by assuming a 
fixed value, i.e. zero, for Vp.
B9 Line Iteration
Line iteration is based on the direct solution of systems of 
equations of the form:-
= d.a x  +b.x +c,x 1 o 11 12 1
a2Xl+b2X2+C2X3
a.x. ' +b.x.+c.x.,, 
x i -1 l i  ii+l
= d.
= d.l
a x  ,+b x +c x , = d
n n-1 n n n n+1 n
... (B9-1)
where x^ and Xn+j are known, The system is solved by finding coefficients
(pi»qi ; i=l,2..n) such that:-
x. = p.x. ,+q. l l i+l l ... (B9-2)
Since xn+j is known x^ , xn_j etc. can then be found by repetition of 
this equation. A recursive formula for the p !s and q’s is found as 
follows
By (B9-2) wifh i replaced by (i-1)
x. = p. .x.+q. ... (B9-3)l-l *1-1 l ni-l
Substituting into the it 1^ equation of (B7-1)
(a.p. ,+b.)x.+c.x. ,+a.q. = d. ...li-l i i i  i+l li-l i
-c.x. , + d.-a.q.
l i+l l li-l
or
x. =
.1 a.p. ,+b. a.p. ,+b. li-l l iri-l i
Comparing with (B9-2) therefore:-
... (B9-4)
~c.1
p- =
... (B9-5)
i a.p. ,+b.
1 l-l l
d.-a.q 
l li-l
qi a.p. ,+b.li-l l
The first equation of (B9-1) may be expressed as:-
c d - a x
X 1 =  "  b ~  X 2 +  ■ " b 7 ' “  ... ( B9-6)
Hence, by comparison with (B9-2)
c.
p i = ~ b
d - a x
q l = •> b  °  ••• ( B9_7)
Starting from these values, the remaining p's and q's are given by (B9-5), 
and the required values of the x's follow by (B9-2).
Consider now a row of n nodes, at each of which it is required 
to satisfy an equation of the form
V p  = V w  + + + As*s + P“p • • • (B9-8)
By grouping together the terms corresponding to the nodes on the line, 
namely .P,W and E, and grouping the remainder as a source term on the 
right hand side, this can be put in the form:-
‘i + i - i + .bi*i + cih+i = di
ai = ' (V i  
bi = (V i
Ci = ' (AE )i
di = pui + V n  + W i
where the suffix i denotes the number of the node in the row. There is 
also implied a suffix j, corresponding to the row number, and (^)£ and
(^S^i signify j + j anc* j-i respectively. Since the end values ikj 
and iJj are known, this is in the tridiagonal form, and can be solved by 
the method described.
Hence, as an alternative to S.O.R. the grid can be divided 
into a series of lines (rows or columns) and the scan completed by using 
tri-diagonal inversion on each in turn. A relaxation factor can be 
introduced by multiplying the changes in the nodal values. If is 
the solution of the tri-diagonal system, and is the old estimate,
then the new estimate is
^i^ = ^i°^ + V " ^i°^) ... (B9-10)
According to Varga (1962) it can be shown theoretically that 
line iteration reduces the number of scans to convergence by a factor
at least for the particular model problem of Laplace’s equation in a 
square with known boundary values. However, the superiority of Method 4, 
which used point iteration, over Method 3, which uses line iteration, 
appears to cast some doubt on the usefulness of line iteration where 
two interdependent variables are involved.
BIO The Effect on Convergence of the Order of Scan in SOR
At moderate or high Reynolds numbers the flow in the interior 
of the region of interest is dominated by convection, and if a mixed or 
an upwind difference scheme is used the effect of this is expressed in 
the difference equations in terms of the two upstream nodes. Hence, if 
the scan could be made in an order such that these nodes are always ’new’ 
then intuitively a faster rate of convergence would be expected than if 
they were always ’old’. The following argument supports this expectation 
for a particularly simple set of difference coefficients, namely those 
given by equations (A5-3) for an upwind difference scheme on a uniform 
mesh.
An estimate of the convergence rate of a finite-difference
/_ \
scheme can be obtained by considering the solution w. . after n scans
ij
to be made up of the true solution of the scheme, say plus an error
term. The latter is made up of Fourier components, each of which decays
by some factor p „ for each scan:- 
\ a, 3
c o = a). . + 7 A pn exp {i(ax + 3y)/h} . .. (B10-1)
ij iJ a,3 .
The maximum value of Ip 0| over all a and 3 is then taken as the estimate
1 a, 31
of the overall convergence rate. For the purpose of analysis only one 
component of the error term is included, and once |p| has been determined, 
it is maximized with respect to a and 3. Consider for instance the general 
scheme
Cp“p = V b + Cw“w + Cn“n + Cs“s ... (Bio-2)
Suppose that the nodes are scanned from left to right and from bottom to 
top. Then when the point P is reached the values at W and S are ’new* 
i.e. the finite-difference operation has already been applied to them, 
while those at E and N are ’old1. Hence, substituting the form (B10-1) 
into (B10-2), and cancelling the true solution, the equation for one 
component becoes:-
p Cp = CE ela + p Cw e_1“ + C j j  elg + p Cg e-13 . . .  (B10-3)
from whence it follows that:
| ,2 _ CE + 2CECN C0S (a~S) * _____________
lp * " " 2  2 2
Cp - 2Cp (Cw cos a + Cg cos 3) + Cw + 2CW Cg cos (a~3) + Cg
... (B10-4)
Now compare the upwind difference scheme (A5-8) for the two cases 
u, v > o (for which the upwind values are new), and u, v < o (for which
they are old). The respective sets of coefficients are
where, for brevity stands for (1 + |Rj|) and for (1 + | | )-
It is a simple matter to substitute these coefficients into (B10-4), but
to evaluate maxima for all a and {3 would be lengthy and tedious. An
easier process is to choose a set of values of (a-3) and maximize for
these. A summary of results for (a-3) = 0, ± tt/ 2  and tt are given in
Table Bl. It will be seen that in each example Ip | is less for1 'max
u,v > o than for u,v < o, and the difference increases with higher 
velocity components.
2
For a = 3 = o, |p | = 1, so it would appear at first sight that 
there exists an error mode which does not decay. However, this corresponds 
to a uniform error over all nodes which would in practice be eliminated 
through the boundary conditions.
2Table Bl: Maximum Values of jpj for Iteration (i) along 
and (ii) against the Streamline
a-3
2|p| along streamline 
1 'max
(u,v > o)
2
|p| against streamline 
' ' max
(u,v < o)
o 1 1
± tt/2
2 2 2 qi + ^2
/ 2 2 2 
{2 + q, + q2 - /q, + q2} ((2 + q, + q2 - Jl}2
IT o
CqJ - q2)2 
(2 + q, + q2)2
B11 Orders of Scan
(i) Program 1
Although it is desirable to scan the vorticity along the 
direction taken by the streamlines, it is too complicated in general 
to write a program to do this. The next best thing is a ffour-scanf, 
in which all four possible directions of scan are used in turn. This 
device was used for the recirculating flow region in the lee of the 
downstream corner. The rest of the field was divided by a section across 
the main duct at the point of maximum eddy thickness. To the left of this 
section the scan was made by rows, left to right, proceeding downwards, 
and to the right it was similar, but the direction of progression was 
upwards.
The stream function was scanned by rows, proceeding downwards, 
(ii) Program 2
Many different methods of scan were tried, but none showed any 
marked advantage.
(iii) Program 3
The scan in this case applied to the interior nodes only, the 
near-wall nodes having been treated in advance. (See Appendix B14 below.) 
The main channel was scanned by columns proceeding from left to right, 
and the upper channel by rows. Both variables were updated at the same 
time.
The order of scan was made to depend on the sign of the flow 
through the side channel. If this was negative, i.e. if the flow was 
confluent, the side channel was scanned first, proceeding downwards, 
and then the main channel. Otherwise, for cavity flow or for divergent 
flow, the main channel was scanned first, and then the side channel, 
proceeding upwards.
(iv) Program 4
The scan was the same as for Program 3 except that point 
replacements were used along each line, instead of tri-diagonal inversion. 
Columns were traversed from bottom to top and rows from left to right.
B12 Construction of the Mesh 
(i) Program 1
The side channel was scanned symmetrically by twenty-one nodes, 
as indicated in Section 2.3, i.e. the near-wall intervals were both .equal 
to, say, h and each interval progressing towards the centre was 1.3 times 
its predecessor. The staggering of the mesh at the corners was then 
effected by assuming that the walls lay half way between the outermost 
pairs of nodes. The value of h was found a posteriori by normalising the 
width of the channel to unity.
The x-direction intervals either side of the side channel were 
increased successively until sufficient distance was gained from the junction. 
In the downstream direction, however, the interval was limited, as far as 
was practicable, in the region of the reattachment point. The expansion 
was resumed once this point was passed. There was an element of trial 
and error in this part of the grid, since the reattachment point was not 
known in advance.
The transverse spacing in the main channel was similar to that 
in the side channel, but in order to make up the extra width the centre 
was spanned by a uniform mesh, with a spacing not greater than the 
maximum across the side channel. The side channel was spanned in the 
y-direction by successively expanding the interval from its initial value 
of h.
The resulting mesh is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.
(ii) Programs 2,3 and 4-
The construction was similar to the above, except for the
following points:-
(a) The near-wall intervals hj, h^ , and were specified in 
advance. The values used in the various solutions are listed in Table 2.
(b) The second interval along each normal to a wall was set equal 
to the first.
(c) It was not found necessary to make any special provision for 
the reattachment point, but in most solutions the streamwise interval in 
the outlet was restricted to a value of order unity.
(d) In the cavity flow solutions the grid with respect to y in the 
cavity was determined by the same procedure used to span the main channel. 
The intervals around the cavity were all .01 units.
B13 Convergence Criteria
(i) Program 1
The method of cycles demands two sets of convergence criteria: 
one to decide when each step is complete and one to decide when the outer 
iteration has converged. Both sets were based on a comparison of the 
residuals with typical values of the two variables. These were defined as 
follows:-
ij
... (B13-1)
Where S is the set of non-boundary nodes, which are n in number.
After each cycle the overall residuals were defined, in the 
notation of Section 2.7, by:-
d - max | uk . - w f? ^|/
ij iJ
d. = max - i|jf?^ |/a
f s 1 ij ij 1 V
... (Bl3-2)
J
d^ was always considerably bigger than d^ . Convergence was assumed when
d < 100)
d. < 10
-2
-4 ... (B13-3)
J
The convergence criteria for the inner iterations were that 
the largest residuals for each variable should be less than one thousandth 
of the largest change brought about by the preceding cycle:
Ir I/a <10 d
'(O1 0) 0)
3l
... (B13—4)
Ir |/a < 10~3d.'ip' jp \[j
j
Here r^ is the largest value, over S, of the residual 6p defined by 
equation (B2-3), i.e. the change dictated by the finite difference 
equation before under- or over-relaxation, r^ is similarly defined. 
This formulation ensures that the accuracy of solution at each step 
increases as the outer iteration nears convergence.
(ii) Programs 2,3 and 4
The convergence criterion for single scan methods is much
simpler:-
r /a < £
0) 1 0)
lr /| /a i < e1 ip1 ij ^
... (Bl3-5)
-4where e was taken as 5 x 10 . It was found that (r /a ) was always
0) (i
greater than (r^/a^), usually by one to two orders of magnitude. Thus
(B13—5) is really a condition on the convergence of the vorticity
equation only. By the time this was satisfied (r^/a^) was usually a 
_6
few times 10
B14 Solving the Equations at the Near-wall Nodes
Let P be the i ^  node on a line adjoining the lower boundary 
(i.e. on j = 2). Then, assuming the wall vorticity formula n=3,
= I  Aq^q + PWP (B14-1)
and
Cp“p = I Cq“q •••
Ug = (3/ph2) (ips - ij>p) - Jojp ... (Bl4-3)
The ij/s can be obtained to more significant figures by subtracting out 
the wall value. Hence let
<Sq = ~ • • • (Bl4-4)
for Q = N,S,E and W. Substitution of thelast two equations into the 
first two gives, after a little rearrangement:-
"Vw. + Vp " V e “ V h *'p“p ... (B14-5)
and
""SAtf + ^S?+2^S^WP ” ^E^E ~ ” ^3/ph ) Cg6p ... (B14-6)
Comparison with equations (B9-8) and (B9-9) shows that both these
equations are of tri-diagonal form. The coefficients of the stream
... (Bl4-7) 
( i , 2 ) .
... (B14-8)
To solve these equations the C’s were computed at the foldf 
level, and were then assumed fixed. The interdependence of the two 
variables then entered only through the source terms, d^ ; that for 6 
depends on w and vice versa. The solution was achieved by the 
following s,ub~ iteration:^
function equation are:-
ai  = _Aw
Ci =
d i  = V i  ,3 + p“ i , ,2
it being understood that the A's are evaluated at the node 
Similarly the coefficients of the vorticity equation are:-
a. —l W
b. = Cp + ' i  cs
Ci ■ -CE
d i  -  V i , 3 -  ( 3 /p h  > V i , 2
The d.'s in the vorticity equation were evaluated from the 
existing estimates of the 6^’s, and the equations were then solved by 
tri-diagonal inversion. The solution was then used to evaluate the 
d^’s for the stream function equations, which were also solved by 
tri-diagonal inversion. Both solutions were then under-relaxed, i.e. 
the new estimates were a weighted mean of the old estimates and the 
solutions just obtained. After some experimentation the optimum 
relaxation factor was found to.be about 0.75, and this value was written 
into the program. The sub-iteration was repeated until successive 
estimates satisfied a convergence criterion ten times stricter than 
that for the overall solution. This was usually achieved in five to 
ten sub-iterations.
When the seven-point approximation was used for the stream 
function equation the extra terms were absorbed into the source term,
e.g.
di ■s= AN6i,3'+ p“i,2 + AWW6i-2,2 + A NN6i,4 ’** (B34~9)
Finally the new estimates of to. „ and \[j. 9 adopted by the1 y 1. ^ Z
program were obtained by under-relaxation between the old estimates and 
the solution found by this sub-iteration. In Program 3 this under­
relaxation was found essential if the overall stability was to be 
maintained, but with Program 4 it was found advantageous to adopt the 
new solution in full.
The techniques for the other two walls were similar. The 
difference equations can be written down by exact analogy with (B14-7) 
and (B14-8) above. The only additonal complication was at the points 
in the middle of the ’lines1 at which they have a right-angled bend. 
Consider, for instance the line adjacent to the wall ABL. The node at 
the intersection of the two portions is anomalous for two reasons; it 
is an interior node, and its neighbours for the purpose of tri-diagonal
inversion are those to the ’north’ and ’east’. The nodes to the ’south’ 
and ’west’ therefore contribute to the source terms. The equations are:-
- V e + V p ; V n = V w  + V s  + puP ,
... (B14-10)
. ■ V e + cp“p ■ cn “n = cw“w + V s
As before it is prudent to subtract out from the i|>'s the stream function 
value on the wall.
B15 Local Variation of Relaxation Parameters
One computational difficulty encountered in the course of the 
present work was that it proved necessary to under-^relax the iterations 
quite severely in order to suppress local instabilities, whereas over 
the majority of the region less severe under-relaxation, or even over^ 
relaxation could be used without difficulty. To overcome this a (procedure 
was adopted whereby the relaxation parameters were varied locally according 
to the behaviour of the residuals. This was applied to the scan of the 
interior nodes in Programs 3 and 4.
The scan was controlled by three parameters; one relaxation 
parameter for each variable, say r^ and r , and a reduction factor, say k, 
which was less than unity. Separate relaxation factors were assigned
to each line for each variable. Initially these were set to r and r,J w ij
on each line. However if an incipient instability was detected in, say,
the vorticity on a particular line, then the relaxation parameter for 
vorticity on that line and its two neighbours were reduced by multiplying 
them by k. (The value assigned to k was usually 0.9.)
It was found that instabilities were characterised by residuals 
which increase in magnitude, but alternate in sign with each iteration. 
Therefore an incipient instability was assumed when the maximum residual
in a variable on a line increased in magnitude and changed sign between
successive iterations.
If this process were allowed to operate indefinitely it is 
probable that it would simply lead to a steady drop in the level of 
the relaxation parameters. Therefore the parameters were reset every 
twenty iterations to the mean of their current and initial values.
If the calculation was found to diverge in spite of those 
adjustments, k was reduced by 0.1. However if, after three such 
reductions, it continued to diverge, the run was automatically 
terminated.
B16 Partial Scans
As solutions near convergence the convergence criterion is 
usually amply satisfied at a large proportion of the nodes. It is 
therefore unnecessary to continue to update the solution at these nodes 
every scan. However, these nodes cannot be ignored entirely because 
of the elliptic nature of the equations. In Programs 3 and 4 the 
following procedure was adopted to reduce the computation needed near 
convergence
Iterations were grouped in fours, in the first of which a full 
scan was made. The largest residuals on each line of the scan were 
noted each iteration. Lines for which these were less than a quarter 
of the values needed to satify the convergence criterion were by-passed 
for the remaining iterations of the quartet.
This produced a considerable saving in computer time, since 
for quite a large proportion of the iterations only a quarter to a.half 
of the grid was scanned.
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APPENDIX C: ANALYTICAL DETAILS
Cl. The Displacement of Streamlines by Vorticity
The purpose of this section is to show that a positive
increment in vorticity displaces the local streamlines to the right 
of a vector along the direction of flow.
The solution, neglecting boundary conditions, of Poisson’s 
equation with a point source,
V2f(x,y) = -^SCx-x',y-y') ... (Cl'-l)
is
f(x,y) = (4tt) 1ln{(x-x’)2 + (y-y1)2} ... (Cl-2)
2
Hence the solution of the stream function equation, V ip = -pm, is
^(x,y) = (16tt2) 1 pmCx'jy') ln-CCx-xO^+Cy-y'^Mx’dy’
... (Cl-3)
i.e. an increment in vorticity generates a local change of the same 
sign in the stream function.
Consider now a particular section, x=xo, of the x-y plane* 
on which the stream function is given by ip(y) . Let a positive 
increment in vorticity at (xo,yQ) increase ip(y) by e(y) where 
0 < e «  ip9 and let
¥(y) = *Ky) + e(y) . . .  ( c i - 4 )
If d is the displacement in the y-direction of the streamline which 
originally passed through (xQ,yo), then
¥(yQ+d) = M y 0) ^ ••• (Cl-5)
But
 ^Cy0+d) = ^(yQ+d) + e(yo+d)
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to first order. Hence combining the last two equations
a . ■ - e3 /^3 y,yo
S V  ... (Cl-7)
Since e is positive the streamline is displaced downwards if u > 0 and 
upwards if u < 0.
Similarly, in the section y=yo> let a positive increment in 
vorticity generate a positive increment ef(x) in the stream function. 
Then the streamline through (x^y^) is displaced to the right by d' 
where
-e
9^/9x_o
... (Cl-8)
'xo
Hence the displacement is to the right if v > 0 and to the left if 
v < 0. These statements combine to give the required result. 
Displacements in the opposite directions would of course be generated 
by a negative increment in vorticity.
C2. The Shear on a Channel Wall in Fully-Developed Flow
Let the channel extend from y = o to y = b. Let the wall at
zero be stationary and let the wall at y = b move with velocity U. Let
the pressure gradient have the (constant) value 2yA. The velocity 
profile u(y) satisfies
2-2 -■ 2A I
3y I
> ... (C2-1)
u = o on y = o
u = U on y = B J
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The solution, as is easily verified, is
u = Ay2 + (U - Ab2)y/b ... (C2-2)
The Reynolds number is defined by
-1 fb 3
R = h pudy = (3Ub - Ab )p/6y ... (C2-3)
The shear at the stationary wall is proportional to 
f 9u\ U - Ab2(*JU - • • • <c2-4 ’
If U = 0, and the flow is driven by a pressure gradient, as
3in the present work, (C2-3) gives A = -6yR/pb so that
i )  ■ ?  -  « = - »
^/y=o pb
If the flow is driven by a moving wall, as in the calculation 
of Mehta and Lavan (1969), there is no pressure gradient, and therefore 
A - 0. Hence (C2-3) gives U = 2yR/pb, and, substituting into (C2-4):- 
9u\ 2yR
9y A=o pb2
... (C2-6)
This is the desired result. At constant Reynolds number the 
shear on the lower wall is three times greater if the flow is driven by 
a pressure gradient than if it is driven by the movement of the opposite 
wall.
C3. Construction of a Higher Order Addition to Weinbaumfs Solution
(i) Construction of F ( i p )
It is convenient to divide into its symmetric and anti­
symmetric parts. Hence let:-
ip^ °^  (r,6) = s(r,0) + a(r,0) ... (C3-1)
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where
s(r,0) = Arm {cosm0 + pcos(m-2)0} ... (C3-2)
a(r,0) = Br11 {sinn0 + qsin(n-2)0} ... (C3-3)
Also let the operator J(ip,<p) be defined by
_ dip 9<J> 9ip 9cj)
Then
■ W  ft - W  . . .  ( C 3 - 4 )
and it follows by simple substitution that
F(s + a) = F(s) + F(a) + J(s,V2a) .... (C3-6)
+ J(a,V2s)
The first term is evaluated as follows 
By (C3-15) and (C3-16) below:
V2s =. 4A(m-l)prm 2cos(m-2)0 ... (C3-7)
Hence the individual terms in F(s) are as follows:-
•—  = Arm  ^{mcosm0 + mpcos(m-2)0} ... (C3-8)dr
= -Arm {msinm0 + (m-2)psin(m-2)0} ... (C3-9)
do
2
= 4A(m-l) (m-2)prm ^cos(m-2)0 ... (C3-10)
dr
2
= -4A(m-l) (m-2)prm 2sin(m-2)0 ... (C3-11)
do
Substituting into the definition of F therefore:- 
F(s) = 4A2p(m-l)(m-2)r2m g^(0)
where
g (0) = “COs(m-2)0 {msinm0 + (m-2)psin(m-2)0}
+ sin(m-2)0 (mcosm0 + mpcos(m-2)0} ... (C3-12)
Fortunately, this expression can be reduced to a simpler form by 
combining the first with the third term and the second with the fourth
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(C3-14)
term. This gives
g(fl) = -msin20 + psin2(m-2)0 ... (C3-13)
The remaining three terms in (C3-6) follow by similar 
arguments. The sum of all four terms was given as equation (4.4-2).
The expressions for the coefficients in this equation are as follows:- 
= 4p2(m-l) (m-2) = -4pm(m-l) (m-2)
Cg = -4q2(n-l) (n-2) C4 = “4qn(n-l)(n-2)
Cj. = 4pn(m-l) (m-2) Cg = 4pq(m-l)(n-1)(m-n)
C7 =~4pq{(n-1)(n-2)+(m-l)(m-2)} Cg = -4qm(n-l)(n-2)
(ii) The Particular Integral
The inversion of (4.3-3) to find the particular integral depends 
on the following results:-
Let <f>(r,0) = rS sint0 ... (C3-15)
Then, as is easily verified:-
2 3# 1 3# 1 32#
77 7 *  777
= (s2-t2)rS 2sint0 ... (C3-16)
2Applying the V operator once more:-
V %  = d(s, t) rS ^sint0 ... (C3-17)
where
d(s,t) = (s2-t2){(s-2)2-t2} ... (C3-18)
Hence, inverting (C3-17), the particular integral of
= rS ^sint0 ... (C3-19)
is
+ si"t9 ... (C3-20)
d(s,t)
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These results hold if sint0 is replaced by cost0. They 
enable ij; to be written down at once, since r ^F(i^°^) is a sum of 
terms of the form (C3-15). Consider for instance the first term in 
r . Suppose
= A2C^r2m 4sin2(m-2)0 ... (C3-21)
This is of the form (C3-19) with s = 2m, and t = 2(m-2). Hence by
(C3-20) the solution is
where
ip - A2D^r2msin2(m-2)0 (C3-22)
d(2m,2m-4)
4p (m-1) (m-2)
{(2m) 2-(2m-4)2}{(2m-2)2-(2m-4)4}
P (m-2) 
16(2m-3)
(C3-23)
The contributions of the other seven terms in r F^(if^ °^ ) are derived 
by similar arguments. The particular integral was given in equation 
(4.4-3). The coefficients in this equation are as follows:-
D, _ P (m-2)16(2m-3)
=  -q2(n-2)
16(2n-3)
= P 
4(n+l)
-pq{(n-1)(n-2) + (m-1)(m-2)} 
8(n+m-2)(n+m-3)
“P
D
4(m+l)
-q
D
4 4(n+l)
_ pq(m-n)
D,
4mn
-q
4(m+l)
(C3-24)
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(iii) Evaluation of particular integral at the walls 
As a convenient shorthand let
s^ = sin2ma
s^ = sin2na
sg = sin(n+m)a
s^ = sin(n-m)a
c^ = cos2ma
c^ = cos2na
cg = cos(n+m)a
c^ = cos(n-m)a
where it is understood that a stands for 3tt/4.
The following results are useful:
sin2a = -1 cos2a - 0
sin4a = 0 cos 4a = -1
Hence, for any A: -
sin(A-2)a = cosAa cos(A-2)a = -sinAa
sin(A-4)a = -sinAa cos(A-4)a = -cosAa
Hence by substituting 0 = a into (4.4-3)
.2^ 2m ._,2__ 2n n+m -A Xr -B Yr -ABZr
J
... (C3-25)
... (C3-26)
... (C3-27)
... (C3-28)
where, by (C3-26) and (C3-27):-
X = -D^sin2(m-2)a-D2sin2a
Similarly
D1S1+D2
Y = D3s2+D4
and
3ip
30
( V D5) s 4_D6 V D7°3
p .2_, 2m b2_ 2n n+m— = -A Pr -B Qr -ABRr
. (C3-29)
. (C3-30) 
. (C3-31)
. (C3-32)
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where
P = 2(m-2)D^c^
Q = 2(n-2)D3c3
R = -(n-m+2)D3c^ + (n-m)Dgs^ ... (C3-33)
- ( n + m - 4 ) D 7 s 3  -  ( m - n + 2 ) D g C ^
(iv) The complementary function
9m
Consider the terms in r in (C3-28) and (C3-32) . The part of 
the complementary function due to these terms is of the form (4.2-9) with 
A = 2m;
9m
4>c l = r {A^sin2m0 + A2sin2(m-1)0 + A3cos2m0 A^cos2(m-1)0}
... (C3-34)
The boundary conditions are
2m
... (C3-35)
(±a) = ±Xr
3*c,l , x r. 2m
These conditions imply that . is anti-symmetric with respect to 0,c, 1
so that A3 = A^ = 0 .  The conditions on 0 = a then give:-
Alsl + a2c i = X ... (C3-36)
2mA^c^-2(m-l)A2S^ = P
The solving of these equations for A^ and A2 completes the determination 
of ip 1 . Similarly functions ip 9 and ip „ can be found to eliminate the0)1 C j/
terms in r2tl and rn+m. The resultant complementary function is the sum 
of the three such functions:-
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ilr = A^r^m {E1sin2m0 + Eosin2(m-1)0} c 1 z
+ B^r^n {E^sin2n0 + E^sin2(n-1)0} • •• (C3-37)
+ ABr+m {Eccos(n+m)0 + E^cos(n+m-2)0}
where
111—1 
w (m-l)s^X + 77
mc^X - 2S^
2m-s ^
2 2m-s^
E3
(n-l)s2Y + ic2Q
V
nc2Y - ss2Q
2
n-s2
2n-s2
E5 ‘
(m+n-2)c2Z - s^R
V
-(m+n)s2Z - c3R
o 2m+n-2c2 0 2m+n-2c2
C4. Calculation of A and B
1 First Order Solution
Let (^,0^ and (*2* 2^) be the polar coordinates
1 and 2 relative to the corner. Then, by equation (4.2-14:
values of the stream function at these nodes are:-
= p{Ar .mf., (0 .) + Br 1 1 1 1 inf2<9.)},i'“ 1,2
(C3-38)
... (CA-1)
It is required to find A and B such that
V. - i|j. ; i = 1,2 ... (C4-2)
l l
where tii. are the nodal values taken from the finite difference 
i ■
solutions. Let
X11 = yrl fl^0l^  x12 yrl f2^0l^
> ... (C4-3)
X21 ~ yr2 fl^02  ^ x22 yr2 f2 0^2  ^ ^
Then, combining equations (C4-1) to (C4-3):-
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A x l l  + Bx12 = h
Ax12 + Bx22
... (C4-4)
The solution is therefore
A =
B =
x22^1 ~ X12^2
X21X12 " X11X22
xll*2 ~ x21*l 
X21X12 “ X11X22
... (C4-5)
Thus A and B are found by computing the coefficients x defined in 
equations (C4-3) and substituting them into equations (C4-5).
2. Second Order Solution
In addition to the coefficients defined in equations (C4-3)
let
2mr~ /A . 2n». /* v n^ m*. ✓« \
x13 = yrl 3^  P  x14 = yrl 4^01^  xi5 = Virx f 5 e^
x23 = ^ 22mf3(92) x24 = 'jr22nf4(02) x25 = pr2n+mf 5(6,,)
(C4-6)
Then A and B must satisfy:
2 2 Ax, - + Bx- n + A x, _ + B x- . + ABx-111 12 13 14 15 rl
Ax12 + Bx22 + A2x23 + B2x24 + ABx25 = *2
... (C4-7)
This is a pair of simultaneous quadratics, and is more
u
difficult to solve than equations (C^-4). Two iterative methods were 
devised:-
(a) First Method
On the assumption that the perturbation term is small, let
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C1 = h “ A x13 " B x14 " ABx15
2  2  f  ... (C4-8)
C2 = *2 " A X23 ” B X24 " ABx25
The equations (C4-7) reduce to the linear form (C4-4) with and
replaced by and . The solution is found by making the same
substitutions into (C4-5). In each iteration the old estimates of A and
B were substituted into (C4-8), and the linear equations were solved
for a new pair. In order to help convergence in difficult cases the
process was under-relaxed.
If (A , B ) is the estimate after n iterations, and (A. , B.) n n *
the corresponding solution of the linear equations, the new estimates 
adopted were
A . = vA. + (1 - v)An+1 * ' n
B = vB. + (1 - v)B
... (C4-9)
Values of v varying from 1.0 down to 0.05 were tried in every case.
(b) Second Method
The only failures of the above method occurred in cases 
corresponding to separation corners. It will be recalled that these had 
equal x- and y-direction mesh intervals, whence it follows that nodes 2 
lay on the symmetry line, i.e. 0^ = 0. Thus, by equations (4.4-14)
x22 = x23 = X24 = 0 ***
whence the second of equations (C4-7) reduce to:
Ax2  ^+ ^2x25 = ^2
Elimination of B between this equation and the first of equations 
(C4-7) gives a quartic in A:
A4 + C3A3 + C2A2 + CjA + CQ = 0  ... (C4-12)
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where: 
C0 = *2 x14/x13x252
... (C4-13)
C1 = (X12X25 " 2xi.4x2i)-i’2/x13x25
C2 (x21 X14 + ’fl2x15x25 ” X12X21X25 ” h X25 ^ X13X25 
C3 = (xllx25 " X15X21)/x13X25
The solution of this quartic was sought by the Newton-Raphson 
method, using the first order solution for A as an initial estimate. 
Where a solution was found, say A^, the quartic was divided by (A-A^) 
and the resulting cubic was solved by the Newton-Raphson method giving 
a second solution, say A^. Division of the cubic by (A-A2) then yielded 
a quadratic with, possibly, further solutions A^ and A^. The root 
finally selected was that nearest the first-order solution for A. B was 
then calculated from equation (C4-11).
In those cases.for which no solution was found it was verified 
that the quartic (C4-12) is positive-definite by evaluating it at its 
turning points.
